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Abstract 

Thesis Titie: Literary Primitivism: Its Function in the 

Early Works of Vladimir Mayakovsky 

and Other Russian Cubo-Futurists 

Degree: Ph. Da 

Year of Convocation: 1998 

Narne: Victoria Richter 

Graduate De partment Slavic Languages and Literatures 

Universi@: University of Toronto 

A clarification of the notion of "literaty primitivismtt is 

attempted through a brief analysis of the history of primitivism and 

its manifold applications -in modern art and literature. An effort to 

condense the term into a useful mode1 is based on a consideration of 

various modemist works as well as on a c f  tical review of existent 

scholarship on the subject. 

A bnef analysis of the creative output of major Russian cubo- 

futurists is conducted to reveai elements of literary primitivism. 

Some hypotheses related to the psychological roots of 

primitivism in Mayakovsisf's early work are formulated through a 

thorough analysis of his early biography. I t  is determined that the 

death of Mayakovsky's father was a turning point in the pet's 

emotional development and may have influenced the blooming of his 

creative abilities. An attempt to resolve the conflicts and 

conaadictions of his adolescence stimulated him to seek an 

expression of his feelings Uirough poetry. The convergence of the 

ii 



poet's inner world wi th the coliective unconscious manifested itself 

in a particular primitivist mode which we iden- as "psychological 

primitivism" . 
The recurrent prima1 images in his early work, dong with the 

prominence of Mayakovsky's poetic persona suggest analyses from a 

Jungian outlook of developmental archetypes and a Freudian 

perspective of multi-stage emotional development. As revealed in 

the course of this analysis, these archetypes offer fascinating insights 

into the poet's psyche and deepen our under:,tanding and 

appreciation of his verse. 

Within this framework, a comprehensive analysis of 

Mayakovslqh literary primitivism from various perspectives, 

including linguistic, psychological, literary , artistic, historical, and 

anthropological is given. These methods are combined in an attempt 

to shed light on the roots of artistic process and the modalities of 

creative perception, and to deepen the understanding of the broad 

epistemological background of the poet's work. 
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PREFACE 

John Bowlt, one of the major scholars of Russian modemfsm, 

points out the difficulties in analyzing the subject of the Russfan 

avant-garde and its relationship to popular culture, a topic which has 

been avoided by both Russian and Western Scholars for many 

years.1 One reason for this, as Bowlt suggests, is that an extensive 

and thorough examination of the subject would require a familiarity 

"not only with the history of Russian modemisrn, but also with a 

conglomeration of disparate artistic disciplines, levels, and conditions 

that, at  first glance, rnay seem distant, if not irrelevant to Cube  

Futurism - from rural handicrafts to Siberian effigies, from shaman 

rituals to peasant festivitles, from children's drawings to consumer 

advenising, from African art to North Coast Indian artU.2 Bowlt uses 
rn 

the term "popular culture" to signiQ the complex convergence of 

subjects which make up the notion of primitivism, an undercurrent 

that runs close to the aesthetic core of the Russian avant-garde. 

Since the subject of this dissertation is in fact an aspect of 

Russian futurism, a truiy exhaustive study of the history of ideas 

which led to a resurgence of artistic Lnterest in primitive cultures as 

well as a comprehensive examination of the primary features of 

primitivism are beyond the scope of this monograph. Nevertheless, 

we cannot properly grasp the essence of literary primitivism without 

a t  least touching upon these areas. With this in mind, a brief 

John E. Bowlt, "A Brazen Can-Can In The Temple Of Art: The Russian Avant- 
Garde And PopuLar Culture", Modem Art And Po~ular Culture. Readinns In 
Hiph And Low , Eâs. Kirk Varnedoe and Adam Copnik (New York: The Museum 
of Modem Art, Hamy N. Abrams, Lnc. Publishers, 1990) 135. 

Bowlt 135 (Bowlt's puacniation). 



summary of the historical development of the philosophy of 

prirnitivism from antiquity to Rousseau and its modern applications 

in the art of Western Europe and Russia will be given at the 

beginning of the study. We will then touch upon various theories of 

Freud, Jung, Piaget, and Enkson regarding the particularities of the  

primitive mind as related to the art of children, tribal people, and 

folk artists. We will also use Freud and Jung's teachings to investigate 

the psychology of the creative mind, particularly the inter- 

relationship between a poet's personal and creative life (Freud); 

furthermore, we shall look to the collective unconscious as a rich a n d  

universal wellspring of primitive poetic imagery (Jung). 

Several works have been published within the last fifty years 

which explore specific aspects of primitivism, including a history of 

philosophical primitivism by Arthur O. Lovejoy and George Boas3, 

primitivism in modernist painting by Robert Goldwatefl, and Boas' 

history of the cult of the child.5 However, research related to the  

development of philosophical primitivism in literature and the  

application of primitive elements within the formal structure of 

literary works is exceedingly rare. Among the scarce material on 

literary primitivism, Michael Bell's book Primi tivism stands out as  

the only monograph which attempts to explore several concre te 

manifestations of the primitive sensibility in li terature .6 Even in t his 

Arthur O. Lovejoy. George Boas, w v i s m  and R-ed Ideas in An- 
. . 

(New York: Octagon Books, 1965). 
The most comprehensive work on this subject is  Robert Goldwater. 

in Modem Am (Cambridge and London: The Belknap Press, 
Harvard University Press, 1986). 
5 George Boas. The Cuit of  C h W o o d  (London: The Warburg Institute, 
University of London, 1966). 

v ~ i c h a e l  Bell, m i m i  t i  i s  m (London: Methuen. 1972). 



stimulating work, however, the author does not fully plumb t h e  

depths of the question. Bell comments briefly on three features of 

primitivism: animism, natural piety, and heathen ritual, explaining 

how these elements are expressed in literary texts. These are t h e  

only signs of primeval emotional uplift which Bell detects in t h e  

works of several modern authors who make no open reference to 

primitivism either formally or in content. Another type of  

primitivism, which we might cal1 "conscious primitivism", is m o r e  

common to both art and literature, and is more easily identified: t h e  

author openly displays primitive motives not only by recreat ing 

modes of prima1 emotion, but also by capturing the ex te rna l  

manifestations o f .  primitive cultures including the signs, symbols, a n d  

peculiarities of ritual functions and behavior. What is lacking in Bell's 

work is an analysis of primitivism as a concept which leads back t o  

the literary modes of thought to which he refers in his book. A n  

examination of these forma1 devices used by modern authors t o  

achieve the expression of primitive perception and recreation of 

primitive language and speech is likewise missing from most m o d e r n  

criticism. In his brief article about primitivism in Russian a v a n t -  

garde literature, Nils Ake Nilsson notes "compressed syntax", " wild 

exclamations", "rough sound effects", "non-verbal sentences", " ver  bs  

without pronouns", "short sentences", and "abrupt speech" as signs of 

literary primitivism.7 However, Nilsson's work does not seem to b e 

based upon any serious study of primitive culture to support t h e s e  

conclusions. 

Nils Ake Nilsson, "Pervobytnost'" - "Primitivizm", Russian- 17.1 
(1985): 39-44. 



There is no consistency in how scholars conduct their analyses  

of primitivism. A comprehensive definition of "primitivism" i s 

virtually non-existent. Questions related to the appropriateness of 

use of the word itself, as applied to modernism, are inevitable since 

in this context the phenornenon must necessarily !ake on a secondary 

meaning. A more detailed characterization of primitivism as a 

generalized construct and its application to modern art and l i  ter a tu re  

are among the primary goals of this monograph in which we will a lso 

attempt to formulate a working definition of artistic and specifically 

literary primitivism. We will provide a solid basis for the application 

of the term in the domain of literature while seeking to establish 

clear divisions between its primary and secondary manifestations, 

the artistic intentions of the author, and the multiple levels of forma1 

use. 

While few works examining primitive style in Russian fu tur i s t  

visual art have been published,8 critical writings on primitivism i n  

Russian futurist literature are virtually non-existent. One of the f e  w 

exceptions is the work of Vladimir Markov, whose concise 

categorization of primitivist tendencies in the Russian fu  turi s t  

movement represents a rare acknowledgment of the subject. Af te r  

offering a brief definition of primitivism, Markov gives a series of  

The most extensive study is Carnilla Gray, The Great E e e n t :  Ru- A& 
j 861-1922 (New York: Hamy N. Abrams, 1962). Futunst book design. which is 
somewhat related to primitivism. is analyzed in Susan Compton. fhe W o u  

kwards: Russian F u m s t  Books. 191 2-1 6 (London: The British Library, 
1978). Visual effects in the Russian literature of 1900-1930 with a slant on 
literary interpretation are examined in Gerald Janecek, The Look of R u s s d  

. 1900-193Q (Princeton, NJ: PUP, 
1984). 



examples from the works of major Russian futurist writers.9 

However, Mayakovsky's work is glaringly absent from the s e  

examples. Another work dealing with primitivism is a Ph.D. 

dissertation by Joel Janicki offering a thorough analysis of pr imit ive 

elements in Khlebnikov's poetry.10 

The major part of this study will be dedicated to an analysis of 

the elements of primitivism in the poetry of Vladimir Mayakovsky. 

This aspect of Mayakovsky's poetry has never been adequate ly  

acknowledged,ll perhaps because unlike his fellow cubo-futuris ts, 

the poet was never infatuated with folk or primitive forms of ar t ,  

and did not consciously incorporate elements of primitivism in h is  

work. Nevertheless, we will demonstrate that primitivism is not only 

clearly detectable in Mayakovsky's work, but that it is in fact one of 

the most important aspects of his early oeuvre. Indeed, primitivism 

is foünd throughout Mayakovsky's pre-revolutionary poetry and can  

be seen as a deep and unifying undercurrent that consistently 

influences the poet's syntax, rhyme, rhythm, and vocabulary. In this  

monograph we will analyze various manifestations of primitivism i n 

Mayakovsky's poetry and explain the factors that may h a v e  

influenced the author's choice of a particular device. As far as w e 

know, this study is the first attempt to view Mayakovsky's w o r k  

from this extremely important perspective. 

Vladimir Markov, Russian Fu- A Historv (Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1968). 
10 Joel Joseph JanicLi. Primitivism in the E ~ v  Poetrv of V e b i r  Khlebnikov, 
diss., U of Illinois at Urbana-Charnpaign. 1991 (Ann Arbor: UMI. 1996). 

Some elements of Mayakovsky's "anti-urbanism" are discussed in Susan 
Layton "The Critique of Technocracy in Early Soviet Literature: The Responses 
of Zarnyatin and Mayakovsky". Piplectical u o ~ o l o g y  3 (1978): 1-20. 



We will concentrate primarily on the pre-revolutionary w ork  

of Mayakovsky. As we will see, Mayakovsky's work is clearly 

divided into two parts, with the break occurring following t h e  

October revolution. For reasons which we will discuss in Chapter 2, 

the poet's oeuvre after 1917 displays a considerably lesser degree of 

primitivism than his earlier work, therefore this period is excluded 

from our analysis. 



INTRODUCTION 

A New Understanding of Prirnitivism 

0.1. Primitivism as a Crucial Conce~t in Modernist Culture 

There is a tendency to assume a consensus of understanding of 

the term "prïmitivism" without fmst investigating the complex and 

often contradictory nuances of the word. When we consider the 

numerous meanings "primitivism" has accumulated as applied to art 

and literanire, it becomes apparent that some clarification is useful. 

One of the primary sources of confusion is the fact that the 

term "primitive" has traditionaliy been used to describe the art of 

the indigenou peoples of Africa, the Americas, and the Pacific 

Islands. This usage developed from the belief that these cultures 

represented an earlier, formative phase of C U ~ N ~  development 

through which Wes tem Europe had already passed. Consequently , 
the "primitive" art originating from these regions was assumed to be 

unsophisticated or undeveloped by Western European standards, as 

if it were a kind of proto-art echoing some earlier stage in the 

evolution of Western aesthetics. 

"primitive art" not only referred 

used synonymously with " African 

Up until quite recently, the term 

to "prehistofic art", but was also 

art", "Native American art", "tribal 

art", and numerous other art forms of non-Western origin. 

Within the last century, scientists have corne to question many 

pipeviously held hypotheses regarding the development of world 

dm. -y now recognize that the belief systems, social 



organizations, technologies and aesthetics of so-called primitive 

cultures, while they may be radically different from those of 

Western Europe, are no more or less "advanced": 

It became evident that the cultures of these peoples, 

which had only just recently become known, did not 

represent an earlier phase of Our civilization. On the  

contrary, it was recognized that these cultures w er e 

neither in an early formative nor a late stagnant stage of 

development; rather that they had achieved a maturity 

within the context of their own beliefs, institutions, and  

technologies which was basically different from that of 

the highly evolved civilizations of the world".l2 

As we have developed a deeper understanding of cultures 

different from our own, we have also corne to recognize that  

"primitive art" often exhibits a high degree of forma1 and technical 

mastery. More importantly, we now realize that the aesthetic criteria 

by which we evaluate Our own art rnay be inappropriate when 

applied to the art of people from vastly different religious and socio- 

cultural backgrounds. As a result, the use of "primitive" to signify 

non-Western art has to sorne extent fallen into disfavor.13 

In light of these realizations, it is unfortunate that such 

properties as a lack of sophistication and refinement, roughness, 

angularity, disproportion, naïvete, affectation, etc., continue to b e 

l 2  Paul S. Wingert, Primitive (New York, Scarborough: New American 
Library, 1962) 3-4. 
13 Wingert 10-1 1. 



commonly considered hallmarks of both non-Western and prehistoric 

art. While these chaiacteristics are found in many examples of non- 

Western and prehistoric art, they are by no means necessarily 

typical. On the contrary, the arts of even the most isolated cultures 

are rich with works of incredible technical and forma1 virtuosi ty . 
Even prehistoric artifacts such as the cave paintings found in France 

at Lascaux and in Altamira, Spain are examples of grace, proportion, 

and realistic representation. 

Technical refinement in non-Western artistry extends beyond 

the plastic arts to include music and literature. Even in non-literate 

societies, the oral traditions of many non-western peoples include 

mythologies, for example that of the Polynesians, the complexity of 

which rivals anything produced in the West! The same holds t r u e  

for spoken language. In their attempts to retum to the "zero" point of 

culture, avant-garde artists often imitated "rough" sound effects 

assuming them to be an inherent quality of tribal languages.15 This is  

another erroneous generalization. As John Greenway observes in h i  s 

Literature among the Primitives, "euphony naturally occurs i n 

hospitable tongues, such as Polynesian with its lubricating vowels". 

He also notes that Australian languages sound "attractively 

euphonie". According to Greenway, "music everywhere has a 

dominating effect on the language, often forcing it to be euphonious" 

(124). For these reasons, to use "primitive" as an indication of 

roughness and harshness is somewhat misleading. 

l4 John Greenway, u t e r m e  U t h e i v s r ,  (Hatboro: Folklore 
Associates, 1964) xii. 
l5 Nilsson, "Pervobytnost"' 40. 



As the use of "primitive art" to signify non-Western art slowly 

fades, the term has corne to refer instead primarily to the work of 

artists who are untrained and whose art is naive and falls outside the 

academic traditions of their time. It also refers to the work of folk 

artists who base their creations primarily on well-established 

artistic patterns and cultural traditions. In these contexts the use of 

"primitive" is still quite general since these genres are commonly 

referred to in other more specific terms: "naive art" or "maverick art" 

in the case of the former, and "traditional art" and "folk art" in t he  

case of the latter. Here too the presumption is often made tha t  

primitive art is by definition developmentally retarded, as expressed 

in this example from Markov's description of the incongruities of 

Khlebnikov's style: ". . . the combination of naïveté and of a special 

kind of freshness with technical clumsiness, which is characteristic of 

any primitivist art. . ." . la  

The confusion is compounded by the fact that "primitive" is  

often used by art historians as a chronological term to distinguish 

relatively early phases of art from later periods, as in "French 

primitive painting". Critics will also use the word derogatorily t O 

describe work which they feel is somehow crude or inept.17 Finally, 

critical analysis of the primitive element in literature, visual art, a n d  

music often rnistakes the exotic for the primitive. If we form o u r  

definition of "primitive" along these lines, the most obviously 

"primitive" element in Melville's Mobv Dick, for one example, w ould 

be the character Queequeg. Another use of the term primitive is as a 

16 ~ a r k o v ,  Russian Fut- 37 
17 Wingert 9. 



designation of certain elements imitating tribal, naive, folk. a n d 

children's art and literature by modernists. How do we interpret 

"primitive" in more conceptual terms? 

As we can see, the terms "primitive art" and "primitivism" a r e  

minefields of misinterpretation and vagueness. We will later a t temp t 

to define the concept in terms that are not necessarily culture-based 

nor specifically chronological so that it can be applied conceptually to  

any form of artistic expression regardless of time or place. To do so, 

it may be helpful at this point to further examine primitivism as a 

philosophical construct. 

0.2. The Orieins of the Philoso~hv of Primitivism 

Primitivism, comrnonly understood as an idealization of more 
0 

simple and unsophisticated styles of life is an concept often believed 

to have originated in the works of Jean-Jacques Rousseau. Rousseau's 

ideas have strongly influenced major thinkers and writers for over  

two centuries. He believed that man is ciosest to moral and spiritual 

perfection in his earlier, less civilized stages of development. To 

Rousseau, the emergence of art and science is ultimately an indicator 

of decay and corruption in man's social fabric. If mankind is to 

prosper and attain a high level of ethical and moral purity, he must  

first recapture the innocence of his predecessors. Rousseau based hi s 

philosophy on the belief that God had created the world in a pure, 

uncorrupted state of goodness and that it was man's progress tha t  

brought him to evil. He explained that the moral decline of mankind 

was a result of his "denaturation". Those civilizations which stayed 



closest to nature proved themselves the most physicaliy and  

emotionally healthy and powerful. Rousseau believed that i nc reased 

idleness as enjoyed by civilized man creates a desire for luxury. 

Luxury nourishes the arts and sciences, which in turn give rise to 

more luxury. A gradua1 dissolution of morals is an inevitable 

consequence of increased leisure. Manifestations of "civilization" such 

as corruption and enslavement come as a punishment for man's 

attempt to progress beyond the state of contented ignorance in which 

he should have happily remained forever.18 

The concept of the "superiority" of primitive cultures in the  

early stages of human development did not, however, originate i n 

Rousseau's theories. The fashion of considering "primitive" men, 

children, simple peasant folk, or modern non-western aboriginal 

people to be "better" has its roots in antiquity. Lovejoy and Boas' 

classic Primitivism and Related Ideas in A n  tiaui tv  presents a n 

exhaustive survey of the ancient background of primitivism as a 

philosophical construct. The authors set out to correct the common 

misconception that primitivism was essentially a noveity introduced 

in the seventeenth or eighteenth centuries made popular chiefly by  

Rousseau. They propose that the term "primitivism" has come to 

suggest two separate but interdependent modes of thought o r  

tendencies: "chronological" primitivism and "cultural" primitivism. 

Chronological primitivism can be summed up as the belief that the  

best period of human history is found at its earliest stage. Cultural 

primitivism is defined as "the discontent of the civilized with 

' 8  Robert Wokler, Rousseau (Oxford, New York: Oxford UP, 1995) 8 ff. 



civilization1'.19 Described as a quality characteristic of any age, from 

antiquity to the present, cultural primitivism is an ins tinc tuai 

nostalgia for and idealization of the past found among men 

regardless of their stage of cultural development. Therefore, it is a 

concept which recognizes the relativistic quality of "civilization" 

itself. The concept of the "noble savage" and the desire to return to  

more simple times are themes common to the literatures of bo th 

ancient Greece and Rome and which seem to be deeply rooted in 

human experience itself regardless of the chronological stage of 

cultural development. 

0.3. The Idealization of the Child 

The idealization of childhood as an all-too-brief incarnation of 

man in his unspoiled, preciviiized state can also be traced to  

antiquity. This belief, however, was not necessarily prevalent among 

al1 ancient cultures. Boas writes: 

Greek philosophers did not find any attraction in the  

childhood period of man's life. They praised education 

and experience, denying children's naive common sense: 

"as to wisdom and settled true opinions, a man is lucky if 

they corne to him even in old ageU.20 

19 Lovejoy. Boas 7. 
20 Boas 89. 



In the eighteenth century, Rousseau saw an innocence a n d  

genuineness in the child, whose capabilities lie "dormant within h im 

to mature at a later date"? 

In modern times, with the large amount of information 

researchers have uncovered on the subject of the psychology of 

childhood, there is still a sense that the spontaneity and innocence of 

the child can provide insight and relief in an overly complex a n d  

sophisticated adult world. In the early stages of childhood, a sys tem 

of logic is not fully developed and is fundamentally different f rom 

that of adults.22 Children are characterized by an innate self- 

centeredness, the inability to distinguish external reality f ro  m 

internal, a belief that al1 things animate and inanimate are endowed 

with consciousness (animism), and the tendency to "make things up", 

which Piaget refers to as "srtificialism" .23 

The fantastic quality of the child's imagination has a great dea l  

of appeal to artists, particularly those who seek to extend their  

expressive vocabulary into areas outside of academic tradition. I n 

their quest for direct communication of concepts and emotions 

common to the human experience, many modernists. among t h e m  

the German expressionists, French fauvists, and Russian f u  turis ts 

have imitated the uninhibited style of children's art. Like these  

artists, we will look to children's art as one of our sources as w e 

develop a generalized mode1 for primitivism. 

21 Boas 31. 
22 Piaget, J'he C M  s C o e o n  of & - *  Woru (Little Field, Adams & Co., New 
Jersey, 1960) 33 ff. 
23 Piaget. me C m  s C e o n  of - I World 350. 



0.4. Primitivism as a Psvcholoeical Concept 

At this point we will examine art in general terms and consider 

its psychological origins and function in society. If we regard art in 

al1 its manifestations as a symbolic system we are able to make 

observations based upon the symbols themselves. By focusing on the  

symbolic lexicon of a given work. we may find that certain patterns 

emerge which offer insight into the psychology of the artist, his 

work, and the creative process itself. Additionally, such focus may 

suggest new modes of critical investigation. More importantly, the  

ability to view a work in its symbolic context adds an important facet 

to Our concept of primitivism. 

While much of the foundation for the interpretation of symbols, 

especially those of dreams, was established by Freud, it was Freud's 

successor Car1 Jung, whose exhaustive treatment of man's symbolic 

system led him to the discovery of the archetype. Jung postulated 

that an archetype is a product of the collective human experience 

which transcends history and culture and is often expressed in 

symbolic form. This experience is stored in the unconscious part of 

Our psyche ("collective unconscious") which consists "primordial 

images" or "archetypes".24 He pointed to a number of archetypal 

symbols common to the religious imagery, art, and folklore of 

otherwise dramatically different cultures. These symbols w e r e 

indicators of the earliest sources of human experience. 

2* Calvin S. Hall, Vernon J. Nordby, P w  of J w  PsvchpLpgy (New 
York, Scarborough: A Mentor Book, 1973) 39. 



By focusing on these symbols in an artist's work, we attempt to 

see past the surface of image or language into the primary energy of 

the work. We can begin to appreciate the work not only as the result 

of an intellectual process emerging from the artist's personai 

experience, but also as part of a dynamic process which is, to a 

greater or lesser degree, merged with the collective human 

experience.25 

One possible indicator of the degree of "primitivism" in a given 

work is the expression of these primary symbols or archetypes. 

Freed from the self-critical voice of a purely rational process, the 

initial creative impulse of a true "primitive artist" springs direct 1 y 

from the mythopoeic space of the collective unconscious. By 

analyzing a work with a critical eye to the presence of certain 

archetypes, we gain a sense of the position of the work in relation to 
e 

the collective unconscious. This approach provides us with a crucial 

facet in our definition of primitivism and supplies us with a n  

important tool for our investigation. 

0.5. Toward a Definition of "Ps~choloeical" Primi t i  vi sm 

If we consider the artistic impulse itself as a starting point, w e 

cm begin to establish a set of criteria, a lexicon of elements that, 

taken collectively, are characteristic of primitive style. In ou r 

definition, these elements have much to do with the essence of the  

creative process itself. 

25 A more detailed analysis of Jung's theones will be given in chapter 3. 



At this point, it may be helpful to enurnerate some general 

observations which, analyzed in the pages to follow, will perh ap s 

shed some further light on this most elusive topic: 

1. The modern primitivist, to some extent, cultivates a n  

ignorance of the prevailing stylistic mode of his contemporaries, 

choosing instead to set his work in contrast to what he perceives a s  

the tide of his own times. This is often manifested in such purposeful 

affectations as pseudo-archaic constructions, unsophisticated speech 

and exaggerated use of colloquial language, "incorrect" grammar, an  d 

coarse or shocking passages. Some examples of this tendency in 

Russian literature include Gorodetsky Spring Corn (Rpb), Narbut's 

Halleluiah (tlnn~nyft~), Khlebnikov's Marquise Dezes (Mapn~aa 

nejec) ,  Shaman and Venus ( I I I ~ M ~ H  H B e ~ e p a ) ,  Kruchenykh's 

various "chapbooks", Burliuk's short poems and Mayakovsky's ea r l  y 

works. 

2. The modern artist/primitive is essentially naive in how h e 

perceives the world. There are, in fact, striking similarities be t w een 

children's art and the work of the primitive artist. His is a world of 

heightened sensibilities, in which everything is depicted as if it were  

viewed for the very first time. It is a place in which anything can 

happen, where inert objects are imbued with living souls and where  

animals cm speak. It is a universe in which the role of the artist  

himself can swing wildly from ecstatic megalomaniac to frigh tened, 

cowering child. There are numerous manifestations of these child- 

like qualities in virtually al1 modernist and postmodernist branches 

of art and literature such as in the paintings of. Chagall, Picasso, a n d  



Klee, the sculptures of Jean Dubuffet and Nikki St. Phalle, the poems 

of E.E. Curnmings, and many others. 

3. Regardless of how finely the modern primitive artist may 

have crafted his work, the original impulse, the raw material, as i t  

were, is left exposed. It is as if the primitivist is so taken with the  

initial act of creation itself that to conceal this impulse would be to  

strip the work of its essence. The inner structure is never fa r  

removed from the surface. Considered in these terms, the Pompidou 

Centre in Paris, for example, with its exposed plumbing and  

ventilation systems, is an excellent example of modern primitive 

architecture. 

4. The development of the contemporary primitivist outlook is  

sometimes closely aligned with Lovejoy and Boas' chronological 

model of primitivism: since the initial, spontaneous impulse of t he  

artist is of primary importance, this spark is often defused by the  

accumulation of self-critical perspective, persona1 experience, a n d 

age. The result can be an actual degeneration of the artist's creative 

powers, so that, as with the chronological model of primitivism, the  

artist begins by producing his best work in his own "golden age" only 

to descend into self-imitation and parody as his creative powers 

begin to wane. Some examples of this type of decline can be seen in  

Warhol's later works, filmmaker Ken Russell's last few efforts, a n d  

particularly in the late works of Mayakovsky. 

5 .  The modern primitivist to some degree manages to channel 

his communication from the collective unconscious. His unre s tric ted 

self-expression allows him to open an almost mediumistic link to the  

mythopoeic space of the collective imagination. He cultivates this 



purposeful unawareness in order to silence the critical inner voice 

which inhibits the sophisticated or academic artist who, out of fear of 

making a "mistake" or betraying some scholarly inadequacy, is left 

mute and so must instead focus on craft alone. Able to speak without 

hesitation or fear, the primitivist communicates in terms of universal 

experience. 

0.6. Summarv of Terms 

Although we have indicated the inadequacy of the word 

"primitivism", especially as applied to the art and literature of non- 

Western people, the term has been used for several decades b y  

generations of art and literary critics. This usage persists today. 

Moreover. this sense of -"primitivism" is indeed a convenient and  

succinct way to describe the process of rejuvenation of art and  

literature which has taken place in the epoch of modernism. 1 t 

provides some useful insights and can hardly be replaced by any  

other word without the risk of creating yet another "ism" which 

would only serve to introduce even more confusion into the  

discussion of out topic. Therefore, it is useful to include the  

foundation upon which most critics of art and litereture have based 

their analysis of the primitive element. An outline of what is 

commonly understood by the term "primitivismt' consists of the se  

three basic elements: 

1. Primitivism proper, which is based upon the art or artistic 

devices of modem non-Western cultures or upon a reconstruction of 

the art of prehistoric man. 



2. Folklorism. which takes as its source living or 

ethnographically reconstructed peasant culture. 

3. Infantilism, as based upon the various manifestations of 

chitdren's art, expressive behavior and speech communication.26 

In light of the objections to the term discussed earlier in this 

chapter, a modification and clarification of Our use of the word 

"primitivism" is appropriate at this point. 

We believe that while "primitivism proper" is an important 

aspect of Our definition, it is not necessarily the specific artistic forms 

and devices that will provide our focus, but rather the entire 

Weltanschauung of both non-Western and prehistoric people, w h o  

formulate a mythological conception of the world so as to include a n  

organic (cosmic) vision of the universe, a ritualization of various life- 

stages and transitions, a natural way of living, and an anirnistic 

perspective. 

Folklore is critical to Our notion of primitivism as well. 1 n 

folklore we can observe the roots of the national language and a 

wealth of artifacts based on several centuries of well-preserved 

traditions. It can provide an excellent vantage point for a n  

investigation of the foundation of "academic" art and literature. An 

imitation of folklore is often a clear indication of an artist's at temp t 

to uncover the origins of his aesthetics as well as to tap into t h e  

purely nationalistic element of his art and literature. 

Infantilism continues to be an important component of 

primitivism which indicates an attempt on the part of the modernist 

26 Based on classification given in Zhiva Benchich, "Infantilizm". Russian 
Literature  21 (1987): 11-2. 



artist to investigate the non-intellectual basis of the primary stages 

of artistic creation. The contemplation of the child's artistic 

sensibility and his world view is especially attractive to those arti s ts 

and writers who attempt to regain a freshness of observation, 

untrained technique, and a naive interpretation of reality. 

Finally, we find it nccessary to include a fourth component in  

Our definition of primitivism. It is based upon an analysis of t he  

archetypal level of a work and reveals its connections to collective 

modes of thought that transcend notions of past, present, and future. 



Primitivism in Russian Futurism 

1.1. The Roots of Primitivism in Russian Culture 

The general interest in primitivism common to ali modernist 

movernents consisted in the rejection of conventional traditions in art 

and literature. Repulsed by classical conceptions of beauty, modernist 

artists looked for direct, primeval expression of human feelings and 

emotions in their works. As we have mentioned, in their search for 

new forms, modernist artists often bypassed centuries of 

sophisticated art and sought out the prima1 source of creativity in the 

art and oral traditions of ancient cultures, modem aibes, folk 

cultures, as well as in the child's inexperienced view of the world. 

Kandinsky remarked that ". . . xynoH(Hm, ~o~opar f t  Bca m m ~ b  

M i I o r s m  HanommaeT pdënna, rerne,  ne^ K T O - H H ~ ~ X ~  H H O ~  

n 0 6 ~ p a ~ C f l  a0 BHyTpeHHW0 3ByHa ~eIXJeft"~~ and Picasso is known 

to have said "Let me be like a child''. 

Russian m s t s  and writers were no exception to the primitivist 

trend. The influence of primitivism on the artistic views of Russian 

modernists was extensive. However, this interest in earlier cultures, 

and especially in Olâ Russian literanue, did not commence with the 

modernists. The roots of this influence can be seen in earlier, classic 

literature. Russian romanticism was marked by a pervasive interest 

27 (. . . an artist who aU his life reminds us all of a child penetrates to the 
essence of thhgs more easily than anyone else), cited in Benchich 28. 



in exoticism and folklore. Pushkin's "A Prisoner in the Caucasus" 

N s n a a c n ~ B  naeHmn), "The Fountain of BakhchisaraiN 

(Eaxu~capaf tc~~R Q I o H T ~ H ) ,  and "The Gypsies" (Uairane), written i n 

the 1820is, are set in the remote Caucasus and the exotic Orient, w ith 

the latter Poe ma most obviously reflecting the poet's fascination w i t h 

the simple life of the "children of nature". Lermontov's "The Song 

about the Merchant Kalashnikov" (necm npo ~ y n u a  Kanaur~~xosa,  

1837) is an imitation of W i n *  and his masterful poemq "Mtsyri", set  

against the exotic landscape of the Georgian mountainside, is a story 

of a boy whose death is caused by his uprooting from the natural 

environment. Local color, folk traditions, and regional dialect, th e 

devices common to romantic literature, appear in abundance in such 

early Ukrainian tales by Gogol as Evenings near the River Dikan'ka 

(Beuepa H a  xyTope 6x113 ~ H H ~ H ~ K H )  and Mirgorod..28 

In addition to the exoticism and folklorism characteristic of the  

poetry and prose of the last century, there was a tendency toward a n  

almost Rousseauistic deification of nature and condemnation of 

progress. In his anti-utopian poems F. A. Baratynsky condemns 

man's acquisition of nature and developrnent of science and  

professes the eminent end of rnankind .29 Influenced by German 

a t u r ~ ~ o s o ~  *- Tiutchev's pantheistic views are well expressed in  

most of his nature poems. Among Russian prose writers of t he  

nineteenth century Tolstoy is most famous for his rejection of 

Western "civilization" and culture for the sake of returning to the  

28 Victor Terras, History of Russian U t e r w  (New Haven and London: Yale 
UP, 1991) 256. 
z9 For example see the poem "Posledniaia smert'", "Staratel'no .. . my nabl'udaem 
svet", "Poslednii poet" in E. N. Baratynsky. Stikhotvorewa 1 aemv (Moscow: 
Sovremennik, 1982). 



prehistoric human condition. f i s  idealization of rural life and n a t u r e  

along with a fresh childlike perspective are prominent in Childhood 

(L[~TcTBo,~~~~), Cossaks (Ka3a11~,1863), and madzhi Mura t  (wr i  t ten 

in 1896- 1904). 

Interest in mythology, popular art and tradition, as well as i n  

children's art and modes of thought took on a particularly impor t an t  

significance as a means toward the revitalization of literature at t h e  

beginning of the twentieth century. Children's works were exhibi ted 

alongside those of professional artists in 1909 in Odessa.30 

Artsybashev in Sgnig and Sologub in Zombv's Charms  (Haeb~ uapn) 

introduced sexual themes and a "new psychology of the pr imeval  

instincts" .31 Gorodetsky employed the motives of pagan and folk 

mythology in his early poetry of that period Spring Corn (Rpb) a n d  

Perun.  The year 1907-1908 saw the publication of Firebird @Cap- 

I I T H U ~ )  by Balmont, Eros by V. Ivanov, Sunward  (nocono~b) a n d  

imonar ium ( ~ H M O H ~ P ~ )  by Remizov ail of whom showed a s t rong  

interest in Russian oral traditions and religious rituals -32 Remizov's 

series of popular tales Melusine and Bruntsvik were written in t h e  

manner of a chapbook.33 Mythological and other folk themes w e r e  

also developed in the poetry of the "peasant" poet Kliuev. 

The symbolists were very much interested in mythological 

themes, and much taken with concepts related to music. Viacheslav 

Ivanov, one of their primary theoreticians of the movement, was a 

30 Benchich 12. 
3 H. Baran. "Fedor Solopb and the Critics: The Case of Nav'i Chary", N.A. 
Nilsson, ed., -es in 20th C m  P r o s  (Stockholm: n.p.. 1982). 
32 Nils Ake Nilsson. "Futurism, Primitivism. Avant-garde". Bussian Lteraturg, 8 
(1 980): 470- 1. 
33 Terras. A 477. 



proponent of a "Dionysian" art in which the poet, shaman-like, goes 

through several stages of excitation leading him to incarnation.34 

Blok's cycle Bubbles of the Earth ( n y s a r p ~  ~ ~ M J I E I ,  1906) reveals hi s 

interest in Russian demonology. and his seminal article "Poetry of 

Chams and Incantatioiis" ( I i o m ~  s a r o ~ o p o ~  H o a x n m a ~ ~ f i ,  1908) 

focuses on a syncretic perception of a primitive man? In his novel 

Silver Dove ( C e p e 6 p ~ ~ ~ n f t  rony6b,  1910) Bely "constructs nature a s 

the realm of shamanism, pagan sensuality and those religious sects 

which fused the erotic with the spiritual" where the feeling of the  

presence of demonic powers and a presentiment of imminent 

destruction of culture dominate the atmosphere of the work.36 Blok 

believed in the intuitive energy of the poet and in his supreme 

ability to communicate with the universe.37 He "glorified the spirit of 

"music" as a primeval, dynamic energy which moves through hi s tory 

and creates art"? Together with Bely he affirmed that the poet hears 

the rhythms of life and that they are essentially musical.39 The 

symbolists' cultivation of the musical aspect of the word, and  

particularly of its sound effects (esp. Balmont) was precursive of t h e  

futurists' zaum' and of their interest in the technical aspects of 

poetry. Echoing Blok, Bely perceived the process of nomination as a 

mythological incantation: " . . . BCflHOe CJiOBo eCTb 3âîOBop; 

34 Terras, A 4404. 
35 Nilsson, "Pervobytnost"' 470- 1 

Susan Layton, "The Search for the Primitive in Russian Literature: from 
Tolstoy to Pasternak". D i a l w a l  4PfhLQDology. 4-3 (1979): 189. 
37 Terras, ,4 YiStgtY 402. 

Layton 179. 
39 For Bely music was the highest point in the hierarchy of arts. 



oarosapHBa~ RBneHHe,  R B C ~ ~ H O C T H  nonopiim ero. . .'.40 In h js 

essay "Art of the Future" GynyIqee H C H Y C C T B O . ~ ~ ~ ~ )  Bely blames 

technical progress for the disintegration of the arts and in "Magic of 

the words" (Marm cnoe) he summons al1 poets to create neologisms 

to Save words from dying.41 The members of the "Acmeist" group, 

especially those who called themselves "adamists" (Zenkevich, 

Narbut, Gorodetsky ) were attracted to the primeval coarseness of 

language and to prehistoric themes. Akhmatova wrote most of her  

early poetry using the feminine naïveté of her lyrical heroine as a 

primary device to express a freshness of poetic perception. 

Mandelshtarn and Gumilev insisted on "perfect manliness" as a n  

attitude toward life expressed in their poetry, prose, and critical 

writing which was "genuine, intuitive, and elemental, associated w i t h 

spontaneity, wonder, surprise, and joy -- like Adam on the first day  

of creation" .42 

The new trend spread into virtually al1 branches of Russian 

culture: symbolist painter Nikolay Rerikh was infatuated with the  

dark mythological dzpths of Russian folklore. Vasnetsov u sed 

themes drawn from Russian folklore in his paintings. Petrov-Vodkin 

travelled to Africa in 1905 where he became fascinated with the  

light and color of primitive art which he later incorporated in his 

paintings.43 Around the same period the painters Sar'yan a n d  

40 Andrey Bely. Simvolizm (Moscow: Musaget, 1910) 431. 
4l Bely 449. 435. 
42 Elaine Rusinko, "Adamism and Acmeist Primitivism", Slavic md East 
E-, 32.1 (1988): 95. 
43 Camilla Gray. The Great -t: Russian Art 1863-1922 (New York: Harry 
N. Abrams, 1962) 74. 



Kuznetsov developed a primitive element in their work.44 In 1 9 0 7  

and during the next three years Larionov and Goncharova became 

pioneers of a primitive movement in the school of Russian painting 

characterized by a conscious primitive style based on a cultivation of 

folk art and "a synthesis of current European schools".4s 

In 1910 Stravinsky wrote his ballet Petrushkq featuring 

motives borrowed from Russian popular Puppet theater. He also 

wrote songs on the poetry of Gorodetsky and returned again to pagan 

motives in the ballet The Rite of $ y i n  g (Becwa ceRwenHaR, 1 9 1 2).  

Prokofev developed a strong attraction to primitive subjects. 1 n 

19 15 he composed an important orchestral work, the Scvthian Suite, 

drawing upon a legend of ancient Russian sun-worship rituals. His 

cantata Seven. Thev are Seveq (1917-8) is based upon incantations 

from ancient Surnerian religious ri tuals.46 Scriabin's Prome theus. 

Poem of Fire ( n p o ~ e ~ e B ,  n o 3 ~ a  O ~ H R ) ,  supported by pan theis tic 

commentary, is imbued with an esoteric mysticism and strives for 

ecstatic, synaesthetic States beyond the limits of normal reason.47 

This obsession is evident throughout the composer's later works. 

The Russian futurists joined the new primitivist trend in 19 1 0  

with the publication of the miscellany A Trap for J u d m  (C~AOH 

cyneft) which was printed on wallpaper interspersed with blank 

pages, omitted pagination, and without spacing between items .48 1 t 

44 Gray 76. 
45 Gray 85. . - . . 
46 Nicolas Slonimsky, The Concise Baker's B i w h i c a l  D i c t i o ~  of Musictans 
(London-Toronto: Prentice Hall, 1994) 793-4. 
47 Peter Yates, Tweptieth C w v  W. Its Evo-d of thg 

(USA, n.c.: Minerva Press, Funk & 
Wagnalls, 1967) 139. 
48 Markov, Fu tu r i s m 22. 



featured al1 the major figures of the rising futurist movement excep t  

for Mayakovsky and Livshits, who at that time had not yet joined the 

group. The participants of A Trap for J u d m ,  Burliuk, Kamensky,  

Khlebnikov and Guro, immediately displayed a deep fascination w i t h  

artistic primitivism, setting the tone for the future avan t -ga rde  

movemen t .  

In order to arrive at a more specific understanding of Russian 

literary primitivism, it is appropriate at this time to examine t h i s  

concept in a context more closely related to the topic of this thesis.  

The following brief survey will focus on primitivism as a k e y  

element in Russian futurism, examining the critical role it played i n  

the work of Mayakovsky's contemporaries: Khlebnikov, Kruchenykh,  

Guro, Kamensky, and Burliuk.49 

1.2. Khlebnikov 

The most prominent exponents of primitivism in Russian 

futurism are Khlebnikov and Kruchenykh. Each of them not o n l y  

contributed to the primitivist trend individually, but also jointly a s  

CO-authors of a series of self-produced and self-published pr imi  t iv is  t 

books. 

Khlebnikov's theory of language was based on a pr inciple  

which he referred to as "interna1 declension". He believed that w o r d s  

49 Benedikt Lifshits, the "Hamlet of Russian futurism" (Markov, Fut  u ri s m 185) 
is excluded from the present review because the primitivism of his oeuvre does 
not play an important role when compared to the works of other futurists. 
However, his f int  book The Flute o f  (anaara Mapcm, 1911) which 
was written in a Symbolist manner, displayed his interest in decadent 
mythology and had an erotic slant (Markov, Futur- 185-6). 



with the same or similar sounding roots are related by mystical  

bonds derived from ancient language. Khlebnikov sustained t h  a t  

words beginning with the same letter have inherent similarities 

derived from what he postulated the meaning of the letter to be. He 

attempted to create neologisms based on already existent roots: 

O ~ J I H X O M ~ H ,  JXHHOMeH, JIHKapb - a ~ t ë p . ~ ~  Related to this theory i s  

the poet's assignment of a specific emotional meaning to variou s 

phonemes. For Khlebnikov, the written and sounding word acqui red  

a specific mythical significance apart from meaning based o n 

emotional value. This outlook was promoted in several f u  tur is  t 

manifestoes of which Khlebnikov was known to be a principal CO- 

author .  

Khlebnikov's fascination with ancient Russian history a n d 

mythology and his perpetual search for the ancient roots of Russian 

language resulted in numerous poems and poemas  placed in t h e  

prehistoric past, Old Russia, and in fantastic mythological settings. He 

derived his knowledge of the history of Scythian land, people, a n d  

myths from Herodotus. A sense of prehistory is conveyed in Stone 

Id01 ( & ~ M ~ H H ~ R  6a6a) and Asparukh,  a dramatic work which d r a w  s 

heavily from Herodotus' HistorvY 

Khlebnikov's lyrical hero lives life as a "blessed" w a n d e r e r  

closely tied to the world of animals and plants -- an existence v e r y  

similar to the poet's .52 Often assuming a shamanistic affectation, t h e  

Poet serves as a medium between the uninitiated masses and t h e  

50 "Word as Such", Manifestv i ~foprammv mkikh futuristov. ed. Vladimir 
Markov (Wilhelrn Fink Verlag: Munich. 1967) 57. 
s 1  Janicki 80- 1,106. 
52 Janicki 41. 



omnipotent forces of nature. In his poem a s  "Forest Maiden" m nec^^^: 

nesa) and "1 i E" (Pi H E) Khlebnikov attempts to recapture t h e  

primitive spirit of nature. The latter p m a  was begun at the s a m e  

time as Stravinsky's The Rite of S ~ r i n g ,  and it is no coincidence t h a t  

both works share a fascination with primordial Slavic past. T h e  

essence of Khlebnikov's primitivism reveals a deep kinship w i th  

Rousseau's idealization of the early stages of man. 

Khlebnikov's fantastic and grotesque imagery creates a sense of 

incongruity often characteristic of children's or naive art. His i n  teres  t 

in infantilism and folklorism is revealed in such forrnal elements a s  

the artless and coarse diction of his narrator, uneven rhythms,  

shifted rhymes, purposefully distorted grammar, imitation of b i  rd  

sounds, and the hypochoristic suffixation characteristic of a d u l t  

speech with children: 

C y v o ~  
CJIOMHJICR 
non peoeoft eeitrueft. 
)I(YYoK 
HIYMHJTCR 
Ha aanm JIerruH, 
B O ~ H  n e T H  CMBQTCR, 
B eecenm XOXOYyTj 
T p a c y ~  ronoeoti, 
M ~ J I ~ K ~ I O T  HX IiJïeYHKH , , , 

The poet's invention of numerous neologisms is akin to a child's 

naive and playful approach to newly discovered words a n d  

expressions. In a child-like rnanner, Khlebnikov creates vari ou s 



alternatives to foreign words basing them on existing native roots: 

JIIoAHRH - T ~ ~ I I R ~ . ~ ~  

Khlebnikov's use of folk elements in his poetry is v e r y  

significant. His acute sense of natural surroundings, affinity w i t h 

anirnals, pantheistic attitude toward nature, and his sensitivity t o  

spoken language are al1 derived from Russian folklore. The in f luence  

of Russian folk theater, songs, byliny,  and proverbs is c lea r ly  

discernible in his work.54 Khlebnikov, in one of his notebooks ,  

ascribes a "decisive role" to Russian peasants, drawing from t h e m  

such example and inspiration that he refers to them as "co- 

participants" in his poetry.55 

Khlebnikov's interest in and experiments with primitivism a r e  

highly original and are likely to have emerged independently of 

other futurist (Russian and otherwise) or syrnbolist preoccupations. A 

wide range of primitivistic elements are purposefully expressed i n 

both the content and form of his poetry. 

1.3. Kruchenvkh and Zaum' 

Kruchenykh is one of the most radical artists among t h e  

Russian futurists. Yet, perhaps ironically, he is taken the l e a s t  

seriously by literary critics. Nevertheless, he is a crucial figure i n  

53 Markov, b n i f e s t y  57. 
54 Henryk Baran "Chlebnikov's Poetics and Its Folkloric and Ethnographic . . Sources", 9 v , ed. Willem 
Weststeijn (Amsterdam: Rodopi Press, 1986) 15-7 1 .  
5s Nikolai Khardzhiev, "Novoe O Velimire Khlebnikove", Den' o o e d  (1975): 
204. 



Russian literary primitivism, and his contribution to this aspect o f  

Russian futurism is immeasurable. 

Kruchenykh's organizational and editorial talents equaled those 

of the founder of Russian futurism, David Burliuk. Kruchenykh 

published three important books before the appearance of t h e  

seminal futurist rnanifesto The Slap in the Face of Public Tas te  

( I ïo rqeui r~a  0 6 I q e c ~ s e ~ ~ o h d y  enycy). His approach to the publication 

of these works reflected the futurists' primary goal of doing a w a y  

with academic rigidity in norms, estheticism and refinement. T h e  

essence of Kruchenykh's method was to return the art of publishing 

to early forms of printing and publication. To this end he employed  

various specific methods and techniques: most of his books w e r e  

printed on rough, unprocessed paper, and some, including 

Worldbackwards  ( ~ ~ ~ C H O H X I ~ )  and Old-Fashioned Love ( C T ~ P H H H ~ R  

nm6ooa), were handwritten. In the book Game in Hell (Elrpa B any) ,  

block letters imitating eighteenth century printing fonts were u sed.  

Numerous misprints and omissions of punctuation were ex  t remely  

common in al1 of Kruchenykh's publications. Some of the books 

adapted folk interpretations of religious stories, Apocrypha (Game i n  

Hell) and religious folk poetry (dukhovnvie s t ikhi) ,  as in A Desert  - 
Dweller Wornan ( ~ ~ c T u H H H u ~ ) . ~ ~  

Knichenykh's significant achievement was in cornbining th  e 

content, form, and pictorial design of his publications into an organic 

whole. He succeeded in cooperating with such important a r t i s  t s 

working in primitive and abstract styles as Larionov, Goncharova, 

Rozanova, 1. Rogovin, K. Zdanevich, Guro, Kulbin, . Tatlin, and Malevich. 

56 Markov, F u  tu r u  43. 



These artists created illustrations which merged with the poetic style 

and visual design of the books. Some of the books imitated folk 

prints (lubok). The poetry in these publications was commonly 

characterized by clumsiness, frequent shifts in rhythm and rh y me, 

parodies and imitations of uneducated writing styles. frequent 

neologisms, absurdities, zau m l, crude imagery and vocabulary, and  

eroticism. 

Kruchenykh's most important contribution to Russian li terary 

primitivism is his development of the theory and practice of 

transrational language or zaum'. It is worth looking at this 

development a bit more closely in this brief overview of the poetls 

work. 

Although Khlebnikov is often referred to as a CO-author of the  

theory of zaum',  his belief that the sound itself forms the foundation 

of new meaning is quite different from Kruchenykhls view of 

transrational language. Kruchenykh held that words should func tion 

with no sense of traditional representation whatsoever. He developed 

his theory and began putting it into practice at the very beginning of 

the Russian futurist movement. In a sense his ideas were the most 

consistent, well formulated and practically achieved of al1 the  

theoretical musings of his fellow futurists. Kruchenykh's theory of 

a attempts to express the mystical state of a poet's 

communication with the primordial forces of the collective 

unconscious, an interaction we commonly conceive of as "inspiration". 

By formulating this theory, Kruchenykh suggested to fellow 

modernists an approach to the intelligible expression of the poetic 

energy which Mayakovsky referred to as "rumble-rhythm" in his 



"How verse is made" irenaTb CTHXH. 3:282). Zaum' enabled each  

author to create his own individual language based on the "initial 

purity" of al1 words and emotions.57 Kruchenykh, however, made n o  

indication how the poet might be understood by his readers. We cari 

assume that the emotional charge of a zaum' text was its p r imary  

communicative function. He did suggest, however, that vowels a r e  

associated with national language and consonants with a univers  a l  

one.58 He also pointed out that a poetic work is like a canvas, w i  th  

rows of vowels and consonants the inherent meaning of which should 

be preserved even after translation. Thus, Kruchenykh recommended 

that translation of a poetic work be replaced by transliteration, a n d  

that an additional word-for-word translation be provided in order t o  

convey the literal meaning.59 

Kruchenykh's theory, however absurd and preposterous it m a y 

seem at first glance, is a radical step toward revealing t h e  

subconscious level of a literary work. He was the first Russian p o e t -  

theoretician who attempted to return poetry to its primordial roots  

by pointing to "rhythmically musical emotion" and "protosound" a s 

the first expressions of "vaguely formed images" and as means of 

avoiding the direct naming of an object.60 Zaurn' theory extended f a r  

back to the origins of human language, embracing such rud imen ta ry  

f o m s  as glossolalia, exclamations, interjections, purring, c hildren' s 

babbling, etc. Moreover, it included such pre-intellec tua1 a n d 

. . . . 
57 Aleksei Kmchenykh, &&&pis v ~ s k o i  lit-. 1923. Rpt. as Kukish 

(Mosco w-Tallin: Gileia. 1992) 43. 
58 Kruchenykh, 1Lilki+b Po- 124. 
59 Kruchenykh, j(ykjsh P o s h m  124. 
6o Kruchenykh. ILykjsh Po- 125. 



transrational States of mind as chanting, incantations, ecstasy, trance, 

hatred, jealousy, and wild behavior.61 

1.4. Elena Guro 

Elena Guro is an interesting example of the only woman wr i  t e r  

among the belligerent and often misogynist futurist "gang". Although 

she is commonly seen as an "impre~sionist",6~ her artistic method a n d  

authorial vision include meaningful elements of futurist perception 

and primitivist sensibility. Both urban topics and nature t h e m e s  

appealed equally to Guro's artistic imagination. Her veneration of 

nature often gave way to a poetic anthropomorphism. Inan ima te  

things corne alive and acquire human features in many stories f rom 

such miscellanies as H u r d v - G u r d ~  (Uapwaw~a),  Autumnal Dream 

(OC~HHHII COH), The Bab? Camels of the Skv  (He6ec~are 

sep6nmrna~a) ,  as well in a story Feast of the Earth ( k p  oe~ni i ) .  Her 

many interests also included folklore: one of her projects was t h e  

publication of a book of fairy tales.63 

The most important primitivist aspect to Guro's work is h e r  

fascination with the theme of childhood. Some of her stories such a s  

orne Creatures  ( a o ~ a m ~ ~ e )  and Arriva1 to the coun t ry  ( n p ~ e m  B 

nepee~m) are written from a child's perspective. However, h e r  

occasional employment of hypochoristic and diminutive suffixes, 

child-like neologisms, and childish fantasies (Babv Camels) produce  

61 Kruchenykh, m s h  Po- 125. 
62 Markov, ri s rn 15. 
63 Vera Kalina-Levine. "Through the Eyes of the Child: The Artistic Vision of 
Elena Guro", S l a a  25.2 (1981): 31. 



the impression of a literature for children rather than by children. 

Vera Kalina-Levine considers the following poem to be an example of 

an imitation of children's word play at an early stage of language 

acquisition. Nevertheless, it may also be seen as an imitation of t h e  

adult speech with children: 

Guro made serious attempts to recapture children's egocentric 

and animistic world view, the originality and freshness of t he i r  

language, and the uniqueness of their perception shaped al mos t 

exclusively upon the senses. 

Guro experimented little with zaum',  but her correspondence 

and collaboration with Kruchenykh indicate that she was very much 

interested in it. Guro felt that there is a "space between words" 

conveying a mysterious essence of being which cannot be expressed 

by the existent rational language.65 In his manifesto "The Word a s  

Such" (Cnoeo nax T ~ K o B o ~ )  Kruchenykh quoted Guro's poem as a n  

excellent example of zaum': 

, . . J'iynna, nonna, nanna-ny, 
Jima, nonna, nynna -m. 
XBOH myRT, IiIyRT, 

64 Kalina-Levine 37-8. 
6s Elena Guro, Selected W r i w  from Ar- (Stockholm: Aimqvist & 
Wiksell International, 1995) 63, 92. 



TH-H-H, TH-H-Y-Y , . , 66 

Guro's contribution to the artistic legacy of Russian pr imi  t ivism 

is remarkable. Much of her highly original work was a successful 

attempt to achieve a fresh child-like sensibility, novelty of so und  

structure, and estranged representation of reality. Her interest i n 

folklore and her attempts at playful stylization merged organically 

with her infatuation with the city. The combination of childlike a n d  

often elusive neologisms with her primeval perception of language 

make her one of the most important proponents of the futurist "new 

ways of the word". 

1.5. Vasilv Kamensky 

Vasily Kamensky is a secondary figure in Russian fu tur ism.  

However, his contribution to the development of the primitivist facet  

of the movement is no less important than that other futurists. A 

Neo-rousseauis  t,67 he vehemently preached a return to nature a n d  

peasant life. His anti-urbanism was clearly expressed in many of h i s  

poems and especially in his first substantial work, a lyrical novel  

(short story) The Mud Hut  ( 3 e ~ n m n a ) .  For Kamensky, the city is a 

place where people suffer, "children die like flowers and flowers l ike  

children, piling endless grief and suffering upon the desola te  

-people" .sa Kamenskyfs pantheistic glorification of nature is p e r h a p s  

-- 

66 Markov, m i f e s t y  54. 
67 Markov's t e m ,  Fu tu  ri s m 23. 
68 Savvaty Gints. Vasilv Kamenskv (Perm': Permskoe knizhnoe izdatel'stvo. 
1974) 70. 



the most successful aspect of his early poems. They are filled with 

joy of life, admiration of nature, a child's freshness and naïveté. 

Kamensky was known not only to profess the return to a simple 

lifestyle in his poetry, but also to live in this way himself. He had a 

house in the country where he hunted, played accordion, sang folk 

ditties, partied with peasant youth, and helped the local folk to cut 

grass and saw wood in the forest.69 

Kamensky's collection of children's pain ti ngs70 and hi s 

exhortations to preserve a childlike quality within the artist were 

indications of his vivid interest in infantilism. Several early 1 yrics 

draw parallels between the poetic persona and a child: 

a M H ~ H ~  OAHa- 
O n ~ a  nopoxeebna - 
nonfi MononeunaRe 
He oCynHT 
flc~arft 60mewb~a 
Moe cepnue nercnoe .7 l 

Moreover, in his book -0 with cows ( T a ~ r o  c R O ~ O B ~ M H )  

Kamensky included a poem supposedly written by him when he w as  

eleven years old. Kamensky's glorification of nature and his 

opposition to the city underscored his interest in Russian folklore. 

Many of his early poems are heavily, and at times naively stylized 

69 Gints 60. 
70 Markov, Futurism 36. .. . 

Vasily Kamensky. u o t v o r w a  1 DO- (Moscow, Leningrad: Sovetskii 
pisatel', 1966) 77-8. 



imitations of Russian folk poetry and songs, often reminiscent of  

Esenin's poetry. 

Kamensky's preoccupation with Russian history resulted i n 

three thematical poemas  featuring famous leaders of peas  an  t 

insurrections in Old Russia. "Stepan Razin", the only p r e -  

revolutionary poema,  was later heavily modified. In this and tw  O 

other poemag "Emelian Pugachev" and "Ivan Bolotnikov", Kamensky 

makes extensive use of folk-derived stylistic devices in combination 

with a common and neologistic language al1 imitative of popular  

Kamensky's experiments with language predate any "officially" 

published futurist writings on this subject. According to the poet 's  

mernoirs, by the time he met Khlebnikov for the first time, he h a d  

already been scribbling his first attempts at transrational language in 

his notebook: 

Bona H ~ ~ H T C R .  
Ne60 BOAHTCR, 
P y u e e ~ - m y p ~ e ë ~ .  
COJIHU~ COJIHHTCR. 
UB~THHU,  
B~TBHHU,  
U i e n e c ~ o ~ w ~  - n ~ c ~ o u m ,  
Bc~pesanb. 
3~ynana. 
Yxana~~b. 
Y ypnw-mypna, nypnro-mypnb. 
B e c ~ e m o ~ ~ a - ~ T H Y H ~  : 
UH~-UHHU, 
UHR-LIHBHB. 

72 Kamensky 370. 



Before the first publication of Hylaea ( h n e ~ )  in 1909, 

Kamensky was already discussing the value of the "word as such" in 

public lectures? When Kruchenykh published his "Declaration of th e 

Word as Such" in which he suggested that foreign words not b e  

translated in order to preserve. their mystical structure24 Kamensky 

incorporated into his first ferro-concrete poem "Constantinople" a 

number of Turkish words (or words he claimed as such). 

Altogether, in spite of the fact that Kamesky's poetry was 

mostly derivative, there are some valuable pieces of fine work 

among them, especially those where he most successfully imitates 

folk diction and rhythms. The poet's work also contains some 

interesting examples of transrational language including imitations of 

bird sounds .75 Kamensky's Rousseauist stance uniquely reflects a 

chronological aspect of primitivism in the Russian futurist movement. 

1.6. David Burliuk 

David Burliuk, the father of Russian futurism, was interested in 

numerous forms of primitive art: he had a large collection of sign 

boards, studied Polynesian and ancient Mexican art, as well a s  

Scythian sculpture? His age and experience cast him as an elder 

statesman among his fellow-futurists. By the beginning of 1912, the  

73 Gints 63. 
74 Markov, Manifestv 63-4. 
75 Khlebnikov made numerous experiments in imitating the sounds o f  birds in 
poetry. especially in his late poema "Zangezi". It is likely that Kamensky was 
influenced by Khlebnikov's work. 
76 Markov. Futurism 35. 



year in which he founded the art group Hylaea, he had a l r eady  

participated in several exhibitions by the German art groups Blue 

Rider (Der Blaue Reiter) and Storm (Der Sturm). 

In his seminal article "The Wild Russians" (Die 'Wilden' 

Russlands) written for the first Almanac of the Blue Rider in L 9 1 2 ,  

Burliuk introduced the painters Goncharova, Larionov, Sar'yan, 

Konchalovsky, his brothers Dmitry and Vladimir Burliuk, a n d 

Kandinsky as counterparts to the French group "Les Fauves". He 

stressed the intention of the Hylaeans to revive the pr imi t ive  

cultural traditions of the Egyptians, Assyrians, and Scythians, 

declaring that in so doing, academicism would be destroyed and a r t  

set free. The Blue Rider Alrnanac featured the works of French a n d  

other modern painters together with African sculptures, B avarian 

paintings on glass, and children's drawings.77 It was in th i s  

publication, to which Burliuk was of key importance, that 'this neo-  

primitivist direction in the Russian avant-garde received its f i rs t  

international notice. 

The first meeting of Hylaea was held in the estate of Burliuk's 

father in Chernianka. "Hylaea" was the Old Greek name for the region 

inhabited by the ancient Scythians during prehistoric times. 

Chernianka became a headquarters for the new group and was to  

inspire many later futurists to also pursue primitivist themes. 

During his public futurist performances Burliuk propagated a n 

association of futurist poetry with Russian mythology, a cult of 

77 Nilsson. "Pervobytnost" 4 1-2. 



language as a creator of the myth, and a revival of the primordial  

role of the word.78 

A brilliant entrepreneur and an original artist, Burliuk was, 

however, a mediocre poet. His poetry, mostly derivative, i s  

influenced by the spirit of French "po&tes maudits", regardless of h i s  

rather pathetic attempts "to cover it with a 'futurist' veneerW.79 His 

primitivist paintings, however, are not without talent but, as Markov 

mentions, they are "insufficiently appreciated".80 

Burliuk's greatest merit is in the propagation of Russian 

primitivism nationally and internationally through his theoretical 

writings, paintings, publications, and sponsorship of f u  tu r i s  t 

collections, and in the education and inspiration of his fellow- 

futurists to create art and literature in the futuristlprimitivist spirit. 

Conclusion 

While it is beyond the scope of this dissertation to fully explore  

the dynamics that led so many avant-gardists to primitivism a s  

primary source material, some preliminary speculations a r e  

appropriate at this time. 

AS may have been noticed, we have begun to use the w o r d s  

"futurisrn" and "primitivism" almost interchangeably. While it i s  

somewhat ironic that so many artistic movements have attempted t o  

àdvance art beyond academic standards by returning it to i t s  

78 V. Katanian, u a - t e m  (Moscow: Sovetskii 
pisatel', 1945) 19. 
79 Markov, Futurism 123. 
80 Markov, Futurism 35. 



primeval roots, this tactic was a typical feature of the avant-garde of 

that time.81 

There are several ways to create new artistic forms and 

content that are shifted temporally from the present and a r e  

displaced from traditional norms of representation. One is to shift 

from mimesis toward a symbolic reality in which words and images 

are stcipped of their standard meanings. This type of art, submerged 

in the rnists of ancient mythology, the exoticism of the remote, the  

decadence of excess and eroticism seems ultimately doomed to lose 

touch with reality. We see this effect in Symbolism, a movement 

which was eventually devoured by the variegated and diverse 

currents of the avant-garde. 

Reality can be presented as a possibility, a hypothetical 

construct or projection based on already existent material. This 

approach is most clearly illustrated in the works of the Italian 

futurists. 

Another method is to create a super-reality with synthetic 

forms and fantastic content. Such was surrealism with its claimed 

transformation of al1 existing values through a complete liberation of 

the unconscious. Surrealist art based on dreams, subliminal craving s, 

and suppressed sensual desires was, like Symbolism, another form of 

escape from reality. 

A fourth way to renew artistic perception is to choose to avoid 

any type of discernible representation in favor of non-objec tive 

8 1  Renato Poggioli, T h e o q  o f  Av- (Cambridge, Mass.. London: 
The Belknap Press. Harvard UP, 1968) 55. 



reality which dominates both the form and content of the work, as is 

case with abstract art. 

The explosion of scientific inquiry at the beginning of t h e  

century led researchers into areas of complex theoretical cons truc ts 

and increasingly esoteric terminology which further cemented the  

growing rift between art and science. The roots of this dissociation 

can be traced to the Renaissance. The world of science took on a 

dominant role creating a consensus of understanding that p res urne d 

a rationalist, Euclidean world view. 

Both the general public as well as the artistic community me t  

this technological revolution with mixed feelings of wonder, 

confusion, and dread. As the mysteries of nature were explained 

away by scientific theory, the role of mythology was replaced b y  

technical devices and new discoveries in the physical sciences that in  

themselves encapsulated the trappings of magic. To balance this 

overwhelming scientism, artists turned to primitive material as a 

primary source for that aspect of the human experience left 

untouched by the physical sciences. Moreover, primitivism, throu gh 

its apparently distorted forms and deceptively "simple" content, 

provided an excellent way to reclaim art from the forces of elitism 

and free it of the strictures of accepted canons. It also offered a w ay 

to reunite art with its essential aim of self-expression. A child's 

perspective, to which so many artists of the period aspired, brought 

m t h  and sincerity to the new art, a closeness to nature, and freedom 

from the affectations of academia. 

However, the times demanded of the contemporary artist tha t  

he stay in touch with real life, fully participate in it, and attempt to  



transform and renew it. Through an active interest in traditional folk 

and non-western forms the new art developed its own connections 

with reality by rnerging with previously existent but somewhat 

disregarded aesthetic constructs. It assumed a more international 

position and expansiveness, closer to that of science. 

The importance and timeliness of primitivism as a critical 

element of avant-garde art and literature is undeniable as i t  

prevailed in virtually every movement, including post- 

impressionism, fauvism, cubism, expressionism, and Russian 

futurism. Even the single apparent exception to this trend, Italian 

futurism, had among its tanks such famous artists as Car10 Carrà 

whose interest in the "simplified arts of the past" yielded a series of 

outstanding primitive paintings.82 

The Russian cubo-futurists were the most united movement in  
a 

their aspirations to create an art of the future by way of primitivisrn. 

As we have seen, every participant within the movement made a 

considerable contribution to the process of renovation. Mayakovsky 

was perhaps the only Russian cubo-futurist who made no conscious 

effort to find inspiration for his art or poetry in primitive sources. 

However, Mayakovsky's work opened new avenues for t h e  

investigation of a different brand of primitivism emerging from t h e  

subconscious psychological level. We will identify this a s  

"psychological" primitivism. Mayakovsky, in his efforts to develop a 

new futurist poetry, came to the use of devices similar to those of 

other futurists', including elements of folk. Old Slavonic li terature, 

82 Caroline Tisdall, Ange10 Bozzolla, F u  tu ri s m (London: Thames and Hudson, 
1992) 189. 



and children's language, simply through his poetic intuition a n d 

esthetic preferences. Al1 of these features will be thoroughly 

discussed and analyzed in the following chapters. 



Investigation into the Psychological Origins of 
Mayakovsky 's Primitivism 

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate certain 

peculiarities in Mayakovslcy 's literary primitivism. and to explore its 

roots. As we mentioned earlier, Mayakovsky's use of primitive 

elements in his early poetry is not as obvious as it is in the works of 

his fellow futurists Khlebnikov, Kruchenykh, Kamense and Burliuk 

who openly demonstrated their interest in Russia's ancient historical 

and literary roots, children's art and folk traditions. Mayakovsky 

expressed little or no interest in traditional or folk art. He was a 

fervent proponent of the quickened Pace of modern technology and 

urban life, a sentiment he vehemently expressed in his public 

performances in 1912-14 and in his writings. Nevertheless, 

Mayakovsky's relationship to the city in his early verse is strikingly 

different fiom the blatantly urbanis t futuris t propaganda of his 

manifestoes and public performances from the same periOd.83 In his 

verse, the city is a world of dark streets populated by strange 

deformed creatures: 

83 Noted by E.Brown, L. Stahlberger, V. Barooshian, and other cntics (see 
bibliography ) . 



These freaks personify the author's grotesque visions of 

buildings, Street lights, signs, bridges and other components of t h e  

cityscape. Amidst the frightening living and breathing images of t h e  

modern metropolis we also find personifications of na tura l  

phenornena which imply a fundamentally animist context t o  

Mayakovsky's cosmic perspective. The emotional setting surrounding 

these images contrasted with the anxiety and loneliness of 

Mayakovsky's lyrical hero- produces an atmosphere of claustrophobia 

and horror which is emphasized by Mayakovsky's violent epi thets  

and sexual metaphors.84 

It seems strange that such shocking images came from the p e n  

of the young and seerningly self-confident futurist poet who in h i s  

first poema "Cloud Wearing Pants" (Obnano B ru~aeax)  declared f o r  

al1 to hear: 

Lawrence Leo Stahlberger. T h e ~ v m b o l i c v o f k j j  (London, 
The Hague, Paris: Mouton. 1964) 49-50. 



In this chapter we will try to explain this puzzling paradox i n  

the poet's verse by looking at some of the factors of his personal life 

and analyzing it from a psychological perspective. 

2.2. Mavakovskv's "Tra~ ic  Urbanism f v  

Various modern scholars and critics contemporary t O 

Mayakovsky, while discussing the primitivism of other art ists ,  

declared Mayakovsky to be the most prominent urbanist among t h e  

Russian futurists. The Marxist critic Elsberg called Russian futurism a 

rnovement characterized by a "rejection of the urban bourgeois s ty l e  

of life" and by an artistic infatuation with village and peasants. He 

announced that Mayakovsky, however, shows a "certain ideological 

opposition to the movement" .as Mayakovsky was considered the on1 y 

representative of true futurism, primarily because of t h e  

predominance of urban themes in his early poetry. Korney 

Chukovsky in his vehement criticism of primitive tendencies i n  

Russian futurism singles out Mayakovsky as the only genuine  

urbanist within the movement: 

H30 Bcex ~OCCHBCKHX +JITYPHCTOB ene-ene ~ a r u ë n c ~  

OAHH Y P ~ ~ H H C T ,  Aa H TO HoCHOR~UYHSIB, 3 a H H a ,  XOTR 

nanexo H e  6e3napb 

8s Cited in F.N. Pitskel, W o v s k v :  khudo&estvennoe 
(Moscow: Nauka, 1979) 19. 
86 (We can barely find a single urbanist smong al1 the Russian futurists. E v e n  
he is sometimes tongue-tied, sometimes stutters. but is not without talent) K. 
Chukovsky, & p - f u t w t v  i ku bo- fu  t u ,  (Letchworth: OLO Agency, 1976) 32. 
See also Benedikt Livshits, polutoro&,pi s trele t s (New York: Izdatel'stvo i me n i 
Chekhova, 1978) 282. 



The mere identification of Mayakovsky as an urbanist does n o t  

give a complete assessrnent of the poet's futurist orientation. 

Chukovsky may be the first and the only critic contemporary t o  

Mayakovsky to notice the startling contradiction between t r u e  

u rban i  sm87 and the poet's tragic perception of the city as revealed i n 

si& "convulsions, cramps, and drunken mad sobbing". He correc tly 

relates it to the poet's childlike sensibility: 

OH ïïJIaWT H BL~TCII  B HCTePHHe , , , H XOYeTCR 

B3RTb eI'0 3a PyHy H, HâH pe6ëirna. yBeCTH OTCIûna, H3 

3 ~ 0 r o  n H p n H Y m r o  nneHa, ~ y n a - ~ ~ 6 y n b  H sacirnbnaM H 

poMarrrKaM, Xoporn Y ~ ~ ~ H H C T ,  neseu ropona, - ecnH 

r o p g  nnR Hero J ~ C T ~ H O H ,  n a n a ~ e c ~ ~ o !  rge me eMy 
0 

neTb ~e6ocxpëBai:, ~ B T O M O ~ H ~ H ,  TPOTYâPY, K~*Î, 

ne*~ar, BonocTonme ~pyoat! Benb OH H caM KPHVHT 

CpeAH P ~ I A ~ H H R  : 

- Bpocb~e ropona, rnynare niona! H A H T ~  

ronue H a  comuenë~!*8 

87 "Urbanisrn" means the portrayal and description of life of modern cities i n 
art and literature, see Slovar' n i s s k o g . ~ . ~  vol. 4 (Moscow: Russkii iazyk, 
1984) 51 1. However, as applied to the avant-garde movement at the beg i n n  i n g 
of the twentieth century it mainly indicated an emphatic description of c i ty  
life and an approval of the urban lifestyle. 
88 (He weeps. writhes in hysterics . . . so one would want to take his hand and 
lead him away, as a child, from this brick prison. somewhere to daisies and 
cornflowers. A fine urbanist and bard of the city he is, if the city for him 
means impnsonment and a butchery! How can he sing of skyscrapers. 
automobiles, sidewalks, cafes, elevators, water pipes! Anid his sobs he hirnself 
screams, "Leave the cities, stupid people! Go naked to the sunlight!) 
Chukovsky, Ego-futuristy 32-3. 



In the above passage, Chukovsky, one of the first serious 

critics of futurism, makes a careful distinction between two meanings 

of the word "urbanist": the first and more neutral meaning denotes  

anyone who portrays the city in his work, while the newly developed 

interpretation signifies "someone who is fascinated with the city" o r  

"an artist who promotes cityscape and urban style in his art". 

According to the first meaning, commonly used by most critics, 

Mayakovsky clearly fits the definition as a poet with strongly 

expressed urban themes, especially in his early work. However, h e  

hardly qualifies as an artist who glorifies the city, a fact indicated b y  

Chukovsky, who ultimately points to Valery Brusov as the foremost  

representative of urbanisrn in Russian modernism. 

While Chukovsky never went so far as to cal1 Mayakovsky a 

primitivist, this conclusion was reached by several other critics. T h e y  

characterized Mayakovsky and his work as naive and primitive i n  

the negative sense of the w orda9 and therefore never associated his  

work with the neo-primitive tendencies of the Russian avant-garde?* 

Vahan Barooshian in his monograph on Russian futurism took a 

different stance on this question. He quoted one of Ma y akovs ky 's 

declarations in favor of urbanism concluding that Mayakovsky " saw 

beauty in the evil and ugliness of the city and machine age, a n d  

sought to describe the phenomena and experience of city life b y 

deliberate distortion of the real. . ."Y In the light of other critical 

89 "Primitive" can be used to designate an unsophisticated person. see Merri am 
Webster's C o m a t e  Dxc t i o ~  

. . (Springfield. MA: Memam-Webster, 1993). 
90 See, for example. A. Voronsky, "Mayakovsky". m v e  t i ~ y  (Moscow: 
Artel' pisatelei "Krug", 1927) 201-235 and C. M. Bowra. "The Futurism o f  
Mayakovsky", The Creative Ex- (New York: Grove Press. 1948) 94-127. 
91 Vahan D. Barooshian, Russian Cubo-F- 



assessments of Mayakovsky's urbanism, we question Barooshian's 

conclusion. The full passage is as follows: 

W d i s m  (The Hague. Paris: Mouton, 1974) 42-43. 



3 ~ r 3 a r ~  - BOT YTO x a p a ~ ~ e p ~ 3 y e ~  KapTnHy ropona. 

n 0 3 3 ~ ~  . . . AOJïXHa COOTBeTCTBOEaTb HOBUM 

3 J ï ê M e H T a M  IICHXHHH COBPBMBHHOrO rOpOAâ.  . .92 

The above transcription of Mayakovsky's speech is a piece of 

urban fanfare, a quasi-Italian futurist propaganda A la Marinetti 

which. Mayakovsky proclaimed during the famous futurist tour in the 

winter of 1914. It is difficult to determine the actual attitude of the  

"budetliane" toward Italian futurism since, for the most part, their 

public pronouncements on the subject were little more than attempts 

to provoke their audiences and their Italian counterparts, and were 

often imrnediately followed by completely contradictory s tatements. 

Such was the case with the Hylaeans adaptation of the name 

"futurists". They vehemently denied that they had chosen the name 

thernselves and accused 

them. One month after 

journalists of imposing the Italian label on 

his pro-urbanist speech, Mayakovsky along 

92 Futurist poetics are those of the city, the modem city. The city enriched o u  r 
emotions and impressions with new urban elements which wëre unknown to 
the poets of the past. The whole modern world of culture is turned into O ne  
gigantic city. The city replaces both nature and elements. The city itself 
becomes an element. From the entrails of this element a new man is b o rn .  
Telephones, airplanes, express trains, elevators, rotation machines, sidewalks, 
factory pipes, Stone giants of the buildings -- these are the elements of beauty  
in the nature of the new city. We see an electrical streetlight more often t h a n  
the old romantic moon. We are city dwellers -- we dont know forests, fields, 
flowers. We are acquainted with the tunnels of the streets with t he i  r 
movements, noises, rattle, flashing, eternal whirling. But the most i rn po rt an t 
thing is that the rhythm of life has changed. Everything became as quick a s  
lightning, going by at high speed as if on film stock. The smooth, quiet,  
unhurried rhythms of the old poetry do not agree with the psyche of t h e  
modem city dweller. Feverishness - that is what symbolizes the tempo of  
modemity. In the city there are no smooth, measured, rounded lines -- angles,  
fractures, zig-zags, that is what characterizes the cityscape. Poetry . . . should 
correspond to the new elements of the modem city psyche. . .) N.I. Khardzhiev, . . . . 
"Veselyi god Mayakovskogo", Vladimir m v & ~ m i r s  and Essays, eds. 
Bengt langfeld, Nils Ake Nilsson (Stockholm: Almquist & Wiksell In ternat  i O n a 1, 
1975) 117-1 18. 



with Shershenevich, fowarded a letter to the same editor "denying 

any continuity from Italian f ~ t u r i s r n " . ~ 3  It is clear that the Russian 

futurists made every attempt to deny any connection between the i r  

movement and that of the Italians. Nevertheless, despite the str iking 

sirnilarities between theoretical statements from both groups, t h e  

practical achievements of the Russians show little interest in m e r  e 

propaganda of urbanism and technology. 

Since our primary focus is Mayakovsky, several examples f rom 

his poetry written at the time of the above speech might shed more  

light on the apparent contradiction between his f u  turis  t 

pronouncements and the undercurrent of fear and loathing that lies 

beneath the surface of his "tragic urbanism". 

1. Distorted images of city architecture: 

2. Grim images of natural phenornena transposed tu t h e  

cityscape: 

93 Katanian 3 1.  
g4 Al1 citations, unless otherwise indicated. are . . taken from the fo l l owing  
edition: Vladimir Mayakovsky, $obru ie  so-i v shesti t O (Moscow: 
Pravda, 1973). 



BOCTOH J ~ M ~ T H J I  HX B nepeynxe, 
rpHMacy ~ e 6 a  O T ~ ~ O C H J I  Bnrne 
H, BbIApaB COJIHUe H 3  Y ~ P H O R  CyMHH, 
y n a p ~ n  c 3no6oft no p ë 6 p a ~  KPYLIIH. ( 1 :27 )  

3. Intense sexual images of natural phenornena and urban 

architecture: 

sparnny~o~q~R 6 y n e ~  6 y J I b ~ a p ~ ~ x  IIPOCTHT~TOX 

rpoBa AOMOB n y 6 n ~ u ~ n x  ( 1 2 2 )  

The examples above are characteristic of Mayakovs ky 's 
0 

prerevolutionary poetry. The predominant mood here is one of 

frustration, fear, and despondency. This tone is typical of the young 

poet's perception of the city, which oppresses him with its ugliness 

and hostility far more than it fascinates hirn, as Barooshian suggests. 

Although Mayakovsky claims that the deiiberate "distortion of 

the real", quoted in Barooshian's assessment, "is one of the principles 

of the new art", it may in truth be as much his interna1 turmoil and  

intensely negative persona1 experiences that give rise to the poet's 

distortions of urban reality . Otherwise such distortions would mo s t 

likely have taken various directions depending on the author's mood, 

his developing artistic stance, and on the intellectual ebb and flow of 

the tirne. Instead, the element of distortion functions as a consistent 

theme reflecting the poet's genuine sufferings. We recall Chukovsky's 



reconsideration of Mayakovsky's "tragic urbanism" from the s ame 

article: ". . . ropon nna Hero H e  BocTopr, H e  nbmmqaa panocTb, a 

pacnmne, ronro@a, ~epsosarft BeHerr, H xamnoe roponcme 

BHAeHHe - XJIR H e r O  CJIOBHO TB03Ab, 3 a 6 ~ ~ a e ~ u R  B CâMOe cepaqe." 

( 3  2) .95 

In spite of the predominance of urban themes in Mayakovsky's 

pre-revolutionary lyrics, we maintain that the poet's early work is 

characterized not so much by a glorification of the city but rather by  

a pained reaction to it. It seems that Mayakovsky is less genuinely 

"futurist" than his fellow futurist poets since, at least in this respect, 

his verse is essentially at variance with one of the primary futurist 

preoccupations.96 

2.3. Psvchoanalvtical Inter~retatian of Mayakovskv's - B i ~ ~ r a ~ h v  - - 

2.3.1. Freud's Theory and Its Application to Literature 

In order to reconcile the puzzling contradictions in 

Mayakovsky's work we will attempt a thorough psychoanalytical 

investigation of his early biography as well as of some of the facts 

relating to his persona1 and social life after the revolution. At the  

outset of out investigation we will briefly review some basic 

Freudian concepts to assist in our formulation of a method of analysis 

95 (. . . the city is not a rapture for him. it is not an intoxicating joy, but a 
crucifixion, a Golgotha. a crown of thoms. and every urban vision is for him 
like a nail hammered into his heart.) 
96 In fact, none of the Hylaeans were true futurists. since, as we have shown. 
they were preoccupied primarîly with the past. In referring to futurist 
aesthetics as such it may be better to refer specifically to Italian futurism. 



that we will apply to investigate the roots of Mayakovskyls l i terary 

primi tivism. 

In Freud's writings on the origin of neurosis he introduces t h e  

concept of the "mechanism of mental repression" and explains i ts  

function in emotionally disturbed people.97 According to Freud, t h  e 

roots of any neurosis lie in the repressed contents of the pat ient ' s  

psyche.98 Incompatible with the patient's moral values, the r ep res sed  

elements, which are often related to the patient's infantile sexuali ty 

or to some other obscene or even criminal motivations, are pushed t o  

the background of the subconsciousness and are divulged in a 

codified form in dreams and fantasies which become a fertile source 

of diagnostic information.99 Freud's analytical approach to l i  t e ra ture  

is based upon the assumption that "a work of art arises from m u c  h 

the same psychological conditions as a neurosis". Freud believes th  a t 

the creation of fantasies characteristic of frustrated people is a 

means toward the fulfillment of a wish to improve on unsatisfactory 

reality.100 In the case of an artist, the interior of the psyche i s  

revealed through the same process of fantasy, the "day-dreams" of 

"ordinary" people, which reverses the mechanism of repression b y 

producing a work of art full of images significant to the poet 's  

unconscious life. 

97 Sigmund Freud, New Introductor~ Lectures on PSY c h o ~ l v s i  s, ed. and trans .  
James Srtrachey (New York: W.W.Norton. 1965) 57-80. . .  . 
98 C.G. Jung. S m t  in m. An. anditer- (New York: B o l l i n g e n  
Foundation, 1966). 67. 
99 Jung, me S ni r i t  69. 
100 Sigmund Freud. On Creativip a the I J w c i o u ~  (New York: Harper a n d  
Row, Publishers, Inc., 1958), 47 ff. 



Freud divides poets into two distinct categories, according to  

the type of literary work they produce, which can be roughly 

summarized as epic and lyrical. Focusing on the latter type, Freud 

dernonstrates that the hero of ail lyrical works is essentially the  

same as that of daydreams, namely the author's own ego. By shaping 

his hidden terrors into the form of a literary work, the author 

realizes his repressed cravings without suffering the shame of their 

"forbidden" nature. When the main protagonist, who is also a poetic 

persona, is separated from its original source, namely the author, h e  

(the protagonist) becomes a bearer of the author's secret fantasies. In 

the case of an epic poet, the author draws his material from myths, 

legends and fairy-tales, and essentially realizes the sarne w i s h- 

fantasies, but only in their indirect form. Freud speculates t ha t  

rnyths are distorted vestiges of the age-long dreams of entire nations 

in the prima1 stages of their development.lo1 

Freud's interpretation of a literary work solely as a source of 

release for the author's (or the entire nation's) unfulfilled wishes has 

come to seem unnecessarily limited. Jung, for example, rejected i t  

calling it "a reductive method" which equates the work of art wi th 

disease thus depriving it of its artistic value.102 Nevertheless, Freud's 

point that an author's personal concerns as well as his emotional 

condition at the moment of writing are in fact powerful influences on  

both the content and form of a literary work is not without merit. 

Although Freud's theories and methods have fallen into dis favor 

among many modern psychologists, to abandon his approach w ould 

l o t  Freud, On Creativity 53. 
102 C.G. Jung, The ArchUyOes md @ C o l k t i v e  I J n c m c i o ~ ~ ,  Bollingen Series 
XX, vol. 9, 1 (New York: Pantheon, 1959) 260-9. 



be to overlook a crucial aspect of Mayakovsky's poetry, namely i t s  

direct relation to events in his life.103 Roman Jakobson strongly 

opposed the idea of denying the links between the poet's biography 

and his life.104 He gives multiple examples that demonstrate d i rec t  

connections and mutual influences between Mayakovsky's life a n d 

work.105 Mayakovsky himself emphasized these connections O n 

numerous occasions. In "1 Myself' (fi c a M )  he States that the facts of 

his life are of interest only as long as they are reflected in his w o r k  

(1:3), a comment that invites further consideration of his life as a 

fertile source in the critical analysis of his work. Mayakovsky's  

declaration that "a poet's attire and even his family conversation 

with his wife must be determined by his entire poetic output"io6 

indicates that Mayakovsky's verse served as a mode1 of his v e r y  

identity. 

It is not by chance that literary scholars divide Mayakovsky's  

poetry into two major parts: pre-revolutionary and . p o s  t -  

revolutionary. This is primarily a result of the fact t h a t  

Mayakovsky's attitude toward his poetic craft, and indeed the e n  t i r e  

tone and fabric of the work itself underwent a dramat ic  

transformation upon his engagement to the service of the proletar ian 

revolution. The direction of his work switched from a pure ly  

persona1 and self-absorbed poetry to politically appropriate v e r  s e  

- 

lo3 We will analize these connections more closely in the two chapters w h i c h 
follow. 
Io4 Roman Jakobson. "O pokolenii. rastrativshem svoikh poetov", m e r t '  

ovskqpq (The Hague, Paris: Mouton. 1975) 26. 
105 Jakobson, O ~ o k o l e n i i  24 ff. See also Edward J. Brown, mvakovskv: A Poet i n 

Re  v o lu t i o n (Princeton, New Jersey: PUP, 1973) 140. 
los (Hame onemna noma, name ero J I O M ~ I Y X ~ ~ ~  paxosop c meHoa AonmeH 
onpeAembcit sceu ero noo~xqeciarar npono~o~c~sobf)  Quoted in Jakobson 26. 



which either extolled the lifestyle and ideals of the revolution o r  

criticized its enemies. Of course, arnidst Mayakovsky's revolu tionary 

poetry there are still several works, mainly concerning love, that a r e  

written in his "old" style, such as About This (npo ~ T O ) ,  "1 Love" 

(Jlio6nro), "Letter to Tatiana Yakovleva" ( n n c b ~ o  T a ~ b n ~ e  

flnornenoR), and "At the Top of My Voice" (Bo eecb ronoc). However, 

these exam2les are so rare that they can be regarded as rnerely the  

remnants of Mayakovsky's lyncal output and are not typical of t he  

later work. 

As we can see, Mayakovsky's shift from an almost entirely 

lyrical poetry to predominantly political verse occurred as a resul t 

of a non-artistic event: the revolution. It changed his entire internai 

perspective from a "naive" poetic mode, with the author empowered 

by internalized mysticiil crcative forces, to the rigidly self-controlled 

poetry , "sentimental" in Schillerian terms, in 

were fulfilled through his own determination 

The fact that this political event transformed 

of the poet's work is an indication of the 

O 

which the poet's goals 

and calculated craft .Io7 

the fundamental nature 

dramatic influence of 

external (social/political) factors on Mayakovsky's oeuvre. His 

revolutionary poems carefully document the most important eve n t s 

of communist Russia and reflect the reality of its every day life: 

n 0 3 3 ~ ~ /  JIIO~HT/ B MHCTHKY o ~ J I ~ H ~ T ~ c I I ,  
~OBOPHTL/  O serqax/ ensa KacaeMo. 
R m/ OTHPUTO/ armHpyw 3a nowynny o 6 n ~ r a a ~ R  
r o c y n a p c ~ s e ~ ~ o r o /  earHrparmHoro 3 a B ~ a .  (3  : 162 -63 ) 

See a more detailed description of "sentimentalN-"naive" artistic modes i n 
the following chapter on Jung's method. 



If we consider Mayakovsky's early poetry, we can scarcely find 

any specific references to the actual events of that period. Rather, w e  

are presented either with horrific urban scenes or disdainful 

challenges to middlebrow society and its mores. Even Mayakovsky's 

denunciations of the bourgeois style of life in the poems of 1 9 1 2 - 
191 5 take on an almost personal tone. He attacks bourgeois values a s  

decadent preoccupations with money, fancy clothes and good food, al1 

of which he himself will have in abundance in only a few years. For 

now, these trappings of middle-class achievements are t O 

Mayakovsky only further attributes of a hostile and oppressive 

urban world. The Poet in his early verse is, as a rule, the only 

positive character who is opposed to innumerable deadly enemies, 

including not only the petty bourgeois and their daily routines, bu t  

also othcr poets and writers, women, children, God, city, and nature 

as well. The discrepancy between the grotesque, fantastic tone of 

Mayakovsky's early verse and the tendency toward realism in his 

work following the revolution can be explained not so much by any  

change in his artistic standards, but by a radical transformation of 

his poetic perspective from extreme introversion to an increasingly 

extroverted view. What we see in his pre-revolutionary poems can 

be best described as the reflections of the poet's dark inner space 

cast by long-lasting emotional conditions rooted dzeply in the actual 

occurrences of his life. If we examine some of those traumatic 

episodes we begin see how these real life events undergo a drastic 

transformation and acquire the traits of the poet's morbid vision. 

While there is little doubt that the cataclysm of the bolshevik 

revolution was to bring about a dramatic change in Mayakovsky's 



poetic outlook, there may have been an earlier, equally crucial even t  

in the young poet's life which might have prompted the tragic bias of 

his early verse. A careful examinaton of the most important stages of 

Mayakovsky's childhood and adolescence, interpreted i n  

psychoanalytical terms, may reveal if indeed there was such a n  

episode in the poet's early life. 

2.3.2. Informational Sources on Mayakovsky 's Biography 

There are complex reasons underlying Mayakovsky's peculiar 

poetic vision. They c m  be inferred from a close examination of 

Mayakovsky's early biography by focusing on certain particularities 

of the poet's upbringing, education and emotional life. 

It is not our goal to attempt a cornplete analysis of 

Mayakovsky's psychopathological history. Instead, we will touch 

upon several persona1 characteristics of the poet only so far as t hey  

relate to Our primary theme of literary primitivism. A detailed 

analysis of Mayakovsky's early works, which will further illustrate 

al1 of the points discussed in this chapter, will be given later i n  

chapters 3 and 4. 

Information about the early stages of Mayakovsky's life i s  

scarce and cornes mainly from the short reminiscences of his mother,  

sisters and several outsiders. An important source on the author's 

life is Mayakovsky's autobiography "1 myself '. However, we s hould 

remember that this piece is an unconventional, highly symbolic 

source in which we find very limited and often imprecise 

information about the poet's life. It is an imaginative literary work, 



written very much in the style associated with Mayakovsky's p r e -  

revolutionary futurist stance, where his primary concern was not a 

factual description of his persona1 life but rather the creation of t h e  

myth of Mayakovsky the Futurist Poet. In Mayakovsky's own words, 

he is interested in writing only if it amuses him (". . . AeJIo ~ o ë  MeHR: 

HmepecyeT, Tonwo ecnH ~ T O  eeceno" (1:21)). As an indicator of 

Mayakovsky's attitude toward the events of his life during the p r e -  

revolutionary years, "1 myself' is valid and informative, but as a 

documentary source, it must be taken with a grain of salt. 



Main Events in Mavakovskv's Early Biogaphv before 1 9 1 7 

1893 Vladimir Mayakovsky born in Bagdadi, Georgia (July 19). 
1901 Moves with his mother to Kutais in order to prepare for 

entrance exams for gymnasium. 
1902 Enters gymnasium in Kutais. 
1906 The poet's father dies. Family moves to Moscow. 
1908 First arrest for participation in the activities of the 

Russian Social Democratic Labor Party. 
Leaves gymnasium while in the 5th grade. 

Admitted to the preparatory class of the Stroganov 
School of Industrial Arts in Moscow. 

1909 Arrested twice for revolutionary activities. 
1911 Admitted to the Moscow Institute of Painting, Sculpture 
and Architecture. Meets David Burliuk, his future friend 

and mentor. 
19 12 Writes and publishes first futurist poems. Writes 

Trariedv. 
19 13 Travels with other futurists throughout Russia giving 

lectures-performances on futurism. 
Traeedv  - is performed in St. Petersburg. 

1914 Continues public performances in various Russian cities. 
Expelled from the Institute. 
The First World War starts. 
Writes texts for lubok  paintings and postcards. 

1915 Meets with Osip and Lili Brik. 
Writes "Cloud Wearing Pants" and "Backbone Flute" 

(aneft~a-IIOÎBOHOYHHW). 
1916 Writes "War and the Universe" (Boft~a H M H P ) . ' ~ *  

108 See Katanian. 



2.3.3. Life in Georgia. The Tragedy 

At the time of the poet's birth, the family consisted of bis 

father Vladimir, his mother Alexandra, and his older sisters Liudmila 

and Olga. In 1889 the Mayakovskys moved to the small Georgian 

village of Bagdadi where the poet's father was appointed forest 

ranger. Mayakovsky was born on his father's birthday on July 19 in 

1883 and was named Vladimir in his honor. 

Bagdadi was a very small village without schools, teachers, o r  

doctors.109 When he turned seven years of age, Mayakovsky's mother 

took him and his sister Olga to the nearby town of Kutais to attend 

school. The elder Mayakovsky remained in Bagdadi to continue his 

work in forestry. The Mayakovsky family were closely united and 

supportive of each other. As a child Mayakovsky developed a strong 

attachment to his family, especially to his father. Although the father 

was not able to see his wife and children very often, the family 

maintained close connections. Mayakovsky's father used e ve r y  

opportunity to visit Kutais where he spent most of the time with his 

children in games and entertainment.110 The family remained 

partially separated for almost five years, until the beginning of 1906, 

when the pet's father was finally able to rejoin the family as a 

result of his transfer to Kutais. Tragically, before the elder 

Mayakovsky was able to move to the city, he died from a blood 

infection. 

. . 
109 A. A. Mayakovskaia, m t v o  i iunost' V w a  U v k o v s k P g a  (Moscow: 
Detgiz, 1963) 2. 
lia A. A. Mayakovskaia 36. 



Vladimir Konstantinovich Mayakovsky, the poet's father, w a s  

the figure of absolute authority in his family, a role typical of family  

relations in Russia and Georgia, countries with long and wel l  

preserved patriarchal traditions. He was also a caring and loving 

father: his letters to his daughters are full of the deepest t ende rness  

and concern about their interests.ll  As Glushkovskaya, a friend of  

the family writes, Mayakovsky's father "lived and breathed by h i s  

farnily". To a family so closely knit, the loss of the father was t h e  

ultimate tragedy, the end of al1 happiness and well-being. Liudmila 

Mayakovskaya recalls that this tragic and unexpected death shook 

the entire family. They decided to move to Moscow where Liudmila 

was living at the time studying art. This sudden decision was a r e su l t  

of the family's unwillingness to remain in the place w h e r e  

everything was reminiscent of their tragedy.li2 

The influence and authority of the father were essential to the 

emotional welfare of Iittle Vladimir who, at a young and emotionally 

vulnerable age, was in strong need of a male role model. The t r a u m a  

of the father's death had a dramatic negative impact on the young  

boy's psyche. Like the other members of the family, Mayakovsky  

almost never mentions his father and the unfortunate episode of h i s  

unexpected death in his writings. The most detailed account of t h e  

tragedy c m  be found in "R c a ~ "  and consists only of six lines. It is 

likely that this almost casual mention of so dramatic an e v e n t  

indicates that Mayakovsky had no desire to linger upon this painful  

part of his life: 

1 1 1 See V. V. Vorontsov, Sem la 
t - 

-0 9- 
t - (Moscow: Moskovskii 

rabochii, 1978). 
112 Vorontsov 393, 33811, 342n. 



h e p  oTeu. h o n o n  naneu ( c m ~ ~ a n  6 y ~ a r ~ ) .  3apa- 

m e m e  npoen. C Tex nop TepneTb He Mory 6 y n a ~ o ~ ~  

Bnarononyvne nosvirnocb. nocne noxopoH oTsa - y Hac 

3 p y 6 n ~ .  HHCTHHHTHBHO, nHxopaztoYHo MU pacnponanx 

cTom H C T ~ J I L R .  ~ B H H ~ I H C L  B MOCHBY. 3 a ~ e ~ ?  Darne 

3HâKOMYX He 6nno. (1:8)1*3 

Mayakovsky was so heavily shocked by his father's accidental 

death that he developed several neuroses as a result. including a 

morbid fear of infection and disease. Throughout his life he w a s  

obsessively clean, and always carried with him a fresh napkin and a 

fork.1 l 4  

Mayakovskyls emotional trauma was complicated by t h e  

familyls sudden relocation to the capital, where he had to adjust t o  

the unfamiliar urban setting, cold weather, and unfriendl y 

atmosphere of the big city. Mayakovskyts first impression of Moscow 

was different from what he had previously envisioned. In his  

autobiography he talks about this period with sadness a n d 

disappointment:  

113 (Father died. Pricked his finger (was binding some papers together). Blood 
poisoning. Well-being has ended. After father's funeral we had three rubles 
left. Instinctively, feverishly we sold off the tables and chairs. We headed to 
Moscow. Why? We did not even have any acquaintances there.) 

Brown 28. 



Mayakovsky's confusion in the face of his new u r b a n  

surroundings was observed by his friend Nikolay Aseev who recalls 

his encounter with the young Vladimir in1913. It is noteworthy that ,  

seeing Mayakovsky's distress at that time, Aseev assumes that, l ike 

himself, Mayakovsky had only recently arrived in Moscow, while i n 

fact he had already lived in the capital since 1906. 

1 1 8 1 1 8 8 8 1 1 1  

Cpaoy K ~ K - T O  

3TOM KHIIRUJf)M CTOJIHYHOM K O T J I ~ . ~ ~ ~  

Valentin Kataev recalls Mayakovsky's cornplaints on t h e  

difficulties of adjusting to the northern climate. 

napuniBoMy nnmaTy. Anpena ~ a ~ u s a e ~ c ~ ! . .  Passe ~ T O  

anpena? r n 6 ~ y ,  nan 0 6 e 3 b ~ ~ a ,  n p ~ s e 3 ë m a ~  ~3 

l i s  (We rented a lousy little apartment on Bronnaia Street. Mom had to take 
borders. Filthy rooms. The student borders were poor.) 
l i s  (1 met Mayakovsky in 1913. Both of us had just corne to the capital. Both of 
us were shocked by it. We both immediateiy felt lost in this boiling pot of a 
capital.) Aseev. Jtodos- ~ o e z ü  (Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel'. 1990) 1 96. 
1 l7 (1 still can't get used to this nasty climate. 1s that what we cal1 April? What 
kind of April is it? 1 am croaking like a monkey brought from the tropics.) V. . . Kataev, S v w  kolodets. Trava z a b v u  (Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1969) 275. 



Kataev believes that Mayakovsky's southern origins ex plains 

many of the peculiarities of both his persona1 temperament a n d  

verse:  

Mayakovsky himself reveals his feelings of suffocation a n  d 

unease in his poems: 

2.3.4. Interruption in Normal Adolescent Development and I t s  

Psychological Implications 

After the death of his father Mayakovsky was suddenly faced  

with new responsibilities toward his family. His mother and s i s te rs  

relied on him as they would have relied on the father. Mayakovsky  

participated in arranging his father's funeral and took case of o t h e r  

important matters related to the family's relocation to Moscow. T h e  

sudden decision to move to the capital, the humiliation of borrowing 

money from friends, and the necessity to sel1 the family belongings, 

al1 must have added a great deal of further confusion to the fami ly  

situation. 

I l 8  (Basically, he was a man from another country, a southerner. A visitor. H e  
still could not get used to the climate. An ostnch from overseas.) Kataev 275. 



The abrupt.  change from the relative tranquillity of a ru ra l  

lifestyle to the accelerated Pace of the huge modern city may well  

have been a violent emotional shock for Vladimir, who w a s  

accustomed to country life. Mayakovsky had to assume the role of 

head of the family, providing both spiritual, and to a certain extent ,  

material sustenance. He believed it was his obligation to support a n d  

console his mother and sisters. This sense of duty toward his family 

as well as his desire to live up to the intellectual and moral standards 

of adulthood, al1 resulted in the fast transformation of Mayakovsky's  

role within family and society. He had to adopt his personality to f i t  

the behavior and reasoning of a mature person: 

OH roBopm, YTO eMy cemamaTb neT. Tax OH BU- 

rnmen, H eMy xoTenocb mopee 6arrb s3pocnar~. 

Bononfi 6un cepbë3aaraa, u e n e y c ~ p e ~ n ë ~ ~ a r ~ ,  H 

IIeTCTBO Y H W O  AaBHO KOHPEIJ IOC~.~  l 9  

Mayakovsky was forced to acquire a new social identity, o n e  

for which he was not fully prepared. The poetfs paternal uncle d i e d  

only a few months after his father, making the young Mayakovsky  

the only male figure in the family clan. "You are now an heir to t h e  

name of Mayakovsky", his mother told him after the death of 

Mayakovsky's uncle Konstantin Konstantinovich.12o As a result o f  

these dramatic changes, the normal cycle of Mayakovsky's childhood 

119 (He was saying that he was seventeen. He looked it, and he wanted to be an 
adult as soon as possible. Volodya was serious and determined. . . His childhood 
ended a long time ago.) V.  Mamovskv v v o s ~ ~ s o v r e m e n n i k o v  
(Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe izdatel'stvo khudozhestvennoi literatury, 1963) 63. 
120 2 v v v . . v ' k o v  59. 



development came to a prernature end at the beginning of his 

adolescence. 

According to psychological research, the first period of 

adolescence from age ten through thirteen is the most difficult in a 

child's life. This is a crucial time for the formation of the identity a n d  

self image, the time of the most vulnerability and sensitivity. A child 

who has experienced a serious emotional trauma at this age is likely 

to carry the psychological consequences of it throughout his life. The 

event might senously affect his self concept and damage his sense of 

security. The important moment for the child in the tragic situation 

of parental death is the completion of the full cycle of mourning that  

helps the child to discharge the burden of negative emotions and  

stress from his wounded psyche. The child who does not have 

enough time or opportunity to complete the mourning is likely to b e  

prone to various emotional disturbances later in his life.121 

Mayakovsky apparently not only did not have enough time to 

mourn for his father, but in fact had to suppress his grief from the  

very beginning in order to provide emotional support for his mot her 

and sisters in their new situation. This may have contributed greatly 

to the poet's later "emotional disturbances" : his fixation O n 

cleanliness, compulsive gambling, several suicide attempts, inability 

to form a family, extreme vulnerability, obsession with death 

themes, etc.. 

121 Rose Zeligs, w d r e n ' s  w n c e  with Death (Springfield. Illinois: 
Thomas, 1974) 143. 



2.3.5. Father's Death and Identity Diffusion 

As we have shown, Mayakovsky's normal adolescent 

development was interrupted at the age of twelve by the death of 

his father. It is crucial for each child to complete the full course of 

psychological development, especially those stages related to th e 

period of early adolescence. According to Eriksonts stage theory of 

socialization, the fifth stage of man's development is "the principal 

focus of adjustment for adolescence" .l2* The successful completion of 

this stage means that an adolescent has established his own identity 

equipped with the security of self-confidence and determination. A t  

the time of his . father's death, Mayakovsky's search for his own 

identity was already underway. After the occurrence of the tragic 

event, his confusion between the child/adult roles- may have led to  

"identity diffusion". Mayakovsky's inability to fully resolve questions 

regarding his own identity was a major contributing factor to a n  

overwhelming inferiority complex which the poet seeks to resolve in  

his early poetry through self-mythologizing as poe t-martyr a n d  

poet-messiah. It is this feeling of insecurity that causes Mayakovsky 

to stagger from extreme hyperbolism and megalomania to self- 

deprecation and belittlernent.123 

'22 Boyd R. McCandeless, Adolescents: B e b v i o u r  and D e v e l w m e a ~  (Hinsdale:  
The Dryden Press, 1970) 374. 
i23 See literary examples from Mayakovsky's poetry in the following t w o  
c h a p t e r s .  



2.3.6. Father's Death as Creative Impulse 

The impact of the death of the father on the creative work of 

an artist can be enormous. Numerous studies show that parental loss 

can be a decisive factor in an individual's aspirations for success a n d  

accomplishment. Many famous artists started their creative careers 

shortly after the death of their parents or achieved the greatest  

success in the afterrnath of such a tragic event.124 

We have already shown the extent to which Mayakovsky a n d  

his entire family were affected by the death of the father. It is ve ry  

likely that this stress on Mayakovsky's fragile adolescent psyche 

played a large part in stimulating his creative abilities in both 

painting and poetry. Eisenstadt explains the possible consequences of 

bereavement at the loss of a parent in both the childhood a n d  

adulthood periods as follows: 

The reaction of rage at being abandoned may assume 

the proportions of a comprehensive grievance elabora ted 

into an indictment of social injustice. This system of 

124 Marvin Eisenstadt in his impressive study -ta1 Loss and A&ievement 
(Madison: International UP, 1989) on the relationship between parental loss 
and achievcment among political, scientific and artistic celebrities discovered 
that 50% of the most eminent people in the course of human history lost O n e  
parent by age 25. Almost 35% of al1 subjects lost one parent by fifteen. In 70% 
of these cases the Iost parent was a father (1 1). Among people who had lost 
their fathers during their early adolescence (1 1-16) are Julius Caesar (1 5 ) ,  
Rafael ( I l ) ,  Joseph Conrad (I l) ,  Mark Twain (I l) ,  Wordsworth (13), Handel 
(1  l), Liszt (15), Adolf Hitler (13), Napoleon (15), Stalin (1 1). Khrushchev (161, 
and Lenin (15). David Auerbach in his S u r v i v u  T u e  a d  
P s ~ c h o a n a l v s i ~ ( N e w  Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1989) showed 
that Walt Whitman's fame "rests almost entirely on one book of poems", W v e s  
gf Grass. which he wrote while his father was terminally ill, and that "a f u 11 
two-thirds of his output were written in the year before and the year after this 
loss" (23). 



thought can be transformed into either ou tstanding 

accomplishment or outstandine antisocial behavior. 

. . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * .  
The bereavement reaction can be an impetus for creative 

effort, a force for good, or it can have an effect of stunting 

personality growth and producing the concomitant 

antisocial acts, destruction of social relationships, and  

even jhe takine of one's life. (emphasis added)l25 

Mayakovsky experienced most of the effects of parental loss 

described by Eisenstadt: an antisocial behavior which was manifested 

in a deep involvement in anti-governmental activities soon after t h e  

loss, followed by an uplift of creativity which resulted in his eventual 

decision to enter art school, and the beginning of the poetry writing. 

Some- of his pre-revolutionary poetry was also a challenge to society 

whieh closely parallelled his earlier participation in the revolu-tionary 

movement of the social democrats. In addition, Mayakovsky's several 

suicide attempts, as documented in Lili Brik's memoirs, are another 

extreme indication of the extent of the consequences of the death  

trauma for the poet.126 

Mayakovsky's aspirations toward political and later to w ard 

artistic achievements were crowned by his uncompromised success 

first as an avant-garde antisocial (anti-bourgeois) artist and later a s 

a pro-social (socialist) poet. However, this success apparently d id 

little to alleviate the feelings of grief and guilt cornmon in situations 

i2s Eisenstadt 25. 
lZ6 Yury Karabchievsky, Vo&esc& M w o v s k q p p  (Moscow: Sovetskii 
pisatel', 1990) 186. 



of parental death. While these emotions are expressed in his early 

lyrics, we must emphasize the subliminal character these feelings a r e  

often given. Only after revealing and interpreting the identities of 

these basic emotions and archetypes can their significance be fully 

understood. 

2.3.7. Father's Death and the Oedipal Complex 

- 
In his "General Introduction to Psychoanalysis" Freud talks 

about the Oedipal complex as an important factor in the psychological 

development of the child as well as in the interrelationship of al1 

members of the farnily. The complex consists of the desire of t h e  

male child to possess his mother both sexually and mentally. The 

child is satisfied only during his father's absence when he can finally 
a 

have his mother all to himself. Pushed by the "mental operation of 

repression", the Oedipal cravings reside in the unconscious spheres of 

the child's psyche and have a profound effect on his lher  

To illustrate the possible effects this complex may have had on  

the young Mayakovsky, we will speculate on some factors relevant to 

the psychological condition of the poet at the age of twelve after t he  

untimely demise of his father. 

The death of Mayakovsky's father may well have pushed t h e  

remnants of the Oedipal conflict to the surface of the boy's 

consciousness, since after uie death, Mayakovsky's Oedipal longings 

12' Sigmund Freud. Gemral InllpQyction to P s v c h ~ l v s ~  (New York: 
Washington Square Press, 196s) 339-347. 



for his mother were tragically fulfilled. He could finally assume h is  

father's role in relation to his mother. However, the sense of guilt 

ûver his father's death. a death which Mayakovsky unconsciousl y 

cherished in his fantasies, prevented him from the full enjoyment of 

his "victory". Mayakovsky's several suicide attempts are very l i  kely 

to be further consequences of the drama and might be considered a s  

a striving to achieve a reunion in death with the deceased parent. A 

successful resolution of the Oedipal conflict, possible only in t h e  

presence of the father within the family, was impaired by the poet 's 

new relationship with his mother and sisters who saw him as a 

surrogate male figure for the family.128 Restrained by their love, t h e  

young poet tried to break away by increasing his efforts t oward  

acquiring independence. His underground political ac tivi ties 

constitute his first attempt to establish a new and independent  

identity, that of a revolutionary fighter. 

Because of his premature transition to adulthood, the poet w a s  

forced to repress his deep seated childhood fears and insecuri ties 

and deny his true age. Subconsciously striving to achieve his lost 

childhood the poet regressed to earlier stages of his development, a 

factor which produced in him a lifelong emotional immaturity. One 

result of this was Mayakovsky's prolonged search for a s t rong  

fatherly figure and his dependence 

different stages of his life, provided 

care of his needs  .129 Mayakovsky's 

on various mentors who, a t  

intellectual guidance and too k 

search for stable relationships 

eventually brought hirn to the Brik family with whom he lived in a n  

128 J. Birtchell, Ian C. Wilson et al., Effrcts of m l v  Parent D e a h  (New York: 
MSS Information Corporation, 1973) 42. 
lZ9 David Burliuk, Osip and Lili Brik. 



unorthodox love triangle for almost fifteen years. He had difficulties 

in forming a rapport with Lili Brik possibly due to the ambiguity of 

the role she played in Mayakovsky's life: that of a surrogate mother,  

a lover, and an older friend. With Lili's husband Osip in the role of 

father and mentor to the young poet, the Oedipal conflict w a s  

reenacted once again. The situation with Lili Brik was typical of t h e  

problems Mayakovsky had in maintaining satisfactory relationships 

with women throughout his life.130 His persona1 difficulties are also 

reflected in the derogatory treatment of women in his verse? 

Abhorrence, sexual violence, and fornication associated with female  

characters are common themes in the poet's lyrics. Below are just a 

few such examples taken from Mayakovsky's verses involving bo  th 

women and inanimate objects personified as women (street, night): 

O Baru~ WeHuHHbI  H e  YMeloT JIIOBHTL; 
OHH OT nouenyee pacnyxna, H ~ H  ry6x~. ( 1 :50) 

a T y v ~  OTAaloTCR ~ e 6 y ,  
PbiXJibi H î â A K H ,  
a e ~ b  rn6, 
) J e ~ y u r n ~  ~oanyxa Tome no 3ono~a  naam, 
H HM TOJIbHO AeHbTH, (1:55) 

In the course of his life Mayakovsky had several serious relationships with 
women. The most important of them include Tatiana Jakovleva, Lili Brik, and 
Veronika Polonskaya. None of them, in spite of Mayakovsky's as pi rations 
toward a family union, remained with him. It is possible that Polonskaya's 
refusal to many the poet was one of the causes of his suicide. Sec Brown 336- 
41, V. P. Pertsov, M w o v s k y :  &zn 1 t - 1 .  vorches tv~ ,  vol. 3 (Moscow: Izd. AN 
SSSR, 1965) 371 ff., and Karabchievsky 185. 
131 Misogynism was a general characteristic of both Italian and Russian 
futurist movements. Vadim Shershenevich's free interpretation of one futurist 
manifesto declares that the futurists "dont see a difference between a w Oman 
and a mattress". However, for the Russians, this was more of an adopted pose, 
an affectation of the futurist style of behavior. In reality, the Russian futurist  
rnovement included several very active female members such as Ouro, and 
others. With its violence and cynicism, Mayakovsky's despicable attitude 
toward women in the early poetry crosses the border of "accepted" futurist  
negativity and enters the realm of persona1 conflict. 



So central is the Oedipal conflict in his work that much of 

Mayakovsky's verse can be seen as an attempt to bring about some 

satisfactory resolution to the crisis. In his poetic mythology, materna1 

and paternal figures are often involved in a sexual conflict with the  

lyncal hero. Always created on a cosmic scale, the parent figures a r e  

given the form of celestial bodies: the earth and the sun.133 Among 

other sources of Mayakovsky's poetic mythology are elements of the  

so-called "Phaeton Complex".l34 In Ovid's retelling of the my th, 

Phaeton is the illegitimate child who eventually discovers that his 

father is Helios, the god of the Sun. Mary Choisy interprets this Sun 

figure, endowed with the extraordinary power to burn and kill, as a 

multivalent archetype of the natural father. The Sun is seen by t he  

child as "the eye in the sky which symbolizes at the same time the  

universal gaze, the light which penetrates the interior shadows and  

l3* These examples are not used in the principal analysis of Mayakovskyts  
poems. See other examples in the sections "Wedding as a Variety of t h e  
Initiation Rite" and "Archetype of the Mother" in chapter 3, and "The Sun a n d  
Other Planetary Symbols" in chapter 4. 

For an in-depth analysis of Mayakovsky's imagery related to the Oedipal 
complex see chapter 4, sections "The Sun and Other Planetary Symbols". "The 
Poet's Messianism and His Relationship with God". See also chapter 3 for a 
Jungian analysis of the Mother archetype. 
134 AS referred to in Eisenstadt 57-8. 



the warmth that is lacking for those who are not loved by a r ea l  

mother or a real fa ther"P5 In a direct parallel to Ovid's story,  

Mayakovsky very often sees the Sun-god as his father.136 

2.3.8. Farher's Death and Rejection of Nature 

The death of Mayakovsky's father could also account for t h e  

poet's rejection of nature which he proclaims in his autobiography "1 

myself'. The poet's aversion to nature can scarcely be explained b y  

the ordinary events of his childhood. Mayakovsky was brought up i n  

a small village in a house situated among "high mountains covered  

with woods, many animals and a variety of birdsW.*37 His father h a d  

cultivated in his children a love for nature and animals, he often took  

his little son horseback riding to the woods to inspect h i s  

menagerie.138 Mayakovsky recounts how at the age of seven during a 

ride through the forest with his father he was struck by a fascinating 

view of the mynad of lights coming from a lumber factory. The p o e t  

claims that after this event he lost al1 interest in nature ( 15 ) .  This 

statement could hardly be taken seriously had it not b e e n  

continuously emphasized by Mayakovsky's aggressive attacks O n 

nature in many of his works and the avoidance of nature scenes i n  

his poetry. Mayakovsky's biographer Pertsov draws attention to this  

135 Eisenstadt 57. 
136 A brief overview of the "sud image in Russian literature and a detailed 
analysis of it in Mayakovsky's poetry is given in the section "The Sun a n d  
Otber Planetary Symbolss" chapter 4. 
13' Wiktor Woroszylski, The Life of w o v s k y ,  trans. Boleslaw Taborski ( N e w  
York: The Orion Press, 1970) 1 .  
138 Mayakovsky's fondness for anirnals cao be observed in his poetry. It is a l so  
mentioned in the memoirs of his mother. 



strange paradox between the poet's pastoral childhood spent in 

Caucasus and his total silence on this matter in his pre-revolutionary 

work.139 

Of course, Mayakovsky's rejection of nature is in line with the  

futurist cult of technology, especially prominent in the manifestoes of 

the Italians. However, from a psychological perspective his violent 

reaction to nature might also be related to associations of his father's 

death with the early years of childhood spent with him in natural 

surroundings. 

2.3.9. Challenge fo Adults and Hatred for Children 

Mayakovsky's was always a fervent fighter against bourgeois 

lifestyle and daily family routine, a significant concept in Russian 

denoted by the special word "byt" .140 Mayakovsky's struggle agains t 

b v t became even more intense in the last decade of his life. In his 

poetry one of the most ostentatious symbols of his cynicism toward 

b y  t was a canary in a cage. Curiously enough, this image is closely 

connected with his childhood years: when he was seven or eight a 

cage with a canary was hung in Mayakovsky's study room.141 The 

transformation of the innocuous childhood memory of the c anary 

into a symbol of philistinism shows Mayakovsky's deep conflict 

between his own lost childhood and the more fortunate family lives 

of the others. Mayakovsky's aggravation against bv  t can be seen as a 

concealed anger and resentment toward the sort of familial 

139 Pertsov, Mpyôk 
.. , . ovskv, Z w  i tvorchestv~, vol. 1 (Moscow-Leningrad: Izd. 

AN SSSR, 1950) 52n, 390. 
140 Jakobson, "O pokolenii" 12. 

vskv v vosno sovremennikov, 42. 



happiness he himself could not enjoy. His repeated complaints in his 

early lyrics against the people who "hurt" him and his grudges 

against them are not merely the romantic stance of his alienated 

hero. They are cries direct from Mayakovsky's wounded psyche and 

from his suppressed adolescent ego, sublimated in his verse, in which 

he managed to express his inner world with a directness he never 

ventured in real life. His anger and pain are in fact the resentment of 

a youth against an adult world with which he has been prernaturely 

forced to join. André Naynal believes that this is a reaction typical of 

an orphan who is trying to find "someone responsible" for his 

suffering: 

Sometimes, a sharp feeling of injustice finds an outlet in 

sublimation, for example, the struggle against the  

injustices of the world, but it can also lead to a turning 

into oneself. The subject drowns in bitterness, corn plains 

of being crushed by his surroundings, never blooms, and  

always nurtures a grudge against life for not having 

spared him from pain.142 

The "pain" and "wounded wul" of Mayakovsky's lyrical hero 

are in fact primary leitmotifs of his early lyrics. 

An.other recurring theme is his apparent animosity to w ard 

children. Every major scholar of Mayakovsky has commented on th e 

poet's shocking declaration "1 like to watch children dying" (1 :38- 

142 Eisenstadt 143. 



9).143 On the basis of Our analysis, it seems clear that the p r i m a r y  

motivation for Mayakovsky's dislike of children is the same as for his 

resentment against b v t  -- it is his bitterness toward and envy of  

happy families, of children with fathers, and of every care f ree  

childhood moment of which he was deprived. Edward J. Brown poin t s  

out that one of the themes of the poem "A Few Words about Myself" 

(Hecnona~o cnoB 060 m e  caaao~). which contains the b lasphemous  

line about children, signifies Mayakovsky's own death as a child (87). 

Mayakovsky's statement about children obviously should not b e 

taken literally, nor is it an indication of the violent nature of t h e  

poet.144 In spite of his physical height and stature, Mayakovsky  

never used his strength to the detriment of his enemies. Violence, s o  

prevalent in his early lyrics, is no more than the artistic express ion 

of his inner struggles, a subject he never discu.sied even with h i s  

farnily.145 His art was the only place where the poet could give voice 

to his negative emotions and worries without fear of accusations of  

weakness o r  irnmaturity. 

2.4. Mavakovskv's Educational Background and Its Influence on 

Mayakovsky's mother recalls that in the small village w h e r e  

the boy spent his early youth "there were no schools, teachers o r  

i43 See for example Jakobson D pokolenii" 22-3; Pertsov. vol. 1 ,  221-3, B ro w n 
86-7. and others. 
144 Mayakovsky himself appearently dismissed this .. line . as a purely poet ic  
statement. see ~ o v s k o m u .  S b o m  vo-i i statei (Leningrad: 
Gosudarstvennoe izdatel'stvo khudozhestvennoi li teratury, 1940) 1 80- 1. 

sovremen&ov 46-7. 



doctors" and that there was "great difficulty with children's 

education"i46. To accommodate the educational needs of the c hildren, 

the family moved in 1902 to the larger city of Kutais. Young 

Mayakovsky was able to attend only three grades of the local 

gymnasium before his father died and the family relocated to  

Moscow. He was accepted to the Moscow gymnasium but was able t o  

only ,barely complete the fourth and haif of the fifth grades. He did  

poorly because his studies were often interrupted by his activities in 

the social democratic Party, of which he became a member around 

the beginning of 1908. In March 1908 he was expelled from the fifth 

grade for non-payment of fees.147 The final stage in Mayakovsky's 

formal education was his study of classical art in the School of 

Painting, Sculpture and Architecture which he attended for two and a 

half years (1911-1914). This period was the peak of the futurist  

"years of flowering", when Mayakovsky and his fellow fu t u  ri s t s 

undertook their numerous trips to Saint-Petersburg and other cities 

in Russia to promote the new futurist art. We can assume that  

Mayakovsky was not likely to have attended school on a regular 

basis during this period. 

Despite Mayakovsky's poor forma1 education, he did learn a 

great deal in literature, art and other subjects outside of officia1 

institutions. There are also documents confirming his intentions to  

take matriculation exams, for which he prepared even while in  

146 Woroszylsky 1. 
bi7 Katanian 10. However, according to Liudmila Mayakovskaya, it w a s  
Vladimir's idea to withdraw his papea from the gymnasium: he was afraid o f  
being expelled for his political activities and denied the right to enter O t h e r  
schools. (Pensov, vol. 1 ,  81). According to "fi cm", Mayakovsky was expel led  
("Bun sarm~6nea ") from the gymnasium ( 1  : 1 1). 



prison.148 In addition, Mayakovsky had an extraordinary memory 

which allowed him to remember and cite long passages of both 

fiction and poetry. Whatever he studied, read, or even glanced a t 

rernained in his memory for a long tirne. However, Mayakovsky's 

secondary education was incomplete, and his background i n 

literature and art could never compare with those of his literary 

friends, many of whom, Burliuk, Brik, and Lifshits for example, were 

people of extensive knowledge in many areas ,149 Mayakovsky kne w 

no foreign languages, a fact which limited his access to the  

masterpieces of French, Italian and English poetry to pu blis hed 

translations and the free interpretations of his mentor friends 

( 1 : 13).*50 For these reasons, Mayakovsky's poetry is virtually free of 

direct foreign influences, a factor which places his work in a unique, 

almost entirely Slavic context. Additionally, his lack of forma1 

education affected his ability to write "correctly": Mayakovsky barely 

knew the elementary rules of spelling and punctuation. The poet 

almost never used commas either in his manuscripts or in his private 

correspondence.151 He could quite effortlessly achieve the "accident" 

effect which was a favorite device of Khlebnikov and Kruchenych in  

their creation of a primitive style of typography which consisted of 

typos, omission of commas and periods. 

i48 Katanian 10-2. 
149 Mayakovsky was probably the least educated and poorly-read of al1 t h e  
significant Russian modernist poets of the time, among whom were such poets  
of outstanding intellect as Briusov. Blok, Pasternak. Mandel's h tam. 
Khlebnikov, Tsvetaeva, Axmatova and many others. 
lsO See also Livshits 56. 
l 5  l See &l facsimiles of the poet's manuscripts in Vladimir Mayakovsky, Pol n o s  . . 
-sochineniil (Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe 
izdatel'stvo khudozhestvennoi literatury, 1955) thereafter refered to as PSS. 



Conclusion. Sienificance of Mavakovskv's Psvcholoeical 

Primitivism in His Pre-revolutionarv Poetry 

As we have shown in the brief psychoanalytic essay o n  

Mayakovsky's childhood, the death of the father played a crucial role 

in his emotional development. It was also one of the important 

factors influencing the blooming of his creative abilities, f r O m 

painting, to poetry and avant-garde performance. Our conclusions are 

based on the works of such prominent psychologists as Erikson a n d  

particularly Freud, who points out that the emotional relationship to 

the father is one of the most significant infantile channels through 

which man returns to his childhood when he encounters trouble in  

his adult life.152 

According to the followers of the Freudian school, every artistic 

image appeals to the unconscious in order to deceive and appease the 

conscious. These images help to heal human complexes without 

creating painful conflicts with the conscious mind .153 Mayakovs ky 's 

early poetry was an attempt to resolve the conflicts a n d  

contradictions of his adolescence and early adulthood. It was the only 

avenue through which the poet was able to let his real identity, a n  

immature youth, speak out to alleviate the burden of his untimely 

adulthood. It is conceivable that in his early poetry Mayakovsky w a s  

influenced by the emotional traumas of his childhood. The poet, 

pressured by the gruesome realities of urban life, painted a 

'52 C.G. Jung, "The Significance of the Father in the Destiny of the Individual", 
Andrew Samuels, ed., The Fmer. Conte-v J u a n  Perspectives (New 
York: NYU Press, 1985) 230. . . . . . . 
'53 M. M. Baichtin, V.N. Voloshinov, -. m i  ocherk (New York: 
Chalidze Publications, 1983) 1 19. 



grotesque picture of the megalopolis as it impacted upon his 

maturing psyche. He created in his early verse a heavy atmosphere 

of emotional strain, fright and despair by filtering his poetic persona 

through those personai experiences which may have caused his inner 

dis turbances. 

In this peculiar state, when the poet is most attuned to a 

resuscitation of deep mernories and emotions, the convergence of his 

inner world with the "coilective unconscious" creates a very special 

brand of prirnitivism in an artist's work, one which we cded 

"psychological" to further indicate the special significance of the role 

it plays in conveying the nuances of the artist's subliminal emotions. 

One of Mayakovsky's most cornpelling qualities is his uncanny abiiity 

to give this primordial level expression in literary form. 

Certain key archetypal images occur t h e  and time again in 

Mayakovs@'s early verse. Such symbols as the soul, the Sun, the 

pet 's  ego image, the cry, the eye, the sacrifice, the tormented city, 

and others, reflect the poetts inner turmoil. They are among the most 

important elements of Mayakovsky 's primeval view . These images 

wili be examined in the following chapter which focuses on an 

analysis of the archesrpal level in Mayakovs@'s early work. 



Jungian Analysis of Mayakovsky's Poetry 

3,1. Introduction 

Jungian literary analysis has no classical modus operandi, and 

it is clear that simply searching for archetypes and primai images 

can easily be abused as a critical method. Jungian criticism, like the 

experience of art itself, presupposes a suspension of disbelief, a 

cultivation of intuition, a lifting of the fiiter of pure rationalism to 

allow the landscape of the collective unconscious to emerge. For 

example, in her Jungian interpretation of Novalis' Hvmns to the Niehr 

Bettina L. Knapp compares the reading to religious experience.154 She 

sees the work as the poet's " ~ r e s s u s  ad uterum" which "plurnbs 

the poet's inner depths in a desperate search for the mystical center, 

that point within the collective unconscious where the creative élan 

is experienced" ( 160). 

The Jungian mode1 has been used in an illurninating way by 

many earlier writers. One example is an excellent book by Alfred 

C o b s  in which a Jungian analysis (with Freudian overtones) 

centered around the father-son archetypal complex is applied to 

numerous works which include pieces drawn from Egyptian and 

Indian mythology, the classic "Beaus, and the Beast", Shakespeare's 

1% Bettina L. Knapp, A lunnian Ap~roach to Literature (Carbondale and 
Edwardsville: Southem Illinois UP, 1984) 186. 



e a t  and Dostoevsky's Brothers Kararnazov.155 His observations 

on Dostoevsky's novel shed light on some sirnilarities between th e 

significant and revealing psychological experiences of th e 

Karamazovs and those of Mayakovsky's Poet, as well as on 

Mayakovsky's interpretation of the father figure. Joyce Meeks Jones' 

systematic deconstruction of T.S. Eliot's verse serves as a mode1 by  

which we can trace the psychological process of individuation.156 

Here, the process of individuation is used as a framework, a context 

with archetypes serving as signposts by which we are able to trace 

the poet's psychic developrnent. 

Jungian analysis has also been applied to several Russian 

authors. Research in this area is, however, scarce and insufficient. 

Two books that have thus far corne to Our attention are Thomas F. 

Rogers' Mvth and Svmbol in Soviet Fiction and Adele Marie Baker's 

The Mother Svndrome in the Russian Folk Imaeinatioq.157 Through a 

sometimes overly exhaustive analysis of the archetypal level i n 

prose selected from nine great Russian authors (Babel, Zamiatin, 

Olesha, Pil'niak, Platonov, Bulgakov, Pasternak, Rasputin, Aitmatov) 

and one film director (Tarkovsky) Rogers attempts to "subs tantiate 

Jung's notion regarding the universality of arche types" .158 The book 

155 Alfred Collins, Fathcrson. A Self P s v a o l o a  
(Wilmette: Chiron Publications, 1 994). 
'56 Joyce Meeks Jones. m n  Ps~chplppv in w v  rinalysis: 4 

T.S. m o t s  Poef~y - 1 (Washington: University Press of 
America, 1 979). . . 
lS7 Thomas F. Rogers, S@ol in Soviet m n .  of Savior. 

S .  

o. Great Mo C u  ln S e m  Novels i u ~ ! m  (San 
Francisco: Mellen Research UP, 1992); Adele Marie Baker, The Mothet 

(Columbus. Ohio: Slavica 
Publishers, 1986). 
lS8 Rogers 4. 



approaches a large body of significant works from a unique a n d  

somewhat unorthodox perspective. inviting further investigations 

into the intrinsic m ythological level of Russian literature. Adele  

Baker's monograph is an interesting inquiry relating female a n d 

rnagical animal images in Russian folklore to the Jungian archetype of 

the mother. 

Jungian psychological analysis has not so far been applied t o  

Mayakovsky. We believe that his persona1 background and creat ive 

production offer numerous possibilities for such interpretation. In his 

brilliant book Ma~akovskv:  The Poet in the Revolution Edward 

Brown points to the deep connections between Mayakovsky's ps yc  he 

and his work. Brown goes on to invite further scholarly analysis of 

the mutual influence that exists between Mayakovsky's life a n d  

poe try Y 9  This work contains valuable insights which we will further 

develop later in this chapter. Karabchievsky in his rather unscientific 

book Jtesuscitation of Mavakovs k~ (Bocwpeceme Mamoic~oro) 

frequently points to Mayakovsky's infantilism and inferiori ty 

complexes suggesting a further psychoanalytical approach: 

K M ~ ~ ~ H O B C H O M ~ ,  KaK, M O H e T ,  HH H HOMY APYrOMY, 
a 

ïïpHMeHHM I I C H X O ~ H ~ J I H T H Y ~ C K H R  KJIloY. , , Ecnx X e  

HcToKa noBenemm H xapamepa mpocnoro venoeexa 

0 6 ~ a p y r n ~ e a m ~ c ~  B neTcme, TO Hacnonbno me Rpne 

OHH ~OJIMIIY IlPOIIBJIIITbCR y 3âTOPMOXeHHOïO 

nepepocma, o n a p e ~ ~ o r o  H  TOM^ me HecpasneamU 

TananTOM cnoeecHofi (POPM~HHPOBKH ! He Hano 6 u ~ b  



In The S~mbolic S ~ s t e m  of Majakovskii, Stahlberger cautiously 

avoids direct references to Mayakovsky's persona1 problems, 

focusing instead on puzzling issues related to the poet's poetic 

persona. His unprecedented and perceptive analysis of Mayakovsky's 

poetic symbols paves the way for further exploriation of the deeper 

mythological levels of the poet's work. The present discussion is 

intended to develop Stahlberger's ideas further. 

Mayakovsky's oeuvre is a fertile ground for Jungian critical 

analysis. Such an approach may well provide unique insights and  

allow for a deeper understanding of the close connections that exist 

between the poet's persona1 life, psychological rnake-up, an  d 

emotional perturbations. In fact, the Jungian approach is of key 

importance to Our theme of primitivism. As we explore the deep  

psychological wellspring of Mayakovsky's early verse from th e 

Jungian perspective, we begin to more fully understand primi tivi sm 

as a quality independent of cultural trappings, chronological 

progression, or specific issues related to technology, society, o r  

religion. Seen in this light, primitivism is closely related to the  

psyche of the creator as well as to the act of creation itself. 

(To Mayakovsky. as perhaps to no one else, we can apply a psychoanalytical 
key. . . If for every adult the predispositions of behavior and character lie in 
childhood, then they will manifest so much more clearly in a retarded, 
overgrown adolescent, who. in addition. is gifted with an unusual poetic talent! 
You dont need to be a specialist or an initiate to see subverted infantile feus 
in the persistent cornplaints of a giant-stud.) 



The objective of this chapter will be to first delineate some of 

the primary archetypes in Mayakovsky's early verse, and then to 

investigate these images as indicators of the motives, persona1 

obsessions, and specific trajectories within the poet's work. We will 

discuss o d y  those images in Mayakovsky's poetry which correspond 

to primary archetypes as discussed by Jung and his students. Other 

recurrent symbols will be analyzed in the chapter to follow. 

3.2. Orieins of the Archetv~al Imagination 

Car1 Jung, as distinct from Freud, sees a special significance in  

an artistic work in that it escapes the realm of persona1 concerns and  

opens the way toward rediscovering universal human values. Jung y 

discusses Schiller's classification of literary works which he divided 

into two separate categories. In the first group are those works the  

form and content of which are determined by the author's intention 

to produce a particular result, with the author in full control of the  

creative process. Works from the second group literally force 

themselves upon their creators who function as passive objects of a 

mysterious artistic drive and cannot help but produce the work 

exactly as it is suggested. In this case, the writing is completed with a 

minimal participation of any conscious artistic will. The former 

scenario results in what is referred to as "sentimental" literature, the  

' latter as "naive". Jung is mainly interested in the "naive" type since 

he believes that these works derive their symbolic meaning from the  

primordial source of mnemonic imagery residing in the so-called 

"collective unconscious", a stratum of common experience entire 1 y 



separate from the author and his persona1 psychological bac kground. 

Primeval images arising during the poet's mystical experience 

constitute well-known Jungian archetypes which, on making contact 

with the reader's eye, provoke a peculiar emotional intensity caused 

by a feeling of participation in worldly wisdom.161 

When Jung defined the concept of the archetype (1960). h e  

postulated that it is a product of the activities of the unconscious 

layer of the human psyche which contains vestiges of ancient 

experience. While Our physical bodies reflect the changes of organic 

evolution, they are, at the same tirne, structurally similar to the  

bodies of prehistoric men. The same applies to Our psychic 

development: images, symbols and rituals common to al1 people 

throughout human history leave traces in the unconscious layer of 

the human mind. These traces are then inherited by subsequent 

generations and are revealed in dreams and artifacts through what  

Jung calls "mystic participation" in archetypal situations. The 

archetype thus is a result of the subconscious persistence of 

collective human memory.162 

It is not easy to grasp the full complexity of archetypes in a n  

artist's work without having ample source material in the form of 

dreams, produCts of active imagination, or creative efforts. Jung 

points out that only those elements produced by the active 

imagination with minimal self-conscious awareness can be truly se e n 

as archetypal material. He establishes a correlation between "naive" 

artistic work and the active imaginationldream state. He pos tulates 

161 Jung, The s ~ i r i t  71 -3, 80-2. 
lti2 Jung. The ~ ~ ~ ~ a n d c i ~ n c o n s c i o W -  



that dreams and fantasies, as well as "naive" poetry derive their 

imagery through the process of participation mystique (Lévy-Bruhl's 

term) in the case of poetry by drawing an "analogy between the  

object and unconscious contentw.'63 Using the collective unconscious 

as a poetic source, the poet conveys the common human experience 

thus projecting archetypes ont0 the characters and situations of his 

poe try ,164 

In modern times we still participate in rituals and ceremonies 

such as weddings, sporting events, military parades, and bap ti sms 

intended to reconcile the demands of a personts maturing ego with 

the needs of successful social interaction. Although we share the se 

rites, images and patterns of behavior with our ancestors, they a r e  

manifested in different forms that often require careful 

interpretation for the archetypal level to be fully understood. Jung 

and his students have discovered a number of "classic" arche types, 

among them the hero archetype, archetypes of initiation and  

transcendence, the archetype of the sou1 (anima), archetypes of t he  

mother and father,'6s archetypes of the wise old man and of t he  

shadow. Al1 of these archetypes are present in Mayakovsky's early 

poetry. They will be thoroughly analyzed in this chapter. 

163 Jung, "Schiller's Ideas on the Type Problem", vol. 1 1. 131. 
164 More on Jung and literature see Wilfred L. Guerin et al.. "Mythological and 
Archetypal Approaches" (153-92) and "The Exponental Approach" (193-237), A 

al -s to L M. 2nd. ed. (New York: Harper & 
Row, 1979), James A. Hall, m a n  Iuter~retation (Toronto: Inner City 
Books, 1983) and The J- EsDerience (Toronto: Inner City Books. 1986). 
' 65  The father archetype will be analysed in the following chapter related to 
the Freudian Oedipal complex. See section "The Sun and Other Planetary 
Symbols" and the subsection "The Poet's Messianism and His Relationship with 
God". 



An interpretation of the poet's work as a powerful expression 

of mystical visions accumulated during the entire history of human 

creativity will allow us to grasp better the meaning of Mayakovsky's 

early works. Mayakovsky himself hinted at the mysterious character 

of his poetry dictated to him by an unknown primordial force, a 

"rumble-rhythm", which came during the creative process (3:282).166 

Undoubtedly created under the transrational influence of th e 

collective unconscious, his early poems are populated with an exotic 

cast of archetypal figures which invite analysis from a Jungian 

perspective. 

With this in mind, we will look to Mayakovsky's artistic works 

which seem to spring most directly from the collective source. 

Although we have no information about Mayakovsky's dreams, t h e  

atmosphere of his early poetry with its intense emotional appeal, 

deep tragic sound, nightmarish imagery and distorted logic is 

reminiscent of a dream-like world. Moreover, we believe that i n  his 

early verse, written under the direct influence of the unconscious, 

the poet projected those psychic issues and dilemmas which he was  

not able to resolve outside of his artistic work for reasons described 

in the previous chapter. 

3. &cheupal Meanings of Mayakovskv's Tm aeerv 

3.3.1. Archetype of the Hero 

Ia6  Similar description of the creative process were given by Vdbry. Eliot. 
Pasternak, et al. 



In his discussion of the myth of the hero, Jung's student Joseph 

L. Henderson qualifies this symbol as a very common and familiar 

element in world myth.167 The hero, a significant human archetype, is 

the focus of a myriad of legends and folk stories. His image, 

extremely common in dreams, is also monumentalized in ancient and  

modern artifacts and is repeated endlessly in both classical and  

popular literary characters from Odysseus to Captain America. 

Henderson offers a complex interpretation of the hero 

archetype by referring to Dr. Radin's classification of the four cycles 

of the hero myth as it was developed through the mythological 

history of the Winnebago Indians. Radin's classification shows the  

progression from the most primitive to the most sophisticated 

concept of the hero.168 This well defined system can be applied to  

most other mythologies in order to reveal the main perioPs of the  

development of this archetype. The four stages of the evolution of 

the hero can be briefly characterized as follows: 

1. The Trickster cycle, in which the hero either appears as a n  

animal or behaves as one in that his actions are very much dictated 

by his physical appetites. His mentality and his deeds remain at the  

level -of the pranks of a mischievous child. In Russian folklore 

Trickster is represented by the fox, always portrayed as a malicious 

personage, and by the perfidious and opprobrious Red-Nosed 

Grandfather Frost. 

la7 Joseph L. Henderson. "Ancient myths and Modem Man", and 
Umbols.  eds. Car1 G. Jung and M.-L. von Franz (New York: Doubleday, 1964) 
110-128. 
168 Henderson 112. 



2. At the next step of the cycle the hero retains the animal 

form -- a Hare, who by his accomplishments approaches the stature 

of a mature person. Harets contact with people becomes more 

benevolent, and he acquires the traits of a founder of human culture, 

a teacher and savior. The Winnebago considered the Hare to be a 

savior and culture hero, since they believed him to be the source of 

their important Medicine Rite.169 In Greek mythology, Hermes would 

be a good example of both the Trickster and the Hare-type hero. On 

the one hand, his slyness and dexterity made him a patron of 

treachery and thievery (his stunts include the theft of cattle from 

Apollo and an ingenious killing of a giant). On the other hand, it is 

Hermes who gives Perseus a sword to kill Medusa and enables 

Odysseus' escape from mortal danger.170 

3. The next stage is that of the Red Hom -- a full-fledged m a n -  

hero. His exploits include winning races and battling monsters, but in 

his fight against evil-doers he is still aided by superhuman powers 

and tutelary gods. Russian folklore heroes corresponding to this cycle 

are Johnny the Fool (Ivanushka durachok) and John the Prince 

(Ivan-tsarevich). 

4.. The next pair of heroes are the Twins, human sons of the Sun 

who represent the two opposing sides of human nature and are a s  

antagonistic as the elemental forces of ivater and fire. They 

eventually fa11 victims to their own pride for which they are to b e 

punished by death. In this cycle the theme of sacrifice and death of 

the hero emerges for the first time. However, the Winnebago did not 

169 Henderson 112. . . 
E. M. Meletinsky, ed., M--ii slovar' (Moscow: Sovetskaia 

entsiklopediia, 199 1 ), 15 1. 



end their myth in violence to their heroes. Instead, the Twins w e r e  

put in the state of permanent rest in which they could do no harm t o  

people  ,171 Ancient legends and cultural traditions abound i n 

examples of twin brothers such as the Prussian heroes Videvut a n d  

Bruten, ancient Rome's legendary founders Romulus and Remus, a n d  

many others. In these myths there are even several "triplet" cu l tu ra l  

heroes, such as the brothers Kiy, Shchek and Khoriv. founders of Kiev 

as well as Rurik, Sineus and Truvor, the first Russian p r inces  

according to East Slavic mythology.172 

As we have already mentioned, the hero archetype lies at t h e  

foundation of many artistic and literary works of modern culture. 1 t 

is not surprising that we find obvious traces of al1 four stages i n  

Mayakovsky's poetic mythology. Mayakovsky's longer works such as 

his p o e m a s  and his futurist play T ragedy  (Tpafexm) are p r i m e  

material in which we can trace the emergence of the hero. 

1. The first stage of the hero development, that of the Trickster, 

is represented in numerous examples from Mayakovsky's e a r l y  

work. Jung sees typical trickster motives in the hero's "dual na tu r e ,  

(half animal, half divine), his exposure to various tortures, and h i s  

approximation to the figure of a savior".1'3 We can observe al1 t h e s e  

features in  Mayakovsky's lyrical hero. Lawrence Stahlberger was t h  e 

first to notice Mayakovsky's most blatant poetic persona: a clown, a 

buffoon and a ioneleur.174 This image, although most prominent i n  

the earlier lyrics, in Tragedv,  and in "Cloud Wearing Pants", i s  

17 1 Henderson 1 1 2-4. 
172 Meletinsky 567, 891. 
173 Jung, "On the Psychology of the Trickster-Figure". vo1.9. 1 , 255. 
174 Stahlberger 75-79. 



consistent throughout the poetry of the pre-revolutionary period and  

conforms to many patterns related to the Trickster. 

In Mayakovsky however. the figure of the Trickster is 

transformed by the avant-garde tradition of épatage into a poe t - 
jester who is often seen challenging and insulting people in the guise 

of a joker. To shock and offend was one of Mayakovsky's favorite 

tactics' in both his life and art. His unusual or "vulgar" clothing, 

including the infamous yellow blouse and top hat, were notorious 

throughout the country: 

fl COmbio ce6e ~ëpPàre UïTaHU 
143 6 a p x a ~ a  ronoca Moero, 
X&ITYIO HO@TY H3  T P ~ X  âPiIIHH 3aWaTa. 
no H e e c ~ o ~ y  M H p a ,  no noIqe~aru nonocaM ero, 
npo+naespyro r n a r o ~  R o ~ - % y a ~ a  H +ma. (1:31) 

The face painting as practiced by Larionov and taken up b y  

Mayakovsky and his fellow-futurists was part of a poet-clown 

performance act. It can also be seen as a reference to primitive 

culture and a reminiscence of the ritual make-up of tribal people. 

As Brown rernarks, "clownlike pranks, elaborate jokes, and a 

mock polemic with the audience" (45) was the outward face of t he  

futurist "grand tour" of the provinces in 1913-14. One of the common 

practices of futurist épatage was an intentional insult to the audience 

during live performances by poking fun at their "refined" tastes with 

an assortment of ill-mannered pranks. In light of this, the following 

declaration by Mayakovsky becomes an actual threat to spit on his 

audience -- it is not by chance that the poet compares himself to a n  

uncivilized Hun: 



A ecnH c e r o n m  MHe,  rpydovy ryxey, 
HpHsnmac/r nepen s a m  se a a x o ~ e ~ c ~  - H BOT 
R 3aXOXOYY H PâAOCTHO RJIIûHY, 
n n m y  B n ~ s o  B ~ M  .,, (1:93) 

Provocations often shocking enough to drive the outraged 

public to catcalls and heckling in response to the performance of such 

scandalous verse are typical trickster features, as are the poet's 

insults aimed directly at the petty bourgeois: 

At times we detect a bitter smile on the poet's face: torn and  

exhausted by people's misunderstanding, he becomes a me r e  

entertainer, a clown or a buffoon: 

X O T H T ~  -/ ~ y 3 a /  ~ a u e n n m  ~a n6y, 
Y T O ~  ~ p ~ e  ropena senb?! (1:137) 

2. The second stage, in which the hero acquires features of the  

Hare or founder of culture, emerges in "Backbone Flute" when the  

poet appears as a creator of mystical holiday rites: 

M e  ,/ nyno~eoppy ecero, n o  X ~ ~ ~ Z I H H ~ H O ,  
c a ~ o ~ y  ~a n p a 3 n ~ m  B U ~ T H  ~e c H ~ M .  (1:127) 



Mayakovsky's poetic persona shares many features with t h e  

Greek cultural hero Prometheus, son of the Earth, creator and p a t r o n  

of mankind. Prometheus, one of the most complex archaic heroes ,  

combines features from al1 the evolutionary stages of the a r c h e t y p e  

in question: the primitive cunning of the Trickster, the creative force  

of progress and culture embodied in the Hase, the s u p e r h u m a n  

power of Red Hom, and the self-sacrificial element of the Twins. His 

most significant deed is the theft of fire from the Olympian gods a n d  

the delivery of it to men. For this act he incurs the wrath of Zeus w h o  

condemns him to eternal suffering by chaining him to a rock in t h e  

Caucasus. 

Like Prometheus, Mayakovsky's poet is often portrayed as t h e  

son of divine parents: the mother Earth and father Sun. Similar to t h e  

Greek hero, he rebels against God and struggles to give fire to t h e  

people. But his fire is of a different sort. It is the fire of emot ional  

and sensual love sorely lacking in the people around him: 

Mayakovsky refers to the fire of love several times in h i s  

Ha rime obropaioqeaa/ 1x3 TpemHHu ry6 
06yrnetr~arft nouenyHmHo 6 p o c ~ r b c ~  enpoc./ 
Manda !/ n e ~ b  He MOrY. 
Y aepnoem cepnaa 3 a ~ a ~ a e ~ c ~  nnapoc! 



The poet's offering to the people is a love that will Save the m 

from the routine of everyday life: 

In "Man" (Yenosen) Mayakovsky's Poet bears out his miserable 

existence while chained to the earth itself, another affinity w i  t h  

Prometheus: 

3. During the third stage of evolution, the hero acquires more 

mythological strength and proceeds to the struggle against the forces 

of evil which often appear as dragons, snakes, or giants. The hero's 

power is not sufficient and he requires divine assistance in order to  

prevail. 

In Mayakovsky's early lyrics the hero also engages in pitched 

battles with various enemies. The most obvious and unambiguous of 



these is his struggle against b~ t, the poet's "invincible enemy" w h o  

like a pestilence contaminates human lives and penetrates their v e r y 

souls. The Poet's battle with b ~ t  is accomplished through the magical 

power of his verse. However, his strength is insufficient to overcome 

such an omnipotent adversary and in the end he is doomed t o  

failure. In "Man", for example, the Poet vainly attempts to rescue h i s  

lover from bv t. Admitting his ultimate failure, he commits suicide 

and retires to heaven. 

Another adversary involves a different archetypal image, t h a t  

of the father, who in Mayakovsky's lyrics is represented by t w o  

mythological figures: God and the Sun. This situation, in which t h e  

hero finds himself in struggle with his own father, is prevalent i n  

many mythologies. Examples of mortal struggle between father an d 

son are found in both Egyptian and Greek myths:. Horus-Set's struggle 

for- power, Kronos' killing and devouring his sons, etc. 1 n 

Mayakovsky's poerns, the hero's attempts to overcome both God a n d 

the Sun are mostly unsuccessful. They result in his total submission 

to the power of his divine Father: 

The hero's inadequacy is also demonstrated in Tragedy. In t h e  

first act he offers new truths for the people. Later in the play,  

overwhelmed by the burden of people's misfortune thrust upon him, 

he abandons them to seek the support and assistance of a pr imit ive 

god of animalistic beliefs: 



. * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ycranuft,/ B nocnenHeM 6peny 
6 p o m y  saruy cneay 
T ~ M H O M ~  6ory rpo3 
y HCTOKâ 3BePHHUX sep, 

The hero's failures are a consequence of his inability to find the  

path of redemption and expiation through persona1 repentance a n d 

sacrifice.175 But even mythological heroes do not always win. As 

Henderson mentions, there are numerous examples of hero myths i n  

which the hero succumbs to the monster, as in the story of Jonah a n d  

the whale (120). 

4. The affinities of Mayakovsky's hero with the Twin cycle a r e  

remarkable. Like the Twins, he is both the son of the Sun-god and a 

part of the human race. Duality, symbolized by the Twins, is a 

pervasive feature of Mayakovsky's poetic persona: he m a k e s 

multiple references to the split personality of his lyrical "1": 

One example of the hero's alter-ego is the Old Man with Cats i n  

Tragedy who in Jungian terms represents an archetype of a wise old 

man .176 

In "War and the Universe" the author points to the multiple 

personalities or "souls" of his hero: 

175 With the exception of "War and the Universe". 
17' See further analysis of this archetype in the section "Archetype of the 
Wise Old Man". 



O, Kax eenmonenea fi  
B c ~ M o R  C H R M W ~ ~ ~  
H3 MOHX ~ ~ C Y H C ~ ~ B H ~ I X  LIYLfI! 

The poem "Listen!" (~ocryma8re!) contains rich possibilities 

for the interpretation of the protagonist as a split personality. 1 t 

starts with the query: "If the stars are lit, then somebody n e e d s  

them?" (1:34). Tortured by the starless night, this "somebody" travels 

to God's dwelling place and humbly begs Him to light a star. Having 

returned from his journey, the person talks to another "somebody" 

( ~ o B O P H T  HOMY-To) trying to calm him: 

If we consider the sudden appearance of this second 

"somebody " and his similarities to the first "somebody" (longing f o r  

a star, troubled behavior), it seems most iikely that they are in fac t  

one and the same person, split into two halves. One half of th i s  

dualistic poetic persona badly needs a star but is too weak and a f ra id  

to go and ask for it. The other half, the willful one, described a s  

"worried but calm on the outside", undertakes the journey to God i n 

order to appease his "frightened" and disturbed counterpart. 1 n 

"Listen!" the ambiguity of the term "somebody" conceals the fragile 

and vulnerable ego of the poetic persona in its constant struggle f o r  

integration with the universe. 

We have offered this detailed analysis of "Listen!" in contrast to 

traditional readings by such scholars as Brown, Bowra, and O thers,  



who fail to comment on the dualisrn of the character acting in the  

poem. While Brown approaches Our point by classifying the poem as  

"a metaphysical riddle in terms of a child's wonderment and fear" 

(96), Bowra sees it as the assertion of the poet's common sense and  

sanity when in reality it is quite the opposite.177 

As with the Twins who are ultimately punished for their vanity 

and pride, God's punishes Mayakovsky's atheistic hero by inflicting 

upon hirn the tortures of unhappy love: 

BOT R 6oroxyn~n. 
Opan, YTO 6ora HeT, 
a 60r TaKyW H3 ReKnOBYX ~ J I ~ ~ H H ,  
YTO nepen ~ e f t  ropa oaBonHyeTcn a nporseT, 
Barsen H senen:/ nro6si! 

The Twins are condemned to die, but instead they are put to 

eternal rest, immobilized and unable to commit further crimes. 

Likewise, in both "Man" and "War and the Universe" the poet 

bypasses the moment of death, in the former case by ascending 

straight to heaven, while in the latter he is spared from death b y 

expiation through repentance. 

It is difficult to get a clear picture of the actual progression of 

Mayakovsky's hero from one stage 

can consider the pre-revolutionary 

complete in itself. We can, however, 

to another, perhaps because w e 

period of the poet as a stage 

observe the gradua1 maturation 

i77 C. M. Bowra, (New York: Grove Press, 1948), 106. 



of the hero from Tragedy to "Man". In the play the hero is still weak  

and predominantly a Trickster figure, unable to resolve important 

problems. By the time of "Cloud" the sacrificial element is much more  

prominent, but it culminates only in "War and the Universe". 

3.3.2. Archetype of Initiation 

Jung believes that the image of the hero evolves in a manner  

that reflects each stage of the evolution of personality. The hero  

archetype, however, does not entirely represent a person's ego. 1 t 

stands for the symbolic means by which the ego dissociates f rom 

parental archetypes that are inherent to the Self, the complete 

psychic image of the person. During the process of physical grow th 

and maturation the ego strives to achieve independence. f rom 

supplementary archetypes, such as parental ones, a process which i s  

accompanied by a strong risk of injury to the original sense of 

wholeness.l7* 

One of the most important means of assisting a young person i n  

this transition is that of initiation rites. Most of these consist i n  

ceremonies in which a young man is sacrificed to the powers of his 

immature psyche or to his original ego/self-identity in order t o  

experience a symbolic death. He is then reborn to a new life i n  

harmonious union with his tribe or clan. The difference between t h e  

initiation ritual and the hero myth is that in the former the moment  

of success is entirely absent: the participant is prompted to give u p 

his free will and submit to the ordeal in preparation for the act of 

Henderson 1 12-28. 



symbolic death. From it may spring his eventual revival for a new, 

more mature identity.179 

In Mayakovsky's early verse the archetype of initiation cannot 

be traced as clearly as the stages of the hero archetype. Although 

there are separate motives related to this theme appearing in his 

short verse, to illustrate a more specific picture, we chose to consider 

only his larger works, namely the play and four poemap. What w e 

see in the three early poemas and in the T r a g e d ~  are essentially t h e  

first two sections of the rite, namely the hero's humiliation a n d  

suffering and his subsequent demise. The theme of rebirth is  

expressed only in "War and the Universe". A close kook at the poemas 

and the play will help to analyze the elements of the archetype i n  

question. 

Tragedv 

Themes of suffering and death are expressed clearly a n d  

succinctly. Tormented by the corrupt material world, the Poet is  

lurking behind the mask of a clown. He is on the verge of 

annihilation: his sou1 is strung like the nerves of an electric wi re  

(1 :42) and his tortured scream is crucified on the cross of laughter 

(1:44). The Poet's role as a clown, humiliated and ridiculed by t h e  

people, is one of his trials, a part of the ordeal of symbolic 

preparation: 

79 Henderson 1 30-2. 



One of the Poet's greatest tribulations is the burden of his ow n 

divine poetic gift. As poet, he is bond to accomplish the most  

dangerous and unpleasant tasks: 

By the end of the second act the Poet's emotional destruction is 

already underway : 

The possibility of the Poet's physical death is already predicted 

in the Prologue: 

. .. THXHM 
aenyroqHv runan Konem, 
O ~ H H M ~ T  m e  uxem H o n e C o  napoeosa. 

"Cloud Wearing Pants" 

The main themes of the p_oema, as in the Tragedy, are t h e  

sacrifice of the poetic gift for the sake of the people and the i r  

ultimate ingratitude toward the Poet: 



The suffering of the Poet-prophet and his violent death a r e  

offered in sacrifice for the gift of poetic revelation: 

For the first time in Mayakovsky's poetry, love becomes the  

primary reason for the Poet's sufferings: 

The pangs of love and unsatisfied physical desire are strong 

enough to bring about the Poet's demise: 

K ~ H H  n o c n e n ~ ~ R ,  - 
T U  XOTb 
O TOM, YTO TOPK). B CTOJIeTHR BHCTOHH! 

"Backbone Flute" 

Here again, as in "Cloud", the Poet's primary and the most 

painful hardship is love: 



The end, as usual, is the predicament of the Poet's death: 

He Hano ~ e 6 n ! /  He xouy ! 
Bcë paswo/ R o~am,/  R. CWOPO CPOXH~, ( 1  :128) 

The theme of tragedy inherent to the poetic gift is a secondary 

motive in the work. At the end of the poema. the Poet, exhausted b y  

the tortures of love, experiences a symbolic death by crucifixion 

through his poetry. The rituality of the act is emphasized by t h e  

Poet's invocation of magic: 

"War and the Universe" 0 

This is the only pre-revolutionary poema in which two features 

atypical of Mayakovsky's early poetry appear for the first time: the  

replacement of Eros by agape and the culmination of the initiation 

rite in the symbolic rebirth to new life. 

In the fourth section of the poema the Poet is spared from 

death through his deep suffering and his confession to the sins of 

mankind: 

H ~ T , /  He IIOAHMy H C K ~ X ~ H H O ~ O  TOCKOB JIHUâ! 
Bcex onam~ee , /  nona He pacxonercn, 
6yny no6 pa36nsa~b B ~ O X ~ R H H H !  (1:158) 



Although the moment of actual death is absent. the possibility 

of it is still present: 

In the end Mayakovsky is reborn along with his lover, victims 

of military violence, the earth, and al1 nations involved in the war. 

The confirmation of the Poet's passing through the initiation ri tua1 

and his final rebirth is his identification with a happy baby: 

Pacuse~aro~ rna3a TBOH,/ nsa nyra! 
Hysatpnamcb B HHX,/ eecënarft pebë~on.  (1  :165) 

"Man" 

The Poet's ordeal in this poema is the result of his failure to 

win his lover in a conflict with bvt, personified as his rival and foe. 

Mayakovsky's anguish and unhappiness first triggers thoughts of 

suicide, and then the act itself: 

A cepnpe PBITCR ~1 rucTpeny, 
a ropno 6 p e n ~ ~  ~PRTBOK).  
B ~ I C C B R ~ H P B  6pea O neMoHe 
P ~ C T ~ T  MOR TOCHâ. 

Although the Poet dies from self-poisoning, the moment of 

death is obliterated by a quick passing from real life to a state of 



living death. The Poet's ascension to heaven is not a true rebirth, 

thus it brings him only temporary alleviation from his sufferings: his 

anguish soon returns and develops into an unbearable torrnent t h  a t 

forces him to return to earth in search of relief. On earth he discovers 

that his beloved had committed suicide soon after his own. The Poet 

then considers a second suicide: 

He knows that he cannot return to heaven, yet there is no place 

for him on earth. The Poet is doomed to the eternal torments of love. 

At the end of the poema, the world is chanting words from t h e  

Orthodox funeral service symbolizing Mayakovsky's eart  hl y 

departure: 

It is possible that the Poet's inability to complete 

transcendence is a result of his emotional immaturity. The 

predorninence of Trickster's features in the behavior of the hero i n  

al1 four stages of the hero witnesses the Poet's insecurity before the  

adult world. The hero, despite the appearance of a strong sacrificial 

element toward the end of the pre-revolutionary cycle, is still in his 

adolescent stage of the development and needs more time to prepare 

himself to undertake the rite of passage. 



Human society presents us with several ways to mark the  

maturation of the personality. One of them is a wedding ceremony, a 

type of initiation involving ritualistic interaction between a man and  

a woman. The ways in which Mayakovsky's hero participates in this 

initiation will be discussed in the following section. 

3.3.3. Wedding as a Variety of Initiation Rite 

Initiation rites take place at the beginning of every new phase 

of a man's psychological development. This period is preceded by the  

conflict between the undivided Self and the conceited ego. Marriage 

is one of the forms of initiation in which man's sacrifice is a 

surrender of his independence to his wife, while the woman is freed 

from the entanglement of personal relations with her parents and  

acquires an important social status. As we can see, the effect of this 

rite is more beneficial for the woman than for the man, who may 

suddenly see himself dominated by his wife as a mother controls h e r  

son. In many tribal and even technological societies there are rituals 

of a symbolic abduction or rape of the bride which are designed to 

counteract the humiliating status of the groom.180 For example, in the  

highly ritualized Russian peasant wedding ceremony, a bridegroom 

and his pals stormed the bride's house as warriors equipped with 

wooden swords and flags and abducted the bride.181 

In Mayakovsky's early poetry this type of initiation ritual is 

rare: very few references are made to marriage or weddings. 

lS0 Henderson 13 1-6. 
Terras. A 5 .  



However, the evidence that the poet equates sexual union with 

marriage is contained in several early poems. In the poem "A Few 

Words about my Wife" (Hecnonb~o cnoB 0 MOeft meire) the Poet 

refers to the moon as both his wife and his lover (1:36-7). Likewise, 

the Poet's aspirations toward sexual partnership with his beloved in 

"Cloud Wearing Pants" can be seen as sacramentalization of the  

physical alliance and its approximation to a wedding ritual. His 

longings for Maria's body are compared with Christians asking for  

their "daily bread" (1:78). In his invocation of Maria, he compares 

her narne to God's word: 

His promise to cherish and love Maria's body is reminiscent of 

a wedding vow: 

Teno T B O ~ /  6 y ~ y  6epeub H J I I O ~ H T ~  ... (1:78) 

The Poet's union with a woman requires an immense sacrifice 

not only of his body and soul, but of his poetic gift as well. The 

humiliation of asking for love, his fear of rejection, the actual 

rejection, and the resulting impairment of his poetic abilities ma k e  

the Poet so much a victim of the "wedding" that he considers a n  

abduction of his "bride": 



The poet elevates the sensual relationship between a man and  

a woman to the highest rank, above al1 social conventions. or rat  he r  

contrary to them. Nevertheless, to any stirring delectation offered b y 

the Poet, Maria prefers an officia1 marriage: 

In the poem "To Everything" 60 B C ~ M Y )  the Poet's response to  

the betrayal of his feelings by his beloved is yet  another 

abductionhape scenario. He threatens revenge by raping "any y ou n g 

and beautiful girl" without "wasting his own soul". The Poet's open 

reference to the primitive character of his anger emphasizes th  e 

ritual quality of the act: 

Tenepb - 
Knmycb ~ o e f t  ~~aruec~oft c a n o r o !  - 
naftre/ nioBym/ xpacmyro, rossym, - 
nymH He pacrpauy, 
H3HâCHJIYH) 
H B cepme HacMeruny n n m y  eft ! 

The inability of Mayakovsky's hero to engage in a matrimonial 

alliance once again dernonstrates his psychic immaturity and lack of 

of self-assurance and strength needed to achieve the rite of passage. 

Nevertheless, the hero's repeated attempts to undergo initiation, 



ineffectual as they may be, demonstrate the striving of his ego 

toward a more complete and autonomous state. These efforts a r e  

even more apparent in various manifestations of the transcendence 

symbol. 

3.3.4. Transcendence to a New Phase 

A symbolic state related to the initiation rite is the  

transcendence from any confining pattern of existence toward a 

more mature phase. Jung called this state "the transcendent function" 

of the psyche which helps an adult to reconcile his consciousness 

with the subliminal States of his rnind in order to achieve a be t ter  

sense of the Self.182 Certain symbols represent man's aspirations 

toward an achievement of union of the two parts (consciousness and  

unconsciousness) of the human mind. The highest manifestation of 

the transcendence symbol is the theme of the lonely trip during 

which the hero cornes to an understanding of the nature of death. 

This journey is usually guided by a positive female spirit, a supreme 

ferninine figure such as St. Sophia.183 

In Mayakovsky's Traeedv this symbol is embodied in the Poet's 

journey in search of an ideal s o u l P  This heavily traumatic 

experience involves a closer identification with collective traged y 

and a deeper cognition of death: 

R - IiOJT, 

ls2 Sung. "Schiller's Ideas on the Type Problem". vol. 6.. 115. 
183 Henderson 15 1-2. 
l g 4  For an extensive treatment of the "soul" symbol see the section "Archetype 
of the Soul". 



The voyage allows the Poetts transcendence toward a more 

mature perception of reality prompting him to take drastic action 

against the injustice of the world: 

In his illustrations to the chapter on transcendence, Henderson 

shows that symbols of pilgrimage often occur as either circular 

shapes or in the forrn of a vortex indicating aspiration toward 

wholeness of the Self. Dante's Divine Comedy. with its circles of hell, 

and many medieval illustrations are common examples of the 

spherical and spiraling motion typical of journeys to w ard 

Mayakovsky's journey in T r a g e d ~  represents one of the se 

"circular" shapes expressed by the Russian verb "o6ornën" with the  

prefix meaning "around": 

R/ ~ o r o t i ,  pacnyxrueti OT H C K ~ H H R ,  
o6oruën/ H Bamy cymy 
H emë HaKHe-TO AppïHe CTpaHH 
B AOMHHO H B MaCWe TeMHOTbI, 
R Hcnan eë,/ HeeanaHHyro nymy, 
u~o6n B ry6ar-paan 
IXOJIOXHT~ eë rrenmlae useTu, 

ls5 Henderson 150-6, 240. 



It is significant that this trip is ventured in order to heal or 

renovate the Poet's "soul" which in this context may represent the  

"psyche". The state of ignorance is symbolized by the "mask of 

darkness" the Poet is wearing, while the "healing flowers" are a 

symbol of the deep Self.186 
. . Mayakovsky's painting omposition (KOMIIO~HUHR, 19 15) 

consists almost entirely of circular shapes, some of them resembling 

wheels with the direction of rotation indicated by arrow s Y 7  The 

circles in "Composition" can be also interpreted as symbols of the 

Self. The abstract geometric shape of the circle as found in many 

artifacts from cave drawings to modern paintings communicate a n 

"archetypal idea" of great significance. According to Jung, i t  

symbolizes the totality of the psyche, the Self, and represents man's 

aspiration to perfection.188 

The Self also appears in such archetypal images as the king, t h e  

hero, the prophet, and the savior.189 When it represents a union of 

opposites, it can be seen as both the Hero and his adversary, or a 

"shadow" in Jungian terms,190 which is the topic of Our next section. 

3.3.5. Archetype of the Shadow 

186 James R. Lewis, The Dream E n c ~ c l o m  (Detroit, Washington. D.C.: Visible 
fnk Press, 1995) 303. 
lB7 See reproduction in Khardzhiev, -ni 16-7. 
l Jung, "Definitions", vol. 6, 460- 1 .  
189 See numerous examples of these images in the sections "Archetype of the 
Hero", "Archetype of Initiation" in chapter 3, and "Mayakovsky's Use of 
Biblical Images" in chapter 4. 
190 Jung, "Definitions", vol. 6. 460-1. 



There are numerous instances of cruelty in Mayakovsky's early 

poetry, a feature quite uncharacteristic of Russian futurism in 

general, especially when compared to the Italian movemen t. 

Marinetti, for instance, openly proclaimed violence to be a necessary 

element of the new art. In Mayakovsky's poetry violent passages a r e  

not rnerely self-conscious elements of style or political expediency. 

The poet's particular savagery and atrocity stems from his persona1 

fears and insecurities. 

The archetype of the shadow as described by Jung cm well 

explain such outbursts of poetic brutality. A shadow represents th e 

dark side of a person's nature, suppressed by the natural tendency to 

underestimate or deny its own deficiencies. At the mythological level 

of human consciousness the Trickster is a perfect example of a 

shadow figure who reflects people's primitive urge to commit 

offensive deeds, restrained by the civilizing effect of modern culture 

and education. A collective personification of the shadow, th e 

Trickster is "the product of an aggregate of individuals and is 

welcomed by each individual as something known to him, which 

would not be the case if it were just an individual outgrowth".i91 

The natural stage for trickster behavior in a person's 

development is childhood. Only during this period does modern 

society accept deviations from the accepted patterns of behavior. 

However, even in the early stages of growth childish pranks and  

mischevious behavior are punished and suppressed. Considering th e 

young Mayakovsky's premature coming of age, we can see how his 

abrupt adaptation to the social identity of a mature man following 

191 Jung. "On the psychology of the Trickster-Figure". vol. 9, 1 , 262. 



his fatherts death would be a hindrance to normal expressions of the  

unrestrained privilege of a child. It is possible that the violence and  

anti-social behavior predominant in his early poetry was one way of 

compensating for the missed adolescent period. 

Jung's theory of projections, according to which the poet's 

negative persona can be a projection of his shadowy side ont0 his 

fictional characters, might serve as another explanation for t he  

violent characteristics of Mayakovsky's poetry. Jung speculates t ha t 

"certain features which offer the most obstinate resistance to moral 

control . . . prove almost impossible to influence." Such deficiencies 

appear as projections which "isolate the subject from its 

environment". The result is the "feeling of incompleteness" and  

"sterility" caused by malevolent surroundings created by way of 

projections that leads to a more intensified isolation.i92 The pervasive 

presence of the shadow figure in the earIy poetry of Mayakovsky can 

be seen in Trickster-like characters.193 

As we have mentioned, violent scenes and images a r e  

abundant in Mayakovsky's poetry. Many of these we have analyzed 

in conjunction with related ideas, characters and archetypes. In this 

section we will merely summarize these episodes and indicate t heir 

meaning in connection with the shadow archetype. 

The cases listed below are projections of the ernotional 

insecurity of the poet onto the lyrical hero's behavior: overwhelmed 

and threatened by the scale of his urban surroundings, isolated, 

'g2 Jung, vol. 9, Kt , 9. 
Ig3 See examples of this type in the section "Archetype of the Hero" in chapter 
3. 



unsuccessful in persona1 life, and even suicidai, Mayakovsky's hero 

turns on those around him with violence and aggression: 

çalline to violence: 6 e p ~ ~ e  HaMeHb,  Howt HJXH 6 0 ~ 6 ~  ( 1 :73) 

threatening: 

a ~ T O M Y  B ~ R J I  6u na H nan no p o ~ e .  (1  :108) 

In Our discussions of the world of Mayakovsky's early poetry 

at the beginning of this chapter we pointed out that this work is 

largely an externalization of the poet's inner space. The only obvious 

exceptions to this tendency are those poems primarily intended to 

challenge the petty bourgeois. We will now show that the poet's 

criticism of urban philistinism was in fact a feature stemming from 

his own psychological make-up. 

Ironically, in spite of his resentment toward wealthy bourgeois 

philistines and his frequent attacks of them during his public 

performances, the poet himself showed signs of middle-clas s 

consumerism as soon as he began to receive lucrative compensation 



for his poetryP4 Even after having become a well-paid poet in the  

service of the new revolutionary state, Mayakovsky continued h is 

violent indictment of consumerism. How can we explain this blatant 

contradiction between the poet's behavior and his poetic stance? It is 

conceivable that this latent materialism may have been a shadowy 

side of the poet's personality which he projected ont0 others. This 

was something that Mayakovsky never fully acknowledged wi t hin 

himself and he continued his battle against the bourgeois lifestyle 

until the end.195 Bvt is a definite shadow to Mayakovsky's poetic 

persona. It appears in his last pre-revolutionary poemq "Man" as the  

personification of al1 earthly pleasures, "an owner of people's hearts". 

However, b~ t also denotes family life, house, children, love -- things 

that neither Mayakovsky nor his poetic persona ever possessed. It is 

possible that byt, a male figure as is always the case with shadow 

archetypes, also represents another highly repressed facet of t h  e 

poet's personality -- a craving for affectionate companionship, home 

and the stability of family life.196 

The next example of shadow projection in Mayakovsky is t he  

ever-present theme of madness. The poet was known to be a reticent 

person, rarely smiling and always preoccupied with his appearance 

and the impression he produced on O thers.197 His self-control w a s  

1g4 Karabchievsky 44. 
'95 Karabchievsky mentions Mayakovsky and Lili's dissatisfaction with their 
life, which had taken a "routinely" turn, and their atternpts to deal with it 
(128). 
196 Brown suggests that among other personifications, is the material side 
of the poet himself (166). Karabchievsky stresses similanties between some of 
Mayakovsky's post-revolutionary philistine personages and the poet himself 
( 1  13). 
19' Karabchievsky 78. 



compensated by the development of the insanity motive in bis 

poetry recurrent in many of his early verses: 

Poet's madness: 

Byny, 6eruenxar8, ~rpb13aTbcR B H O H H I ~ ~  ... 

adness in others: 

W ~ H T ~ ,  cy~acnrenruee, ~3 POCCHH, nonbrus. 
C e r o n ~ ~  R - Hanoneo~! 
R nonHoBoneu H 6onbme. 

Y x e  c y ~ a c m e c ~ ~ ~ e .  

A shadow might manifest itself in a split or double personality 

that will "stand in complimentary or compensatory relationship to 



the ego personality" .198 In many instances Mayakovsky uses tw in 

characters or double personalities to indicate the ambiguity of hi s 

nature .i99 

The Poet's violent demeanor and his struggle against God mark 

him as a negative figure. a character opposed to the forces of Good. 

However, his frequent identification with Christ shows that he is 

aware of the positive side of his nature as well. God and devil are the 

two extremes of the Poet's personality both of which are realized i n  

many of his poems. His own account of this bipolarity is in the poern 

"Cheap Sale" (neruëea~ pacnponama) where his future scholars refer 

to him as "god-and-devil": 

.After accomplishing a transition from a living state to a state of 

the living death in "Man", the Poet fancies himself as a new Demon: 

The Poet's vulnerability finds reflection in another important 

character in his poetry - the sou1 which simultaneously functions as  

an important archetypa1 image in Jungian teachings. We will examine 

this correlation more deeply in the following section. 

3.3.6. Archetype of the Soul 

-. - 

198 Jung, vol. 9,1 , 261. 
'99 For examples of split personality see "Archetype of  the Hero" (fourth cycle) 
in chapter 3. 



Jung considers the sou1 to be one of the most significant "natural" 

archetypes and gives it the name "anima". He defines sou1 as "the 

living thing in man": it "lives of itself and causes life". Anima "sums 

up al1 the statements of the unconscious. of the primitive mind, of 

the history of language and religion". It is the feminine element of 

the masculine psychetoo usually personified as a woman and 

associated with good as well as bad deeds. At times her image is 

related to a supreme vitality and urge for life, and she may also 

represent a secret knowledge or hidden wisdom. At other times she 

will play violent tricks on any man who does not corne to grips w ith 

her .201 Jung wrote: 

Every man carries within him the eternal image of the  

woman, not the image of this or that particular woman, 
O 

but a definite feminine image. This image is a 

fundamentally unconscious and hereditary factor of 

primordial origin engraved in the living organic system of 

the man, an imprint or archetype of al1 the ancestral 

experiences of the female, a deposit, as it were, of al1 the  

impressions ever made on man by wornan.202 

As Jung stipulates, every man has a feminine side developed 

through contact with the opposite sex since dme immemorial, 

nevertheless, this side is not allowed to develop in al1 cultures. A 

200 Anima's counterpart is "animus", the masculine side of the female psyche 
which for obvious reasons will not be considered here. 
zol Jung, "Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious" 26-7. 
zO* Jung, vol. 17, 98. 



suppression of ferninine (or masculine) qualities will lead to the 

imbalance of personality, making the unconscious weak and 

vulnerable.203 

The concept of the soul is a primary human archetype which 

provides the foundation for many primitive rites, rituals and myths. 

At the root of primitive philosophy is the belief that the sou1 is the  

essence of al1 living things. A vestige of this primitive belief found in 

many monotheistic religions is the concept of the soul as a separate 

entity which only temporarily resides in the human body. According 

to many of these belief systems, man's soul can rake leave of the  

body under various conditions such as during sleep, disease, or ritual 

trance.204 

Gods responsible for such soul-related activities as the  

distribution of souls to the people, rescuing lost souls from some 

"underground kingdom", and "transferring" the soul from one pers on 

to the next are found throughout the world's mythologies. Many non- 

western tribes believe that a person possesses two souls: a human 

soul and that of a totem animal. In such belief systems, the two souls 

are so closely bound that a person is perceived as both human and 

animal,. and can easily pass from one physical state to the other. The 

concept of the soul is directly related to the idea of immortality. 

Since the soul contains the essence of a man's life and can b e 

separated from the body, it is only the body itself that expires, while 

the soul, without corporeal substance, rests alive eternally. 

-- - 

203 Hall. Nordby 48. 
204 Edward Tylor, "Animism". 
Publishers, 1924). 

. . .  Primitive , 7th ed. (NewYork: Brentano's 



In Greek mythology the human soul is personified by Psyche,tOJ 

the heroine of many myths and stories, among them the famous  

poetic tale by Apuleius in which Psyche wanders through the wor ld  

in search of her lost love. Descending from Hellenistic times in to  

Russian Orthodoxy and other Eastern Christian Churches is the fernale 

personification of Divine Wisdom, World-Soul, and S u p r e m e  

Creativity known as "Sophia". St. Sophia is still venerated in t h e s e  

churches as one of the most important female saints whose image  

gradually becomes identified with that of the Virgin Mary. Vladimir 

Soloviev used the idea of St. Sophia as the main element of ideal love. 

His concept of Haria Sophia was greatly influential among t h e  

Symbolist poets Blok, Bely and Viacheslav Ivanov.206 

In Mayakovsky's writings the sou1 is a key notion. Borrowing a 

term from modern music, his verse can be referred to as "soul" 

poetry. In Mayakovsky's early work the soul emerges as a crucial 

element in the poetic personality, the epicenter of the Poet 's 

emotional life and the most vulnerable part of his psyche. Because of 

his extreme sensitivity and the acuteness of his emotional  

experiences, the poet often perceives his soul as a separate ent i ty .  

Thus, very often he depicts the soul as a physical object, a n d  

sometimes animates it by endowing it with anthropomorphic  

qualities. 

to5 Although this Greek word signifies "soul" or "spirit", in modem psychology 
it has corne to mean the personality as a whole, or the Self, which in Jungian 
psychology is  a central archetype, the organizing principle of  the 
personality. See Hall, Nordby, 32-3, 51. 
206 Victor Terras, ed., -book of Russian ((New Haven and London: 
Yale UP, 1985), 439. See also Meletinsky 510. 



In uue primitive form, the Poet believes that not only people 

but al1 things have a soul, but he is uncertain whether this essence i s  

fundamentally benign or hostile. In Tragedv. in protest against t h e  

deceptive allure of material possessions, Mayakovsky's Poet is t O r n 

between a destructive impulse toward "things" and the acceptance of 

their "otherness": 

BOT BHaHTB! 
B e r q ; ~  Hano py6~Tb! 
Henapo~ B HX nacxax nposnnen spara R! 

We have already seen in the Tragedv how the Poet sacrifices 

his soul, a symbol of his poetic gift, to the future. For Mayakovsky, 

the soul is a simulacrum of the creative process itself, a channel  

through which the Poet's most intimate feelings and emotions may 

pass, externalizing his inner distress: 

In "Cloud Wearing Pants" Mayakovsky assumes the role of 

poet-prophet who, in anticipation of the appearance of the Savior, 

burns the souls where "tenderness was growing" (R snmer nyrnn. 

rne  HemHocTb pac~anir) .  His own sou1 becomes a tod of redempt ion  



which he removes from his body in order to bestow it upon the  

people as a symbol of new life: 

In many other instances the soul symbolizes an intimate pa r t  

of the Poet's psyche which fosters his need for privacy and reflection. 

It is the Poet's personal environment which he prefers to keep s h u  t 

away as if he is trying to protect his own fragile femininity or a 

female being inside him (anima) from the hostile outside world: 

- When the Poet becomes withdrawn and secluded, his anima is 

injured and impeded making his isolation al1 the more unbearable: 

During the moments of the Poet's most profound inner turmoil, 

the destruction of the soul is brought about through its separation 

from the body. The perception of his emotions is enlarged to a 



gigantic scale, and the Poet is elevated high above the city with his 

soul tom to pieces, hanging from city roofs: 

n y U I y /  Ha KOiibRX AOMOB 
OCTâBJXRR 3 8  HJIOWOM HJïOH, 

Mayakovsky's expression of the sou1 archetype is not unlike 

typical religious interpretations. His soul contains the core of his life- 

force: if separated from his body, it will carry his spirit forever and  

grant him his long sought immortality: 

B C ~ ,  YBM ~ n a n e e ~  MOR xyma, 
- eë ~ O ~ ~ T C T B ~  I I O ~ A H T ~  C M e p b T e  eft! - 
~ e m x o n e n ~ e ,  - 
YTO B B e Y H O C T b  Y K P â C H T  MOR DIU', 
H caMoe  MO^ ~ ~ C C M ~ P T H ~  (1: 112) 

a K O ï A â  AyIuâ MOR BfifCeJiHTCR, 

svftne~ xa cyn ~ ~ o f t  

In Traeedv, the Poet, aware of his own emotional deficiency, 

seeks an "ideal soul" ( H e e m a m a a  nyma). This soul image functions 

on multiple levels, a complete understanding of which is critical to a 

processing of the anima archetype in Mayakovsky's work. The poet 

often represents his soul as a "living" part of his body, at times 

forcibly dissociated by a violent act. It eventually appears as a 

woman, perhaps as a result of the Poet's search for the meaning of 

his own soul and his acceptance of it as the ferninine aspect of his 

psyche. He attempts to corne to grips with his anima by trying to find 



a "perfect" soul and to heal its injuries (B ry6u-paau nonon<sTb eë 

UenmqHe useTu (1 :47)). 

In Tragedv the soul also functions as parody and self-parody. 

The Poet recognizes his failure to integrate the perfect soul b y 

depicting it as a philistine "lady-soul" wearing a blue dress (1 :47-48). 

The appearance of the "lady-soul" anticipates the entrance on-s tage 

of a huge cardboard fernale, Mayakovsky's "acquaintance". This 

absurd do11 whose only role in the play is to be dragged across the  

stage and tossed aside by the other characters is the pinnacle of the  

poet's representation of a soulless world. With this grotesque 

character Mayakovsky further develops a parody of the "eternal 

feminine" introduced in Russia by Soloviev and portrayed by Blok a s  

the "Beautiful Lady", a figure he later parodied in his plays "The 

Unknown Lady" and "Puppet Show". Mayakovsky's quest for t he  

"ideal soul" can be interpreted as a reference to the "World Soul". 

As we have seen, an interpretation of the soul archetype in  

Mayakovsky's poetry as a life source, given the soul's material 

quality and its anthropomorphic manifestations, is akin to th e 

treatment of the soul in various pre-Christian and non-Christian 

belief systems, as well as in Eastern Orthodoxy (St. Sophia). At t he  

same time the poet's realization of the soul agrees with most of the  

characteristics of the anima archetype as described by Jung, which 

serves to demonstrate the affinities between the poet's imagery and  

ancient modes of unconscious activity. 



3.3.7. Archetype of the Mother 

Among the earliest manifestations of anima projection is t h e  

first female figure encountered in a person's life -- hislher mother.  

Jung believes that anima "is hidden in the dominating power of t h e  

mother" and that it can leave the son with a "sentimental a t tachment  

that lasts throughout life and seriously impairs the fate of t h e  

adu 1 t " -207 

Jung interprets the mother archetype as a twofold image, bo th  

toving and terrible. The positive side is associated with serenity,  

wisdom, sympathy, growth and fertility; the evil aspect is linked t o  

darkness, the world of the dead, seduction and poison. The m o t h e r  

symbol is also observed in certain abstract concepts such as the goal 

of redemption, objects of devotion such as the sea, river, woods, a n d  

moon, and items representing fertility.208 The image of "Earth 

Mother", a key component of ferninine psychology, is somet imes  

depicted as a negative image carrying out tortures and obscenities.2og 

A bipolar attitude toward one's mother is characteristic of a n  

immature person who attempts to discard infantile dependency b u t 

is not entirely ready to sever the connection. The struggle f o r  

deliverance from the mother is often observed in Russian bvl inas  

where the mother archetype consists of both boeatvr 's  actual m o t h e r  

20' Jung, vol. 9,1 . 29. 
208 Jung. vol. 9.n , 18 1-4. 
209 Jung, vol. 9.11 . 184. 



(a positive image) as well as a dragon and/or snake (a negative 

image) .2lo 

In Mayakovsky's early lyrics the mother archetype is t ypicall y 

presented in a negative aspect. However, a caring and sympathetic 

"motherly" side is present to a certain extent as well, creating a n  

bipolarity characteristic of archetypal perception. Images related to 

the niother archetype such as the moon, river, forest, and gardens, 

traditionally associated with marvel, astonishment, and fertility, a re  

reduced by Mayakovsky to purely sexual representations: 

The mother usually appears in symbolic form as a celestial 

body such as the earth and the moon.21i Very often these images a r e  

portrayed as loose, worn-out women steeped in sin and 

lasciviousness: 

210 Baker 27-34. 
211 Sec "Obnano B mraaax" for a single evocation of the natural mother of the 
poet. See also chapter 4, section "Sun and Other Planetary Symbols". 



In the poem "A Few Words about my Wife" the Poet's wife, t he  

moon, is also presented as a prostitute, and his own daughter, his 

Song, as a strumpet.212 

The 1913 poem "From Weariness" (OT ycTanocra) contains 

numerous ideas relevant to the mother archetype. Replete with 

images of both animate and inanimate nature, this poem is atypical 

of Mayakovaky's early oeuvre. The entire poem is constructed upon 

a personification of the earth as the Poet's sister. The Poet's 

empathizes with the Earth: they are both lonely, weary, wounded 

and haunted. The Poet feels orphaned, he searches for his mother in  

the "almshouses of future centuries" by sending her a sign of his 

suffering: a hordgoblet smeared with the blood of his "songs". The 

poem ends on a tragic note: both the Poet and the Earth a r e  

persecuted by an animated ditch who sets out to capture them with 

the "ropes of dirty roads". Although the Poet addresses the Earth a s  

his sister, he describes her as an old woman with "balding head" and  

"sagging breasts". Hence, it is reasonable to interpret the image of 

the Earth-sister as that of Mother Earth as well, with whom the Poet 

feels a close bond in view of approaching death.213 The materna1 

motive is reinforced by other feminine images: a doe or female deer  

( n a ~ a )  and a ditch (xa~asa).  Further ambiguity of the materna1 

image is conveyed in the expression "hunted by does" which is a 

212 Brown 76. 
213 Brown sees the earth image as the poet's feminine alter-ego or his anima. 
This interpretation does not disagree with ours, since according to Jung. this 
two archetypes can coincide: "For the son, the anima is hidden in the 
domination power of the mother, and sometimes she leaves him with a 
sentimental attachment that lasts throughout life and seriously impairs the 
fate of the adult." Jung, vol. 9.1 , 29. 



reversal of the Russian idiom "like a hunted doe". By changing t h e  

sense of the idiom, Mayakovsky invites two interpretations of t h e  

image. Both he and his sister Earth are either hunted by does or a r e  

hunted as does, depending on the meaning that first appears to t h e  

reader's mind. In the first version the doe is a persecutor, in t h e  

second -- the Poet and the Earth identify with it. The "ditch" presents  

a similarly ambiguous case. It is defined by the attribute "green" 

( 3 e n ë ~ a ~ )  and is located in a natural surrounding -- a field (none). 

These images evoke green grass and other vegetation usually 

associated with the fertility of the Earth Mother. However, this ditch 

is animated, and it intends to catch the Poet and his cornpanion, t h u s  

symbolizing a negative force. This absurdist image is unusual a n  d 

challenging even for Mayakovsky. He achieves the personification of 

this strikingly "impersonal" object, a cavity in the ground, by likening 

the ditch to a croaking frog that jumps upon the field. A frog is a n  

animal associated with wisdorn and intelligence in Russian folklore 

(Uapeswa-n~ryurna), but in everyday iife, a frog provokes repulsion 

and disgust. The ambiguity of the frog image acquires an impor tan t  

meaning in the poem as it contributes to the development of t h e  

entire archetypal pattern. 

"We" (Mu ), also written in 1 9 3  ( 1 3 , contains another m o t  h e  r 

image, sifilar to the one described in the above poem. It begins w i t h  

the Poet about to poke out the eyes of the earth. The earth i s  

described as wizened and barren: 



A few linqs later the poet's ambivalent attitude toward the  

Earth Mother cornes to light as he is tries to Save her from 

immolation: 

As earth-sister in the previous poem, Mother Earth is 

portrayed as a worn-out. unsociable and senile woman. These 

suggest the conclusion that the two characters represent the same 

archetype of the mother. 

Another poem from 1913 includes the poet's mother in t he  

title. "A Few Words about My Marna" ( H e c ~ o n b ~ o  cnoB O ~ o e f t  

~ a ~ e )  is a convoluted evocation of the poet's parting frorn his 

mother and her intense reaction to his alienation.214 The poet  

mentioiis his mother's sickness (a y MaMM bona~oti), her possible 

delirium (npo6era1o~ Hapona mopoxa, MbIcnH cy~acuenIIIeft 

eopoxe) and her broken heart (saou saruen MYRH). However, his 

response to rhis situation is unclear. It is confused by a conditional 

sentence with a vague ending that offers no discernible explanation 

for the Poet's reaction to his mother's suffering: 

214 Based on interpretation by Brown 84-7. 



The last question of the Poet to his mother is: "Who will caress 

your golden hands wrung by a signboard at a display window of t he  

Avanzo [art supply] store?" This elaborate sentence with the  

ambiguous syntax is the most complicated passage in the entire 

poem. While "golden hands", a common Russian cliché, is an obvious 

reference to the Poet's mother. the act of the wringing of hands is 

literally accomplished by the store windows. This ambiguity is  

nevertheless pregnant with concealed meaning in relation to th e 

Poet's battle for deliverance from his mother. If we accept the form 

of the question "Who will caress the golden hands. . . ?" as rhetorical, 

then the answer is implicit: the poet himself will, .as he has probably 

done many times before (which seems in agreement with the overall 

affectionate tone of the poem). Nevertheless, if we consider that the  

participle "wrung" characterizes the. store windows, 'it seems as if the  

Poet has chosen in favor of the city with its signboards, display 

windows, and factories. His break with "marna" is not yet final: the  

sentence still ends with a question mark. The Poet is making halting 

but definite steps toward the achievement of independence of his 

ego. 

In "Cloud Wearing Pants", from the same period, the Poetls 

dependence on his mother is indicated in a direct exhortation. The 

Poet addresses both his mother and his sisters seeking out their help 

and support. It is clear that these three feminine figures represent 

the only refuge for his wounded ego: 



Y Hero nomap cepnua. 
C H ~ X H T ~  cëcrpaw, J'ïmne H One, - 
ehay yme Henyna nemcs,  

Along with the favorable image of the Poet's mother is a fou1 

depiction of the earth personified as a lustful woman full of 

lecherous desires: 

In "War and the Universe" the image of the Earth Mother 

reappears in another, less personal perspective: it is rotting and  

decaying infected by people's lasciviousness and philistinism. The 

death of the Earth Mother would mean the end of the world: 

Finally, after the Poet has redeemed the people from their sins, 

the Earth is resuscitated. The archetypal image of the Earth Mother 

appears in al1 its grandeur as it appeals in a stormy voice for 

cooperation, mercy and peace: 

Bcs ~ ~ M J I R /  ~ ë p m e  ry6u paawana. 
rpo~ne, /  Ypara~a p ë e o a a /  BcmnaeT. 
~ ~ R H H T ~ C ~  ,/ 6osa111e HHHOrO He CKOCHTB ! 3 (1:161)  

In "Man" the image of the earth makes its final appearance in  

Mayakovsky's pre-revolutionary verse. As in the earlier poerns, w e 

see here similar motives of forced boundaries and a desire for 

liberation. The earth, who irnprisons the Poet by chaining him to 



herseif, once again symbolizes a negative maternal force ("damned 

earth") trying to keep its child forever bound to her. The liberation of 

the Poet from the constraints of his mother is attempted later in t h e  

p o e m a  by his suicide and ascension to heaven. However, h i s  

subsequent return to the earth indicates his imminent failure to r id  

himself of maternal influence. 

3.3.8. Archetype of the Wise Old Man 

According to Jung, the archetype of the wise old m a n  

symbolizes underlying meaning amidst the chaos of life.215 The wise  

old man is the father of the soul, a personification of wisdom, 

cleverness, intuition, and balance. This archetype can manifest in t h e  

form of an old man who possesses ultimate authority. The wise old  

man appears in crisis situations when a person is in need of spiri tual  

advice. He emerges from the depths of the collective unconscious t o  

provide help and clues for dangerous situations from which a person  

cannot escape alone. The figure of the wise old man is a typical 

dream image representing a reflection of persona1 problems. I n  

fairytales, it is a source of wisdom for entire nations.216 

This archetype is embodied in Mayakovsky's Tragedy as t h e  

figure of the Old Man with Dry Black Cats whose image we will 

analyze in detail in this section. 

According to the stage remarks for T t a ~ d v ,  the Old Man i s  

several thousand years old and "al1 covered with beard" (1:43). W e  

215 Jung, vol. 9, 1 . 35. 
Jung, vol. 9. 1 , 217. 



can therefore assume that this ancient man possesses a great deal of 

wisdom and experience, and in fact the Old Man with Cats refers t o  

himself as a "wise man" (3aueaa Mynpeaaha. . .). Although he is given 

only three cues, they al1 are crucial to the central theme of the play. 

The Old Man with Cats first appears at the beginning of the p lay  

following Mayakovsky's cal1 to a violent feast of madness.217 The Old 

Man immediately exposes Mayakovsky as a young and i m m a t u r e  

person whose true emotions are hidden behind the shield of 

laughter: 

As Mayakovsky sets out to celebrate the feast, the Old Man  

calls attention to the disastrous state of the city: 
9 

nerno na ropon rpohaanHoe rope 
H COTHH MâXOHbKHX X'Opb. 

The Old Man sees the cause of grief in people's obsession w i th 

material goods. "Soulless things", he predicts, are coming to take o v e r  

the human world. On a persona1 level this personage is a warning t o  

the Poet himself from his unconscious about what rnight happen if h e  

gives himself up to the power of material goods: 

He warns people of the uselessness of their god and implores  

them to abandon him to stroke dry black cats instead. The fu tur i s t s  

217 See the analysis of this scene in the section "The Poet and the Crowd". 



derived this image of the stroking of cats from the ancient Egyptian 

tradition of generating sparks by rubbing cat's fur (1:324): 

OH - 60r, 
a KPHVHT O X~CTOHOB pacnnare, 
a B saurxx nyuroexax noHorneHHnft a3xonrett. 
6pocbre ero! 
N A H T ~  H ïJIâAbTe - 
rnanbre c y x ~ x  H uepnmrx ~ o m e n !  ( 1144) 

The Old Man's glorification of electric light follows: 

electrification will revivify the city and bring salvation to all. T h e  

people should leave their dwellings, stuffed with useless things, a n d  

dedicate themselves to the extraction of electricity from cats. 

The Old Man's final line contains another cal1 to the people t o  

do away with "things", which echoes his earlier warnings: 

Berq~ Hano p y 6 ~ ~ b !  
Henapo~  B HX nacwax npene~nen epara f i !  ( 1 :46) 

Another character, The Man Without An Ear, gives f u r t h e r  

credence to the Old Man's w m i n g s  by recalling various instances of 

things coming to life in the city (1:45-6). 

In spite of the Old Man's authority, his warnings are ignored, 

and the discussion has faded by the time Mayakovsky delivers h i s  

passionate speech about the soul. As a result. the resurrection of 

things does in fact take place and the population of the city i s  

transformed in the second act from a happy crowd to a pathetic, 

suffering mob. 

Toward his last appearance the Old Man's archetypal force h a s  

weakened: according to the stage remarks, he only has one m a n g y  



cat. The Poet's life now is in obvious danger: the crowd threatens to 

do away with him ("We will make a stew out of you" (158)). The Old 

Man once again comes to the Poet's rescue by offering him a way out 

of danger. He reminds Mayakovsky of his leading role as a n  

intermediary between common folk and primitive gods and se nd s 

him away with a pile of offerings (human tears): 

C ~ a p ~ n  c o n w o R  O I I J H ~ ~ H H O R  K O U I K O R  

Tu OAHH yMeeurb neam neTb. 

(Ha rpyay cnëd 

O T H ~ C H  CBOeMY KPâCHBOMY 6ory. ( 1 5 8 )  

The Old Man with Cats is a counterpart to Jung's Wise Old Man 

who comes to the rescue by suggesting a means of escape. The 

disaster that jeopardizes the emotional life of the people in Tragedv 

is brought upon themselves as a result of their decision to ignore the  

wisdom of the ages. However, for the Poet himself the Old Man's 

word becomes crucial for his physical salvation. He sets off on a long 

tedious trip in search of spiritual Iiberation and help frorn mystical 

forces as was suggested by his guardian -- the Old Man with Cats. 

To plumb the depths of Mayakovsky's verse is to unravel a 

series of archetypes that both reveal fascinating insights into the  

poet's psyche and deepen Our understanding and appreciation of his 

verse. What was said about Mayakovsky and his personality can b e  

related to the whole generation of Russian poets, "squandered" b y 



the merciless century and cruel country. As Pasternak explained in 

his autobiographical Safe Conduct, the poet's life and attitude to the  

world are composed from elements of collective consciousness. The 

more talented the poet, the more intense is the interaction between 

his inner world and the lives of "the others". Imprinted by the  

collective consciousness, the life of the poet consists of many 

separate episodes from the lives of other artists. Acting as parts of 

the whole, these lives can interchange and complement t hemse 1 ve s 

losing their individual value.218 Archetypal analysis would reveal the  

same psychic processes shaping the lives and poetry of such "naive" 

Russian modernist poets as Annensky, Blok, Bely, Kuzmin, Tsve taeva, 

and others. Numerous exarnples of the deep connection between the  

psychic life of the poet and his poetry exist: Liubov' Mendeleeva and  

"The Beautiful Lady", "The Unknown Lady", Blok's anima and  

surrogate mother, Bely's East and West symbolism and the 

conceptual split between his parents, as well as his in trau terine 

experience in Kotik Letaev as a reflection of collective experience, 

etc. are too obvious to dismiss. These and many other Russian 

authors deserve to be "rediscovered" and "illuminated" through a 

complex analysis of the associations that exist among their psyches, 

their works, and the influence of the collective unconscious, al1 of 

which we have examined through Mayakovsky's early poetry. 

Jung's words about the significance of archetypal thinking for 

the artist seems to be appropriate at this time: 

218 Boris Pasternak, m o e  v dv&h tau, vol. 2 (Moscow: 
Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1985) 143-4. 



The man who speaks with primordial images speaks  

with a thousand tongues; he entrances and overpowers,  

while at the same tirne he raises the idea he is trying t o  

express above the occasional and the transitory into t h e  

sphere of the ever-existing. He transmutes persona1 

destiny into the destiny of mankind, thus evoking al1 

those beneficent forces that have enabled mankind t o  

find a rescue from every hazard and to outlive t h e  

longest night. That is the secret of effective art.2'9 

The archetypes considered in this chapter are only a small p a r t  

of Mayakovsky's imagery. In the next chapter the most impor tan t  

symbols of the poet's verse will be analyzed from a broader l i terary 

perspective.  

219 Quoted in Jolande lacobi, ed. PsvcholoPicalectigns. An of & 
W n m  of C.G. J u  (New York: Harper & Row. 1961) 181. 



Literary Analysis of Primitive Elements in the Pre- 
revolutionary Poetry of Mayakovsky 

4.1. Introduc tioq 

In that peculiar state when the poet is most attuned to the 

resuscitation of deep mernories and emotions, the convergence of his 

inner world with the collective unconscious creates a very special 

brand of primitivism in an artist's work. We identified this type of 

primitivism as "psychological" to further indicate the special 

significance of the role it plays in conveying the nuances of the 

artist's subliminal emotions. 

One of Mayakovsky's most compelling qualities is his uncanny 

ability to give this primordial level expression literary form. 

Inhabited by fantastic personifications of planets and natural 

elements, Mayakovsky 's poetry approaches the realm of Graeco- 

Roman mythology in which ancient people attempted to explain 

unknown phenornena by devising a world populated by gods, giants 

and monsters. Moreover, Mayakovsky 's predilection toward the 

personification of inanimate objects and abstract notions is similar to 

the child's animistic view of the extemal world. He manages to create 

an atmosphere of primitive emotional conditions similar to the 

fearful fantasies of a distressed child, the ecstasy of ritual trame, 

the excitement of barbaric sacrificial savagery, and the gloom of 

dark visions of folk horror tales. 



Mayakovsky's symbolic system. thoroughly but n o  t 

exhaustively analyzed by Lawrence Stahlberger, is an intricate 

complex of images, motives. archetypes, and ideas which allow f o r  

multiple readings and interpretations. In the chapter below we will 

analyze those images which we believe to be the most important i n  

order to establish the links that bond Mayakovsky's poetry t o  

ancient mythologies and primeval modes of thought and behavior.  

These are the most recurrent imageis in Mayakovsky's early verse,  

and have a particular significance in the poet's iconography. While 

some of these images are considered archetypal. neither Jung nor h i s  

students gave them extensive consideration. We regard such images  

as God, Sun, crowd, and eye, central to Mayakovsky's symbolic 

system, to be marginal from a specifically Jungian perspective, a n d  

have reserved their discussion for this chapter. We will approac  h 

Mayakovsky's verse using a variety of analytical techniques: 

Freudian, Jungian, as well as traditional literary analysis. 

4.2. The Eve Svmbol 

The eye is one of the most common archetypes among h u m a n  

symbols. People from ancient cultures as well as modern pr imit ives  

of non-western tribes believe that the eye possesses the magic 

power to neutralize the harm done by evil spirits. Many superstitious 

people still believe in the negative emanations of the "evil eye" a n d  

try to protect themselves by hanging amulets around their necks .22* 

220 Joseph H. Di Leo. L p t e w  C m e n ' s  D r a w i u  (New York: Brunnery 
Mazel Publishers, 1983) 43. 



The "all-seeing eye" can be observed in the Masonic symbol found on  

the back of the dollar bill, floating mysteriously above an image of a 

pyramid. Members of the order claim that this symbol represents the 

origin of the Masonic Temple dating back to the stonecutters of 

ancient Egypt. The image of the eye appears in innumerable artifacts, 

from cave paintings and folk tales to children's drawings and the  

paintings of modern naive artists. We notice a tendency to use a 

single eye as a representation of a collective source of mysterious 

energy. The single eye is also commonly employed as a symbol of 

ugliness and violence. This usage may have its origins in ancient 

mythology. The one-eyed Greek gods Cyclops, among others, w e re  

regarded as vile and disgusting creatures. In later literary and  

artistic traditions, a man or woman with only one eye was a 

grotesque image used to represent evil. 

According to Jung, the eye is a prototype for mandalas: circular 

figures drawn by people of al1 times and generations which 

represent the psyche. The eye is associated with the sou1 and the  

earth and symbolizes "the center of order in the unconscious".~~~ 

The eye, one of Mayakovsky's most important s ymbols, 

appears frequently in his pre-revolutionary poetry. As with most 

other images, Mayakovsky's use of the word eye is not limited to i ts  

symbolic connotation. We can distinguish the semantics of this w or d 

by observing the poet's use of grammatical number. In rnost cases 

the eye retains its original neutral sense in plural, while in singular 

form it very often acquires idiomatic or metaphorical meaning. 

Mayakovsky uses the eye primarily in singular form. For example, 

221 Jung, vol. 9.1 . 336-7. 



in the poem "Moming" ( Y ~ p o )  the word is used three times, and i n 

two cases it is used in singular form as an idiom. In other cases, 

when the single eye is used by the poet, its meaning is symbolic. 

It is possible that Mayakovsky associated the image of a single 

eye with David Burliuk, his friend and mentor, who lost his eye in 

childhood and had an artificial eye in its place.222 It apparently 

produced so deep an impression on the young poet that he used this 

image in his poema "Cloud Wearing Trousers": 

The single eye becomes a symbol of brutality and pain. Violent 

scenes, abundant in Mayakovsky's cityscapes, often include 

personifications of natural phenornena either losing or injuring a n 

eye: 

a y p a ~ e x o r o  c o n ~ p a  e ~ ~ e n a n  rnao ( 1 2 9 )  

a W rJIa3 HOBOJIYHHR CTpaIIIHO HOCHTCR 
~a M~PTBLIR xynan c lama~oli  06oft~oft. ( 1 :82) 

222 Aseev 323. 



In many poems Mayakovsky's characters appear deprived of 

one eye, a symbol of the havoc of a world in which al1 things a r e  

distorted, disfigured, and deprived: 

A one-eyed person appears several times among May akovs ky 's 

early characters and is an integral part of the poet's tragic and often 

violent depiction of the world. The significance of the eyc symbol in 

Mayakovsky's poetic conception of the self is best expressed in the  

concluding lines of the cycle "Me": 

The poet compares his own loneliness with the single eye of a 

man who must leave "ordinary" sighted people to join the darkness 

of the blind. But even among the blind he is doomed to solitude since 

he truly belongs to neither group. The single eye is often associated 

with a solitude which culminates in complete blindness. The e y e  

symbol in the above lines ties Mayakovsky's poetic persona to 

Mayakovsky the poet, the man to his projection in his own poetry - - 
a kinship clearly indicated in the titles of the poems, "A Few Words 

about Myself' as well as the cycle "Me". 



A Man without an Eye and Leg is another one-eyed 

personification of the Poet, a part of the of the play Traeedv and a n 

alter-ego of the main protagonist, the Poet Vladimir Mayakovsky.223 

Mayakovskyts recurrent portrayal of both blind and single- 

eyed characters can be viewed as a sign of the extreme vulnerability 

of his personality. His representations display a certain kinship w i t h 

the unusual treatment of the image in the drawings of emotionally 

disturbed adolescents who often draw eyes without pupils (blind 

eyes) or omit them altogether. In such cases the eyes may b e  

associated with feelings of shame and guilt, as in Sophocles' tragedy 

where the guilt of incest leads Oedipus to gouge out his own eyes so 

that "they might never look again on what they had no right to  

see" .224 

The original illustrations for the printed version of Tragedv 
a 

executed by Nikolai Burliuk also contain several drawings of the eye. 

The eye is mostly depicted separately from the body and is always 

rendered in a flat two-dimensional perspective. This manner of 

representation is reminiscent of Egyptian paintings and sculptural 

reliefs which commonly show the face in direct profile, with the eye  

always facing front staring directly at the viewer.225 The eye image is  
a .  

used in one of Mayakovsky's own canvases as well. His Compositioq 

is one of the few paintings extant from his futurist period.226 Among 

the repeated round shapes, a prominent yellow circle emerge s 

223 Benidikt Livshits was the first to observe that al1 the characters in the 
tragedy are merely reflections of  the prirnary character, Mayakovsky the 
poet. Benedikt Livshits. Eplytoro-vi streleta (Leningrad: Sovetskii pisatel', 
1989) 446. 
2z4 Di Leo 116. 
225 Di Leo 1 15. 
276 See reproduction in Khardzhiev's JC i s t o i .  



reminiscent of the. Sun. Upon this yellow shape a face is drawn, with 

nose, mouth, and two eyes, one of which is noticeably obliterated and  

might be interpreted as blind. 

The eye and the Sun are frequently connected through their 

common symbolic associations. Both are sources of powerful a n d  

mysterious energy. The eye of the Masonic symbol, for example, is 

surrounded by dense rays, symbolizing the authority of the universe. 

Egyptians use the eye symbol to represent the great Sun deity Horus. 

Veneration of the Sun as the supreme power, the source of cosmic 

light, and giver and sustainer of life was a central religious practice 

in many ancient cultures.227 

In the early verse of Mayakovsky, the eye is often associated 

with the Sun: the "eye in the sky", another recurrent symbol in 

Mayakovsky's lyrics which we will analyze in the following chapter. 

4.3. The Sun and Other Planetary Svmbols 

The Sun has several meanings in Russian poetry. The Sun, the  

moon, and the stars held great respect as classical poetic symbols for 

poets throughout the nineteenth century, as for example in  

Baratynsky's "A Star" (3eesna), Lermontov's "1 Walk out on the Road 

Alone" (Buxo~y  OAHH f i  Ha nopory), Pushkin's "Winter Morning" 

( 3 ~ ~ ~ e e  y ~ p o ) ,  and Tiutchev's "Uraniîa". Early symbolists were most 

interested in Roman and Greek mythologies in which the sun  

occupies one of the highest positions in the pantheon of gods. It is a n  

image regarded with great respect in Old Russian culture as well 

227 Di Leo 1 14-5. 



where it was represented by the sun-god Iarilo. Balmont's famou s 

collection Let Us Be as the Sun ( 6 y ~ e ~  Kan conaue) and Remizov's 

cycle of folkloric lyric prose entitled "Sunward" (1907) are some 

obvious examples of the value invested in this image. Ivanov's poem 

"Atlantida" (1910) features a sun-god (Conue6or) who is later 

annihilated for his transgression against heavenly love Solar 

mythology also occurs in the works of Gorky and Bely. In 1909- 19 1 7 

Sergey Makovsky published A ~ o l l o n  (God of the sun), a literary and 

art journal which reflected the classical leanings of the Acmeists. By 

this time, however, degraded by Blok and other symbolists, celestial 

images had already begun to fade. For the futurists, the Sun, t he  

moon and the stars were nature symbols which they placed in 

opposition to such achievements of modern technology as electrici ty . 
There are numerous examples of this in the poetry of Burliuk, 

Kruchenykh (viz Victorv over the Sun (no6e~a  Han c o n ~ u e ~ ) )  and  

Khlebnikov. In Mayakovsky's early poetry celestial images take on 

various symbolic meanings reflecting both traditional and moderni s t 

vantage points. 

The Sun is so prevalent a symbol in Mayakovsky's work that he 

can be truly called a "sun worshipper", or in his own words, "the 

sunls own herald" .*29 

Mayakovsky's treatment of the Sun image is multivalent. He 

gives it three primary meanings: 

1. Neutral, the Sun as a source of light: 

228 V. Ivanov, ~ o t v o r ~  I poemy, 
.. . Biblioteka poeta: malen'kaia senia 

(Leningrad: n-p., 1976) 227-8. 
229 Con~neV YTO w,/ c~oero/ r n a t n a ~ a d  Tan H 3a6ynemb palse? ( 1 :169). 



2. Pejorative. the Sun as a clichéd poetic symbol: 

IIpxnmm nanauanm B psimnx eoaocmax 
C O ~ H U ~  H ~ J I ~ C H ~ J I O  B ~ C  H ~ ~ O ~ ~ J I H B O C T ~ K )  O B O ~ ~  (1  :42) 

3. Symbolic (in this case the Sun is usually personified), 

a) the sun as a powerful elemental force: 

b) The sun as god, the heavenly ruler of the earth who in the  

poet's mythopoeic space is given the role of the poet's 

father. 

We will examine the latter two of Mayakovsky's treatments of 

the sun image in detail, since they have the most relevance to Our 

analysis of his literary prirnitivism. 



The fact that the Sun is designated the role of the pûet's father 

is not accidental. Mayakovsky's feelings, emotions, moods. and his 

actions are always hyperbolized. Everything around him takes on a n  

exaggerated, gigantic size. In Mayakovsky's inflated world view, the  

introduction of the planets as principal characters is a logical step in 

the development of his poetics. The Sun, more than any other planet, 

is a perfectly suited father to Mayakovsky's hyperbolized lyrical 

hero. The relationship between the poet and his father the Sun is 

always in a state of flux, often framed by situations of conflict and 

set in violent scenes. The Sun as both the supreme power of the  

universe and the poet's father is the only figure of authority over 

Mayakovsky's otherwise omnipotent persona: 

The Sun is also the poet's Oedipal rival who impedes his goal of 

intimate union with his mother, as embodied by the earth, a female 

counterpart of the Sun. At times the earth appears as the poet's sister 

or lover: 

The same is bue of the moon: 



The role of the mother attributed to the earth in Mayakovsky's 

mythopoeic structure is influenced by long-standing traditions 

already developed in Greek and Roman mythologies and still found  

today in world folklore. Peculiar to Mayakovsky's poetics is his use of 

the earth to symbolize both female sexuality and women's "evil 

naturet'. The multiplicity of the roles played by female celestial 

images in Mayakovsky's verse only serves to underscore the  

significance of the developing Oedipal and incestual conflicts, a s 

Mother Earth and moon become sister, lover, or wife.230 

In the poem from 1916 "To His Beloved Self the Author 

Dedicates These Lines" (CeBe, J I I ~ ~ H M O M Y ,  ïIoCBffWReT 3TH CTPOHH 

a e ~ o p ) ,  Mayakovsky's hero continues his search for his place in the  

universe. In order to show his alienation from the real word, his 

frustration, and his loneliness, Mayakovsky portrays his hero as a 

kind of mythical giant of inconceivable grandeur with sexual 

ambitions proportionate to his overwhelming size: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * .  
O, ecm 6 6un R ~ycnnarft, xan conme! 
O Y B H ~  M H e  Han0 CHRHbeM MOHM IiOHTb 
3 e ~ n r  o~ouqasmee n o ~ ~ e !  (1:120) 

During his megalomaniacal competition with the Sun the hero 

assumes the stance of a rebellious youth who declares with defiance 

230 Further discussion of celestial female images appear in the section 
"Archetype of the Mother" in chapter 3. 



that "he would not care to fil1 the insides of the earth with h i s  

shining light" ( c H R H ~ ~ ) .  This statement reveals the Poet's secre t  

fantasy to take over the sun's place alongside the earth, his mother ,  

thus assuming his father's masculine role. The Poet's int imidation 

before the very process of creation. in which the earth and the s u n  

play a major role, is obvious. His challenge to the Sun reveals his f e a r  

of sexual union: the "sunshine", or  rays of the Sun, symbolize t h e  

regalia of the sun's male power with which he will impregnate t h e  

earth "CHRHIIM n o m b  ~ ~ M J I H  oToqaemee n o m e " ,  where "no~o" 

literally means "uterus". 

The above episode is not the only scene in this poem that can b e  

viewed in physical terms. The Poet's identification with other na  tu r  a l  

phenomena, such as the "great ocean" and the thunder also imply a 

sexual subtext: 

We have pointed out Mayakovsky's pervasive use of 

personified planets and other natural phenomena as principal 

characters in a poetic mythology similar to a pre-Christian view of 

the world. Mayakovsky does not limit himself by borrowing 

.exclusively from any particular period of human history, his use of 

Judeo-Christian elements is of a special significance in under  s tand in  g 

the symbolic connections in  his early poetry. 



4.4. Mavakovskv's Use of Biblical Images and Their Interaction 

with Elements Borrowed from Pre-Christian Mvtholoeies 

4.4.1. The Poet's Messianism and His Relationship with God 

One distinctive feature of Mayakovsky's poetics is the fusion of 

elements from pre-Christian mythology with Biblical images and  

events. When used in the same context as pagan imagery, the Biblical 

components are moved to the background, and at times are a source 

for extended metaphors. In the following example the Sun is 

compared with Herod's wife, and the earth with the head of John the  

Baptist: 

TUCRY y pa3 onnRmeT Hpon~anoft 
conHue s e ~ n ~ o  - 
ronoey K p e c ~ ~ ~ e n ~ .  

Mayakovsky's attitude toward the Judeo-Christian tradition in 

his early poetry is marked by dualism characteristic of his entire 

oeuvre. His irreverent revolt against God is not an atheistic stance 

but, as Stahlberger noted, rather anti-theistic. On the one hand, h e 

accepts the Judeo-Christian myth of creation, Christ, and the doctrine 

of Christian redemption, and draws upon them in the construction of 

his own myth. On the other hand, he rejects a universal order which 

allows for human suffering and physical pain, especially his O w n .231 

One source of such pain for Mayakovsky's Poet is very often his 

unrequited love, but the ultimate cause of pain is God the Creator. 

231 Stahlberger 69. 



These themes of love and God run parallel to each other beginning 

with Mayakovsky's first poema "Cloud Wearing Pants" (191 5). 

B c e ~ o r y ~ y ~ R ,  TU evnyaaan napy p y ~ ,  
cnenan,/ YTO y nammro e c n  ronoea,- 
oTvero TH He snnyaaan,/ nro6 6uno 6e3 M ~ K  
UenOBaTb , UWiOBaTb, U B J I O B ~ T ~ ?  ! (1:8o) 

Mayakovsky's indignation is reminiscent of the outrage of 

Pushkin's Salieri: both struggle against the cruelty of divine injustice 

and blame God for their failures. The nature of their accusations is 

nevertheless quite different. Salieri's concern is essentially worldly, 

while Mayakovsky's poet suffers from the existential pain of a savior 

unable to complete the act of salvation: 

As a challenge to God and the universe, Mayakovsky invents 

his own religious myth, and allows his lyrical hero to play all major 

roles: the prophet of a new messiah, the savior, the martyr, the  

scapegoat and the sacrificial lamb. The primary goal of Mayakovsky's 

messianic mission is the salvation of men through his poetic gift.232 

Ultimately, the poet offers his followers a somewhat simple and  

primitivistic religion, with invocations "as simple as a cow's moo" to  

open the people's "new souls". The reward for the conversion to  

Mayakovsky's cult is a way to sensual pleasures: 

232 Stahlberger discusses this topic from a different angle (64-79). 



Here, " m u n  " takes on two meanings: the literal meaning " tongue" 

with its implicit eroticism, and that of "language", a reference to the  

Biblical Tower of Babel. This merging of Biblical imagery with 

Dionysian physicality is another exarnple of the trajectory of t he  

poet's myth-making process. 

In Tragedv the poet's unsophisticated, "simple as a cow's moo" 

preaching is based on a rejection of nature in favor of such technical 

innovations as electricity and the railroad. Mayakovsky's glorification 

of technology seems in tune with the futurists' fascination for  

scientific wonders. Nevertheless, when the hero attempts t O 

propagandize this supposed industrial paradise, he invariably fails in  

many respects. He shows the negative impact of technology on the  

souls of the people, especially his own, and often reverts to 

conventional poetic syrnbols of nature, using base and visceral 

images that are the antithesis of the futurist sensibility. For example, 

in the prologue of Traeedv, Mayakovsky declares his "hatred for 

morning rays" and half-mockingly crowns himself a "king of lamps". 

After his inspired sermon, the poet retreats to his throne which is 

decorated by stars (a clichCd poetic image) and to his comfortable 

bed made of dung (an image of rustic life and fertility). Later in  

Tragedv the poet States that electricity was not a futurist invention 

but in fact was discovered centuries ago by ancient Greeks a n d  

Egyptians who extracted it by rubbing the fur of their "dry black 

cats". Then the Old Man, one of Mayakovsky's poetic personae, offers 



the cats as a substitute for God. He urges the people to abandon 

religion for the pleasure of stroking dry black cats. 

In the creation of his own poetic myth Mayakovsky closely 

follows the canonical patterns of the life of Christ with whom h e  

frequently identifies in his pre-revolutionary verse. Like Christ's 

death in the New Testament, the poet's life ends in crucifixion, 

exacted with mortification and pain: 

Mayakovsky's identification with Christ recasts him as the n e  w 

son of God. The Poet-savior and his heavenly father enter the rea lm 

of underlying Oedipal conflict, a subcurrent prevalent in the Poet's 

relationship to parental figures. Although a female protagonist to God 

is missing, leaving the traditional family circle and the conflict i t  

engenders incomplete, the Poet's feelings toward his father God a r e  

nevertheless infused with jealousy and rivalry. 

The p o e u  "Cloud Wearing Pants" is the poet's only work i n  

which we find a female character with Biblical associations. Here 

Mayakovsky gives a lyrical account of his romantic attachment to t h e  

woman named Maria. Even though this female character may h a v e  



been modeled after an actual acquaintance of Mayakovsky,233 it is 

quite possible that the poet chose the name Maria to establish a 

Biblical connection. The context in which Maria is first mentioned 

emphasizes a kinship between Maria and the Virgin Mary. The image 

of the Virgin on the icon in the tavern anticipates the first mention of 

Maria, the Poet's beloved, by only a few lines: 

, , , B yrny - rnasa Kpyrnu, - 
r n a 3 a ~ a  B cepnue n e n a c a  B o r o ~ a ~ e p b .  
Yero ornapHsaTb no ura6noay a a ~ a n ë s a ~ n o a a y  
CHRHHeM TPaECTHPHJ7K) OpaBy ! 
B H ~ H ~ u ~  - OIIRTL/ r o n r o @ ~ ~ n y  o n n ë e a ~ ~ o ~ y  
n p e n n o u ~ ~ a i o ~  Bapa~y? ( 1 :74-75) 

The Poet's disdainful treatment of the Virgin is typical of his 

misogynist attitude toward women. Referring to himself a s 

" ronro@x~n"  (crucified at Calvary), he jealously accuses Maria of 

"flirting" with the drunken customers and cornplains to her about his 

sad fate. The focus here is on the Poet's close association with the  

mother of Christ, who, by the tone and context of the situation, is cast 

as perhaps his own mother or even his wife. This is the same dualism 

in female roles we have already observed in the relationship 

between the Poet, the earth and the moon. 

The entire p-a is filled with sexual images and violent 

scenes. The extremely tense emotional atmosphere is created by the  

Poet's anticipation of an intimate relationship with Maria. His 

expectations are never fulfilled and the responsibility for his f ailure 

is blamed on God: 

233 Maria Denisova, whom the poet met during his futurist excursion to Odessa 
(1 :469). 



Here, in one of Mayakovsky's most blasphemous works, the Poe t  

actually realites his death wish for his father God in revenge for h is  

frustrated hope to possess Maria. If we accept a possible symbolic 

interpretation of Maria and the Virgin Mary as two aspects of a 

single female character, namely the poetts mother and his lover, t h e  

scenario becomes suggestive of the myth of Oedipus in which t h e  

situation of the son gives rise to two extreme wishes -- the wish t o  

kill the father and to marry the mother.234 

It is interesting to note how the relationship of the Poet to h i s  

father-God is essentially the same as to his father-sun. For 

Mayakovsky, both God and the Sun personify the supreme power of 

the universe and both are symbols of destruction. Compare the 

treatment of God and of the Sun in the following passages: 

. . 60r/ ropona na namea/ PY~UHT 

( "Cloud Wearing Pants" 1 :6 7 ) 

T e6e ,/ opyweaay :/ « Paopyury , pa3p yrny ! », 
BbIpe3aBUIeMy HOYb H 3  OKPOBaBJXeHHPX KâPHH30B 

( to the Sun in "1 and Napoleon" (R H Hanoneo~) 1 :84) 

He seeks retribution for the cruelties he has suffered b y 

threatening an assault on God, as well as on the Sun: 

234 Freud, Q n  Creavitv and Un- 217. 



Yepeo ceicyeny/ ecTpevy R 1ie6 cauoaegmua ,- 
BO3bMy H ~ 6 b ~ )  COJIHUe! ( 1 :84) 

Given the above similarities in Mayakovsky's portrayals of thes e 

paternal images we can presume that God and the Sun are two 

manifestations of the same father archetype. 

Lawrence Stahlberger suggests that Mayakovsky's treatment of 

the Old Testament God is different from his portrayal of Jesus. 

According to S tahlberger, Mayakovsky abhors God the Creator b u t 

sympathizes with the suffering and humiliated Christ (69-73). W e 

believe, however, that Mayakovsky's attitude toward Christ and the  

Creator cannot be determined absolutely . Amidst the Poet's endless 

merciless struggles against God the Father and his heavenly kingdom 

we can still find a few works full of deep reverence and deferential 

worship, such as the poem "Listen!". We also find instances of 

derogative treatment of Christ in Mayakovsky's lyrics, such as in the 

scene from "Cloud Wearing Pants" where Christ is "smelling the  

forget-me-not of the poet's soul" as the Poet groans his appeals for 

sexual gratification. This episode is a good example of Mayakovsky's 

use of Christian elements for the expression of carnal feelings: 

tension is created by comparing the crudeness of the poet's primitive 

lust with the peacefulness of the Christian prayer: 

M ~ ~ H R  ! 
n03T CoHeTbI noT T~axe ,  
a R - eeca 133 ~ m a J  YenoBeK Becb - 
Teno T B O ~  IIPOCTO npomy, 



The various personae Mayakovsky adopts during his li terar y 

performance range from that of the irreverent and rebellious son of 

the divine father, to a meek and repentant poet-martyr. In "Cloud 

Wearing Pants" the Poetts unsatisfied desire provokes h i  s 

blasphemous attacks on God, while in "Wu and the Universet' the  

Poet is ready to pay not only for his own sins but for d l  the vices of 

mankind. The themes of the Poet's abnegation and martyrdom a r e  

developed most tragically and with great intensity in this poema. The 

Poet miraculousIy travels through several stages of Christian history 

in order to Save people and redeem them of their sins. Before 

assuming responsibility for al1 of mankind's evil, Mayakovsky r e - 
stages various acts of anti-Christian cruelty casting himself in the  

role of perpetrator: he becomes a Roman observing the massacre of 

Christians, an inquisitor torturing heretics, he pokes out the eyes of a 

war prisoner, and burns and destroys cities (1:156-8). By identifying 

himself as a brutal cannibal who skins and devours a living creature 

and decapitates a sacrificial infant to a pagan god, Mayakovsky's 

pushes his Poet's Christian guilt to its apogee: 

He confesses all the sins of the universe in the name of Christ. 

Christ is mentioned twice to stress the Poetts strong desire for  

Christian compassion. The poema rises to an apocalyptic climax i n  



which Mayakovsky as a repentant sinner enters a new world order 

of earthly paradise where people are "better and more merciful t han 

God himself' (1 : 159). Interestingly, the Mayakovsky's sacrifice does 

not culminate in death, as does Christ's. On the contrary, the Poet is 

the only survivor of the apocalypse worthy of receiving the  

"communion of the new days" (1: 158). The scene of the birth of the  

new world is one of the most spectacular events in al1 of 

Mayakovsky's pre-revolutionary work. The Poet, in anticipation of 

the new paradise, demonstrates his divine powers by offering to 

produce a grove of flowering trees from his eye and by erecting 

cities with the mere effort of his brain. In a Christ-like rnanner, the  

new messiah performs his greatest miracle by resurrecting the ea r  t h 

itself, like Lazarus, from the dead: 

Mayakovsky's variations of Christian doctrine are al w ay s 

slanted toward self-mythologizing. In his p oem a "Man" May akov s ky 

uses a hagiographic format to create the story of his life, death and 

resurrection. His persona, in its megalomaniac thirst for glory a n d 

recognition. is entirely lacking in the humility of Christ. As a result, 

the meaning of his sacrifice loses its universal significance and  

becomes a matter of mere self-assertion. 



4.4.2. The Concept of Sacrifice in Mayakovsky's 

Poetic Mythology. 

The theme of sacrifice in Mayakovsky's lyrics is closely 

associated with the poet's inner turmoil, anguish and pain so 

frequently revealed in his early poems (6ona H ~ o c ~ a ) .  It is also a 

central defining factor for the identity of Mayakovsky's poetic "1" 

within the framework of his personal mythology. Suicide, as a 

manifestation of sacrifice, is a prominently recurrent theme in 

Mayakovsky's early verse. As we have mentioned in Our 

psychoanalytical essay, the bleakness and pessimism of 

Mayakovsky's lyrics most likely stem from his overall depres sive 

nature. Consequently, the suffering of his poetic persona more or less 

reflects Mayakovsky's unstable emotional state during his life, which 

eventually led to several suicide attempts. We can see the traces of 

Mayakovsky's deep preoccupation with death and suicide in his early 

poems. 

The predominant moods of his first poems written in 1 9 1 2 - 
1913 are those of loneliness and isolation, with feelings of confusion 

and self-doubt in a strange and threatening city. "1 am going to sob 

alone", " 1 am alone as the last eye of a man going to the blind", "1 a m  

drowning in the boulevards, blown by the anguish of the deserts" a r e  

. some of Mayakovsky's most revealing lines from that period. His 

attitude toward people in the poetry of this stage is hostile and  

mistnisting. He sees them as a homogeneous mass of petty bourgeois 



who abuse his poetic gift for which he pays so high a price in misery  

and torment .235 

Toward the second half of 1913 Mayakovsky's myth of t h e  

poet-martyr begins to take shape. It appears that this pervas ive  

pessimism and death-wish is transformed into a cry for se l f -  

immolation in martyrdom as a redemptive sacrifice for mankind.  

Interestingly, the theme of the sacrificial hero presents a form of 

heroism that is commonly associated with the ego-building process of 

late adolescence.236 In Traeedy we can already see al1 the m a i n  

elements of Mayakovsky's mythological thinking: his search for soul, 

messianism, rebellion against God, and his compelling drive t O w a r d  

the sacrifice of self and of his poetic gift for the benefit of mankind.  

This latter component of the Poet's myth, which most pertains to Our 

topic will be the subject of closer analysis in this xhapter. 

. The notion of sacrifice exists in alrnost al1 religious beliefs, 

including Greek and Roman mythologies as well as in the Bible. T h e  

symbol of the sacrificial lamb, so prevalent in the Judeo-Christian 

tradition, originates from the rites of human and animal sacrifice b y 

primitive man who used it to assuage the anger of their pagan gods  

and petition them for favors. Christ, who is often referred to in t h e  

Bible as a "sacrificial lamb", is the most significant mode1 f o r  

Mayakovsky's reading of this symbol. Still, his poetic mythology, 

characterized by an admixture of elements taken from variou s 

systems of religious belief, encompasses multiple interpretations of 

this emblem. The sacrifice of a baby mutilated by the "barbarian" 

235 The relationship of the Poet to the crowd will be discussed later in this 
chapter. 
236 Henderson 121. 



poet in "War and the Universe"237 is one manifestation of this 

archetype. Mayakovsky's strong antipathy toward children c an 

account for several other occurrences of children's death in his earl y 

poetry. Another such case, and probably the strongest, is descri bed 

in the infamous first line of the poem "A Few Words about Myself'. 

In the second part of the poem the theme of sacrifice, pregnant 

with pre-Christian and Biblical motives, is blended into the irnagery 

of Mayakovsky's own poetic mythology. The Poet invokes the fat  her- 

sun asking for mercy to spare him from suffering. His sou1 is hanging 

in the "burnt-out sky on a rusty cross of a bell tower". The direct 

parallel with the sacrifice of Christ is clear, and is reinforced by the  

Poet's reproach to his heavenly father "this is my blood, shed by you" 

in paraphrase of Jesus' words. The correlation with Christ is 

underscored by ecclesiastical images of the icon, the cathedral, a n d 

the bell tower. The identification of the Poet with Jesus becomes 

clear in the scene where Christ escapes from the icon. With the icon 

thus left blank, the Poet seeks to take the place of Jesus' figure with 

his own. In the invocation that follows, the Poet asks time, 

personified as a painter of icons, to draw his own face on the icon to 

secure his own immortality. The hero's inner pain is externalized b y 

his attribution of physical handicaps to every personified image 

appearing in this episode: a swollen sky, a tom up cloud, limping 

Time, a freakish Century,238 a one-eyed man, and the blind. 

237 See the previous chapter for a discussion of this episode. 
238 We believe that between the two possible readings of the collocation 
"yponna seKaw. the one that translates as "a freak century" is considerably 
more logical than "a freak of times", translated into the genetive case as is 
suggested by the absence of hyphenation. "Freak of times" is an obscure 
reference to an unknown "freak". This might be a mocking reference to God. 
but even in this case the notion of God would be time-limited by the word 



In Tragedv, Mayakovsky develops the motif of sacrifice in 

several places. In the second act, Mayakovsky, who is elected a 

prince, receives gifts in the fonn of tears from his vassals. Unable to 

cope with so much human tragedy and pain, the Poet-prince 

ultimately collects the tears to offer them as sacrifice to the primitive 

god of storms. The play begins with Mayakovsky, "perhaps, the last 

poet" on earth, who "carries his soul on a platter for the dinner of 

coming years" .239 The scene is reminiscent of the Biblical episode of 

the beheading of John the Baptist at the hands of the Judaeats 

emperor Herod to please his daughter Salome.240 Instead of a head, in 

Tragedv Mayakovsky carries his soul, a syrnbol of his poetic gift 

which is ready to be sacrificed to the coming years. It is the poet's 

bitter realization that the fruit of his labor will not survive the  

centuries but will instead be devoured by time: 

B ~ M  nH ~ O H I I T I ,  
noYeMy R, 
CIIOKORHHR, 
HâCMeIlIeK rp030IO 
nyrny H a  6nyne Hecy 
K o6eny H A ~ I I J H X  ner 

"veka". If we read it "ypoma-eena" as in " c r a p y x a - s p e ~ ~ " ,  the gap is filled 
between the reference to time as "icon-dabbler" and Mayakovsky's wish for 
commemoration and rememberance is achieved. 
239 "aymy Ha 6nrone Hecy n o6eny rprnyxqHx ner"  (1:41). 
240 Mayakovsky uses the same story again in a more obvious fonn in "06naxo B 
rnTaHâX " . 



Mayakovsky's sacrifice offered for the sake of humankind, a s  

with Jesus, is neither rewarded nor understood by his 

contemporaries. On the contrary, his relationship to the people 

becornes increasingly complicated and tragic in direct parallel to  

Christ. 

4.5. The Poet and the Ctowd 

4.5.1. The Avant-garde Artist and the Crowd 

One prominent feature consistent to movements of the avant-  

garde is the attempt to create a foundation for new artistic directions 

by challenging academic traditions and vexing conservative 

audiences. While many critics and artists are ready to accept 

innovation, the public is more likely to gravitate toward familiar, 

more "intelligible" canonical forms of art. An avant-garde arti  s t 

makes it his goal to prepare the ground for new art by reforming t he  

regressive tastes of his audience. In performance, many artists go so  

far as to insult spectators both verbally and physically, provo king 

shock and scandai. 

The Russian futurists were experts in this tactic. They marked  

the appearance of their group with the famous demonstration down  

Kuznetsky Most in 1913, during which they marched with painted 

faces reciting poems and harassing pedestrians whose reaction w a s  

generally more of excitement than shock. They toured various cities 

throughout Russia where their provocative lectures w e r e  

accompanied by scandals of major proportion. These public 

disturbances immediately placed the futurists at odds with local 



authorities and police and sometimes resulted in the cancellation of  

performances. Because of these notorious activities, Mayakovsky a n d 

Burliuk were expelled from The Moscow School of Sculpture a n d  

Architecture in 1914. This technique of public defiance w a s  

borrowed from the Italians who had begun their futurist pa rades  

and provocative performances a few years earlier and were e v e n  

more successful in their attempts to "épater le bourgeois": 

. . . the confrontation of the audience by the Futur is t  

was completely direct, systematic, thorough, a n d 

protracted. Moving from city to city, they presented a 

series of outrageous and provocative opening nights i n  

which every aspect of the evening contributed to t h e  

desired effect. The attitude of the readers was arrogant,  

confident, energetic, and belligerent; they exchanged 

comments and insults with the spectators. The style of 

readings was loud and direct, making use of support ing 

noises and musical sounds.231 

These methods of épatage were masterfully appropriated b y 

Russian futurists and were used on several occasions. The t w o  

Russian futurist plays T r u e d v  by Mayakovsky and Victory over t h e  

SUQ by Kruchenykh, Khlebnikov, and Matiushin were very successful 

at provoking the kind of outrage instigated by the impromptu public 

performances that had preceded them. However, as with O t h e r  

futurist stage appearances, the public was al1 too willing to p lay  

241Michael Kirby, Victoria Nes Kirby. F u t u t  P e r f o r w  (New York: PaJ 
Publications, 1986) 14. 



along with the futurists' well known desire for scandal. The audience 

became part of the action, performing "obstructions" as if on cue: 

"Kruchenykh was whistled and hissed at as much as, if not m o r e  

than, Mayakovsky, but the public was not angry; they shouted  

encouragement at the actors, who swallowed them silently, w i thou t 

answering back. "242 

In spite of this "learned" public response to the insults of t h e  

futurists, Mayakovsky, more than any other futurist, managed t O 

outrage the petty bourgeois with his subversive and offensive 

poetry. The reaction of the patrons of the "Stray Dog" cafe to his bold 

and presumptuous poem "To You!" (Baas!) is a good example of t h e  

kind of scandals his poetry caused (1:473n). 

4.5.2. Mayakovsky 's Crowd and Romantic Tradition 

Mayakovsky's interaction with his public was not limited t o  

insults and accusations hurled at bourgeois philistines. On numerou  s 

occasions his verses address the people with complaints, invocations 

and calls to celebration. 

Throughout Mayakovsky's early poetry the overriding a t t i t ude  

of the poet toward the crowd is characterized by antithesis. T h e  

poet's l y n d  "1" is often opposed to the oppressiveness of t h e  

crowd's "you" in al1 its overwhelming hostile plurality:243 

Bce su Ha 6a6ouxy ~ O ~ T H H O ~ O  cepnua 
B ~ ~ ~ O M O ~ A H T ~ C ~ ,  rp~mnre, B Kanoxuax H 6e3 xanom. 

242 K. Tomashevsky. "Vladimir Mayakovsky". TheDrama Review 15 (1971): 100. 
z43 Stahlberger 64-5. 



Tonna 03~epee.r 6 y n e ~  ~ e p e ~ b c ~ ? ,  
OueTHHHT HOMKH CTOïRaBûR BOIIIb, 

The loneliness of the Poet isolated within the multitude of t h e  

hostile crowd is a contrast typical of romantic poetry. Nevertheless, 

for Mayakovsky this relationship is ambivalent. M ayakov s ky  

approaches the subject of the crowd differently from Lermontov i n  

"often Surrounded by a Motley Crowd" ( K ~ H  vacTo necrpoa Tonnom 

oapymea") or Pushkin in "Poet and Crowd" ( n o 3 ~  H  onn na), to cite 

two examples.244 Both poets consider the crowd to be made up of 

only a certain segment of the Russian population: common folk in 

Pushkin's poem, 

or high society in Lermontov's: 

vamo necTpoio Tonnom onpymea, 
Korna nepeno M R O ~  X ~ K  6 y a ~ 0  6u CKBOOL COH, 

i I p ~  m p e  aaymne H n n n c ~ a ,  
npir AHHOM menoTe o a ~ ~ e p r n e ~ ~ u x  pe~eft, 
Menmaro~ o6pasrr 6 e ~ ~ y m i i u e  nionen, 

~ ~ H J I H Y ~ ~ M  CTRHYTbie M ~ c H H . * ~ ~  

244 Stahlberger sees Mayakovsky's poet as a variation of romantic dandy of the 
type which in Russian literature is represented by Pushkin's Onegin and 
Lermontov's Pechorin (74-5). 
245 A. S. Pushkin, S-tie sochinenii 

. . . . v trekh t&, vol. 3 (Moscow: 
Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1985) 435. 
246 M. Iu. Lermontov. Sprhi n e n i i g  vol.1 (Moscow: Ptavda, 1988) 184. 



Mayakovsky, on the contrary, appeals to a broad cross-section 

of people: 

Mff0f0 OnfiTb CJiâBOCJïOBRTCR 

MymuHwar, oanëma~aare Kan 60nbnnua 
H M ~ H ~ H H U ,  ~ c ~ p ë n a n ~ u e ,  nan nocno~srta. (1:62) 

More often, the crowd is specified neither by the class of i ts 

people nor by any of its particular features. It simply consists of al1 

"others" who are not Mayakovsky himself. Very often Mayakovsky's 

opponent is a collective "bourgeois" who, as Stahlberger s hre w dl y 

observed, is "distinguished by his easy acceptance of relations hips 

under the conditions of the present" and is "someone with a family, 

with a wife and children, with friends, al1 contained with the group" 

(66). Furthermore, Pushkin and Lermontov's prophets are so 

distanced from the people that they are barely affected by the  

hostility of the mob: having escaped to the desert, they dedicate 

themselves solely to their poetic art. Mayakovsky's Poet, a city 

dweller, must face the crowd on the common ground of the "urban 

inferno". 

The immediacy of the Poet-crowd relationship is alread y 

established in the earliest of Mayakovsky's poems. In the poem 

"Take it!" (Ha~e! )  cited earlier, the crowd is compared with a one- 



hundred-headed flea. In "Night" (Hotfb) the Poet is haunted by a 

crowd-cat who persecutes hirn with its boisterous cackle. The 

coadunation of the crowd is suggested by the metaphor of a "Party- 

colored fast cat". In another poem the crowd appears wet as a 

newborn animal young licked al1 over by its mother: MOHpaR, ~ Y A T O  

ee 0 6 n ~ 3 a n ~ , ~ o n n a  (1  :113). In the poem "Next Day" (CnenymqnR 

n e m )  the crowd is cornpared to a trotting hare ( T P ~ C R I ~ H R  3al1~) .  I n 

al1 of these examples, the poet's urban isolation is emphasized by the  

inhuman aspect of the crowd. 

Tonna - n e c ~ p o n r ë p c ~ a ~  6arc~pair nomna - 
ïïnUJïa, H ~ ~ H B ~ R C ~ ,  XBBPRMH BJïeKOMa; (1:23) 

4.5.3. Mayakovsky 's Shamanism 

Edward Tylor States that shamans, medicine men, witch doctors 

and other leaders in non-industrial societies are often selected from 

among those individuals who are mentally unstable or prone to 

epileptic fits: 

Persons whose constitutional unsoundness induces 

morbid manifestations are indeed marked out by nature 

to become seers and sorcerers. Among the Patagonians, 

patients seized with falling sickness or St. Vitusts dance 

were at once selected for magicians, as chosen by the  

demons themselves who possessed, distorted, a n d 



convulsed them. Among Siberian tribes, the s h aman  s 

select children liable to convulsions as suitable to b e  

brought up to the profession, which is apt to become 

hereditary with the epileptic tendencies it belongs to. 

Thus, even in the lower cultures, a class of sickly 

brooding enthusiasts begin to have that power over t h e  

minds of their lustier fellows, which they have kept in so 

remarkable a way through the course of history.247 

Mayakovsky's interaction with the crowd in Traeedv  suggests  

the behavior of a spiritual leader of primitive rituals.248 T h e  

protagonist's madness, repeatedly rnentioned throughout the e a r l y  

poetry, supports this conclusion.249 However, only in Tragedv doe  s 

the Poet's insanity appear in conjunction with his function a s  

spiritual leader. We have already mentioned Mayakovsky's role a s 

harbinger of primitive religion in the Prologue to T r a g e d y  His 

behavior continues to follow a specific pattern throughout the play. 

At the beginning of the first act, the poet offers to perform a d a n c e  

for his audience: 

XOTHTB - 
ceftvac nepen eaMa 6 y n e ~  TamesaTb 

3 a M e ~ â T e n b ~ b I R  IIOJT? 
( 1  :43) 

- -  

247 Tylor ii 132. 
248 Katherine Lahti suggests that in Dar- Mayakovsky plays the role of 
ritual leader of ancient Greek ditherambs. Kathenne Lahti, W o v  s k v ' ~  
-, diss.. Yale U. 1991 (Ana Arbor: UMI. 1995). 
249 For more on the theme of madness, see chapter 3, section "Archetype of the 
Shadow". 



In the speech following these Iines, the poet evokes the mood  

of primitive ritual with its hallucinatory sense of the uncanny: 

incantations, apparently nonsensical actions, the playing of s imple  

musical instruments (tambourine, flute), yelling and drinking: 

At the end of the speech in which he invites his audience t o  

participate in ritual performance, the Poet prepares to enter a s t a t e  

of madness, or from our perspective, of ceremonial trance which will  

empower him to lead the "universal feast" ( B C ~ M H ~ H N ~ ~  n p a 3 n ~ ~ w ) .  

~ a t e r  in the same act the Poet urges his peers to devour the "meat of 

the century" which, considering the anthropomorphic character of 

the "century", can be interpreted either as ritual consumption2~o of 

the sacrificial meat or simply an act of cannibalism. 

There are, in fact, several references to the flesh-eating in t h e  

play: 

250 As in Dionysian feasts in which the ritual animal was dissected and 
consumed by the participants. 



Toward the end of the first act the feast becomes more intense 

and everyone participates in an orgiastic naked dance. S uddenl y, 

they set out to erect a monument to the "red meat": 

N n ë ~ ,  -/ rne 3a CBRTOCTL/ pacnRnH npopona, 
Tena OTLtaAHM Pa30AeTOMy RJiRCy, 
H a  uëpsoaa rpaHHTe rpexa H nopoxa 
iIOCTaBHM IiaMRTHHH KPaCHOMY MflCY, ( 1 5 1 )  

The crude and primitive character of the celebration is 

emphasized by a contrast to the sanctity of the prophet with the  

sinfulness and wickedness of the crowd. 

During the period of increasing ecstasy, a giant cardboard 

woman reminiscent of a -human body fetish, becomes the center of 

attention. At the onset of a general trance-madness, the cardboard 

id01 is dropped : 

# 1 1 , m b # ~ 1 1 # # m * # 1 . . . 1 . @ # # m . 1 1 @ ~ 1 m # m 1 #  

A O T ~ C H H B ~ W T  no neepH. . . . B e s y ~ ~ e  Hanopsanocb. 
Me~IqHlry 6 p o c ~ n ~ .  [Stage remarks] (151)  

The psychology of the crowd, so different from the rational 

behavior of a modern individual, is a vestige of primitive ritualistic 

behavior determined by "irresistible passion for imitation" .251 1 n 

Tragedy the submissive character of the crowd is well illustrated 
- - - - - - - 

Robert Nye, "Savage Crowds", Elazar Balkan. Ronald Bush. eds. Preh i s tories 
e. The P m t i v i s t  Pr ct and & Cui= o f  Mode- (Stanford: 

SUP, 1995), 50. 



throughout the play. Its destructive potential emerges when th e 

crowd finally turns against its leader, another indication of t he  

complexities of the Poet/crowd dynamic: 

Yrpom : 
Tu noroBopH erqë T ~ M !  
Mar 1x3 ~ e 6 ~  cnenaeM pary, 
KâH H3 KpOJXHHâ! 

Note that the crowd, assurning the role of predator, threatens to 

cook its leader, comparing him to a rabbit. 

4.5.4. Who Is the Oppressor? 

Ambiguity lies at the heart of the relationship of Mayakovsky's 

Poet to the crowd. The Poet's attitude to the people varies from that  

of a patron, in his role as king and prophet, to that of a scapegoat o r  

martyr figure who offers himself in redernptive sacrifice for the  

vices of mankind. As we have previously mentioned, the Poet's 

martyrdom is characterized by a lack of hurnility and self-denial. 

Prepared to sacrifice himself for the people, the Poet nevert heless 

continuously rails against them for their injustices. So ambiguous is 

this relationship that it is at times hard to know who is victimizing 

whom. 1s it the mob, reduced to base animal instincts, who is chasing 

the Poet? 1s he mocked and abused by the crowd? Do they force him 

to expiate their sins? Or is it the Poet, seeking to heap revenge upon  

the mob for his worldly sufferings, who calls for destruction, violence 



and disorder?*s2 One of the best examples of this paradoxical 

situation is shown in the poem "To Everything" 60 eceMy). 

The lyric starts with the Poet's reproach of his beloved for h e r  

betrayal. Embarassed in his situation of abandoned lover he resorts 

to self-mockery, comparing himself to Quixote. Mayakovsky , 

however, is barely capable of serious self-criticism. In characteristic 

hyperbole, he portrays himself not as a simple Quixote, but as the  

"greatest" one. This qualifier serves as a bridge in the Poet's shift 

from ignominy to self-aggrandizement: by the next line he has 

identified himself with Christ, ridiculed and persecuted by the crowd. 

Next, the enraged Poet turns against al1 women with a threat of rape  

and dishonor. Not satisfied with mere obscenity, he lets loose a 

vengeful war-cry. The earth itself becomes a convict and the Sun a 

prison guard. "Eye for eye", howls the furious Poet, "Man . will not 

escape me!" Thousands of criminals are born to fulfill the Poet's 

injunction for violent retribution. Then suddenly the poet's ange r 

subsides and his passion takes the form of confession. Now a 

tormented victim of injustice (eecb 6onb H Y I I I H ~ ) ,  he bequeaths the  

"orchard of his great soul" to the people of the future. The poem 

demonstrates well the transformations of the Poet as he shifts from 

victim to oppressor and back again, al1 the while blaming "others" for 

his persona1 failures. These fluctuations, not infrequent i n 

Mayakovsky's poetry, are further indications of the instability of th e 

Poet's patterns of behavior, as well as the insecurity and  

vulnerability of his immature psyche. His alienation from the crowd 

252 Examples of the Poet's violence are illustrated in the section "Archetype of 
the Shadow" of chapter 3. 



provokes a hostility which in turn forces the Poet to surrender his 

struggle for independence and submit to the crowd as victim and  

martyr. This paradoxical poet-crowd interrelationship is a 

cornerstone of romantic poetry, since the poet, in spite of his 

apparent loathing for the crowd, still seeks its support and approval 

by offering his poetry for judgment. In Mayakovsky this paradox is 

heightened and complicated by the Poet's sacrifice of his divine gifts 

for the people's salvation. 

4.6. Personified Emotions 

In prehistoric times, before the appearance of spoken language, 

early man communicated with simple verbalizations and gesture. 

Given the lack of a standardized word-system, the emotional nuances 

of the message could only be transmitted through the intensity of 

vocalization, facial signs, and other body language. In order to 

express strong feelings, ancient people resorted to a scream, th e 

intensity of which they adjusted according to the vigor of their  

emotions .253 

In infants and young children, whose ability to articulate 

physical and emotional discornfort is still undeveloped, the scream, 

with its high level of expressivity, is the standard form of 

communication. An infant's response to feu,  anger O r 

disappointment is often one and the same: scream, shout, or cry, 

often al1 at the same time. Ultimately, the scream can be considered 

253 Edward Tylor, m i t i v e  Culture, vol. 1 (London: John Murray. 1903) 160-84. 



among those primary sounds that serves to communicate human 

emotions not expressible in language. Joseph Spieler writes: 

La première respiration de l'enfant a pour réflexe de le 

faire crier. Certains ont voulu voir dans ce premier cri 

l'expression de I'épouvant qu'inspire le premier pas d e 

cette vallde de larmes qu'est notre terre ou encore une  

protestation indignt. D'autres y ont perçu l'alltgresse d e  

la délivrance d'une captivité indigne ou un chant d e  

triomphe de la vie qui monte ou meme une musique 

divine. 

Quoi que ce soit, le nourisson crie aussi s'il souffre et s'il 

a faim, s'il est mouillé ou s'il est secou6 brutalement. 

Parfois aussi il crie par pur le plaisir or par joie d e  

vivre ,254 

The ability to communicate intense emotions played a crucial 

role in the religious rites of ancient peoples. Various emotional States 

were permanently inscribed as various facial expressions ont0 ri tua1 

masks which were extensively used in classical Greek drama. 

Modernism has seen a number of movements that attempted to 

convey through art the most prima1 levels of human emotion. The 

Expressionists, for example, successfully portrayed the ep hemeral 

quality and deep intensity of human feelings and passions. Edward 

Munch's painting The Scream as well as his other less famous works 

254 Joseph Spider, -enfani et son lannaPe @p.: Édouard Aubanel, 1960) 
18-9. 



(The Dead Mothei,  The Kiss, J e a l o u s ~ )  are some of the most familiar  

examples of this trend in modern art. Robert Goldwater identifies 

this artistic trend as "emotional primitivismU.*55 

We have shown how the Poet's behaviour in early Mayakovsky 

has much in common with that of a young child reacting to a n  

unfamiliar environment.256 Arnong the most obvious manifestations 

of this type of behavior is externalization of intense emotion through 

screarning and shouting. The heightened emotional level of t h e  

verses often reaches a climax which in other instances might b e  

expressible only through the use of extralinguistic devices. Yet unl ike 

his fellow-poets Kruchenykh and Khlebnikov who attempted t o  

devise a " trans-rational" poetic language, Mayakovsky almost n e  v e r  

uses such unconventional forms of speech as meaningless words,  

combinations of nonsense syllables or imitations of animal sounds. 

His expression of acute feelings is accomplished mainly through a 

conventional vocabulary and a large body of poetic neologisms mos t  

often formed according to standard Russian grammar. 

Hence, Mayakovsky translates human passions and e mo t ions 

typically expressed by such specific sounds as a laugh. s c ream 

(HPHH), or cry (man) primarily through their naming or by t h e  

means of symbolic description: 

n y r a ~  y g a p a ~ ~  B x e c ~ b ,  xoxo~anii: apanar (l:23) 

x p a n ~ ,  ~e KPHYH: «A ~e x o ~ e n a !  » ( 1 :24) 

.a  sa ropé, rne nna~ano T ~ M H O  (1:25) 

*55 Goldwater 104- 125. 
256 See chapter 2. 



Among the poet's attempts to use pure sound are severai 

instances of glossolalia in T r a n e d ~  and "Cloud Wearing Pants". 1 n 

both cases the lack of appropriate words is justified by the context: 

in Tragedv. A Man without Head simply cannot speak and only 

manages to utter some feeble sounds: 

In "Cloud Wearing Pants", inanimate objects become alive and  

begin to speak a " things"' language, represented by Mayakovsky a s 

an interpretation of the Russian word "CZOCIOK~TL" which usually 

signifies an "imitation of baby language by adults": 

One point of focus in this section is an analysis of Mayakovsky's 

use of the noun "KPHK" which can be translated in English by t he  

words "cry", "shout", or "scream", and the connection of this to ot her 

words denoting such non-verbal sounds as "to laugh". 

"Scream" is a key word in the entire Mayakovsky oeuvre. His 

verse is frequently written at a hysterical pitch or "at the top of his 

voice", as one of his later poemas was called. It is not by chance that 

he refers to himself as "np~~ory6arft 3 a p a ~ y c ~ p a "  in "Cloud Wearing 

Pants". Limited to conventional poetic methods while trying to 

express the subtle nuances of his vulnerable soul, the poet of ten 



fin& frustration. His voice rises in failed attempts to transcend the  

forma1 limitations of language. 

Another motivation for Mayakovsky's "yelling" is his a t temp t 

to set his style of vigorous self-expression in direct opposition to the  

relaxed "sobbing" of other more lyrical poets such as his rival Igor 

Severianin, whose work he dismisses as "soaked in sobbing a n d  

whimpering" (nosTu, p a 3 ~ o n r u ~ e  B nnme H Bcxnme ( 1 :68 ) ). 

The "scream" is crucial to the expression of Mayakovsky's 

emotional state. a natural form for outpourings of his extreme 

agitation or depression. The Poet's loneliness and suffering often 

culminates in a scream, as if he were trying to break through 

people's thick skins by voicing his torment in an ever rising 

crescendo. As with many of Mayakovsky's important word-images, 

the intensity of the emotion leading up to the screaming reaction is 
0 

set at such a fevered pitch that the scream is often shown as a 

completely separate character which itself is animated and e ndo w ed 

with human body parts. 

The scream becomes the language of the Poet's distressed soul, 

containing al1 the dark feelings, suffering and despair of the Poet's 

daily experience, the intensity of which he simply cannot descri be. 

The scream of the soul springs frorn a thousand days of torment a s  

the only alternative to muteness: 



The Poet often wearies of his tormented existence. Despairing, 

anticipating his approaching demise, he uses his final means to reach 

out to people by giving voice to his pain through a screarn. 

HPHK n o c n e A ~ ~ R ,  - 
TU X O T ~  O TOM, Y 1 0  rOPK), B CTOneTHA BPCTOHH! 

The motive of the "final screarn" connects the themes of the Poet's 

unbearable suffering and approaching end with his obsessive d e s  i re  

for immortality. The scream, by its power and vigor, will be the force 

that will bring Mayakovsky's poetry through the destructive s t r e  am 

of tirne and assure his verse an eternal life. The scream is t h e n  

inscribed upon a timeless monument in which the Poet's voice i s  

embodied like ancient Egyptian artifacts sealed deep within t h e  

pyramids (1 :63). The scream once materialized becomes an e m  blem 

of the Poet's most acute suffering, an archetypal sign for h i s  

emotional existence in which the other important sensations h e 

experiences such as laughing and crying merge together. 

We must point out that for Mayakovsky laughing is a 

horrifying act. He, in fact, was never seen laughing and ra re ly  

. smiled.257 Laughter is banned from his poetry as well and i s  

transformed instead into an element integral to the ominous 

atmosphere that dominates his early poems. The whole p o e m  

- 

257 Karabchievsky 78. 



"Horrible Funeral" (Y~tacaare noxopoaax) is dedicated to the theme of 

laughter's death and funeral. Other examples are: 

Mayakovsky is given to rare instances of laughter in his p re -  

revolutionary verse, but only as acts of defiance: 

Mayakovsky's characters rarely speak as ordinary people. They 

most often shout or scream, which places them closer to a primitive, 

animal-like world and adds emphasis to the acuteness of their 

feelings. Given that the scream is so universal a voice for t h e  

emotions of these animated yet inarticulate creatures, it is 

interesting to follow the evolution of speech in the personification of 

the city street in the following passage from "Cloud Wearing Pantstt 

(1  :67-8): 

In the example above the street is referred to as "mute", b u t  

should it become suddenly articulate, the word order suggests that i t  

will first yell, and only then speak. Finally, later in the poema, t h e  



perturbed street, still mute, gives birth from its mouth to a child- 

scream: 

Ynma ~ y n y  Monva nepna. 
K ~ H H  TOPPECOM CTORJI H3 rJIOTKH. 

And finally, the street actually bursts into shouting, its f i rs t  

phrase a vulgar banality: 

A scream gives voice to other anirnated emotion-characters a s  

well, such as in this instance of feu: 

Although Mayakovsky was known as a poet with a great s ense  

of humor, his facetiousness was manifested primarily during t h e  

futurist performances. In the early lyrics, his hurnor is r a t h e r  

lugubrious. Some of his so-called "satirical" verses are more l ike  

exercises in black humor. In "Something Apropos a Conductor" (Koe- 

w o  no noBony mapamëpa) for example, the music the musicians 

play in the restaurant is so morose that it first kills al1 the cus tomers  

and then the musicians themselves! In the morning the owner f inds  

the conductor hung on the chandelier (1:93). In another satirical 

poem "They Don't Understand Anything" (H~vero  He ~ O H H M ~ ~ ~ T )  

laughter is represented as a pathetic giggle coming from "somebody's 

head" : 



, , , H AO-0-0-0 -J ï ï0  
XBxHxana Y ~ I I - T O  ronoBa, 
srrnëprma~ca ~3 TOJXIIU, nan mapan penacxa. ( 1  :92) 

Screaming and related emotions (such as weeping, sobbing, 

ominous laughter, etc.) are predominant in Mayakovsky's earl y 

verse. They contribute to the overall depressive atmosphere of t h e  

lyrics and serve to accentuate the Poet's tragic perception of t h e  

urban world. 

4.7. The N i a  

The gloomy and depressive atmosphere in Mayakovsky's ear l  y 

verse is maintained not only through the imagery and dominance of 

violent scenes, but also via the specific time at which the poet 

peferk to set his poems -- night. Very often the time of the day i s  

not indicated directly, but can be inferred through the context of t h e  

poem: dim lighting, exaggeratedly bright colors, evening activities, lit  

signboards and window displays, etc. 

Mayakovsky's earliest poem "Night" can be viewed as a 

metaphor characterizing the poet's dreary vision of the modern city . 
The bright-burning colors (yellow, crimson) contrasted with typical 

night colors (black, dark blue, green) intensify the queer ambiance of 

the poem with its bizarre images of the calling paws of a dress, 

howling blackamoors beating tin, and running windows holding 

burning yellow playing cards. Another poem. "Moniing", is scarcel y 

more cheerful than "Night" in its description of the early morning 

twilight. Sullen min, rising stars, dying street lights -- al1 are scenes 



of darkness and gloom. Grotesque images are reinforced by t h e  

hideously cackling laughter of jokes. The air is filled with te r ror ,  

poison and death and the only sign of the approaching morning is t h e  

"burning vase" of the dawn. 

In many of Mayakovsky's earliest poems, the distinction 

between the morning and the night is obliterated by an a tmosphe re  

more characteristic of night than of day. In most other poems f r o m  

the same period there are clear indications that the action in fac t  

does take place at night. In "From Street to Street" (II3 j l n H u u  B 

y n ~ ~ y )  a bald street light removes a black stocking from the s t r e e t  

suggesting the breakdown of the morning. In the poem "In t h e  

Automobile" (B a e r o )  we see city streets at night. In "To t h e  

Signboards" 6 sueecnahd) the streetlights are extinguished as a 

whipped and sullen day begins. In "After a Woman" (3a m e H q ~ ~ o f l )  

after a du11 and foggy night the dawn (BOCTOH) violently wrenches  

the Sun from his black bag. 

The word "night", of feminine gender in Russian, w h e n  

animated becomes associated with other female images such as t h  e 

earth and the moon, giving it sexual and violent connotations: 

~ O ~ H O Y ~ ,  c H O ~ O M  ~ e ~ a c b ,  
nomana, 
~apeaana, - 
BOH ero! 



In Mayakovsky's early work, any event which affects t h e  

emotional state of the poet materializes into a vivid image. Af te r  

first acquiring human features and some parts of the human body, 

the night image becomes a full-fledged personage within the poem. 

The ability of the young Mayakovsky to personify the most abs t rac t  

natural phenornena is remarkable. Nighttirne, Mayakovsky's favori  te 

poetic ambiance so closely attuned to the overall pessimistic mood of 

his early poetry, is often personified. Other images related to t h e  

night are similarly realized as well: the dusk, the dawn, the evening,  

the twilight, the stars, and the streetlights, al1 frequently a p p e a r  

anthropornorphized: 

. Ho9b nparuna. 
Xoporuan. 
B ~ p a n u m a ~ .  

. A ~a rope,/ rne n n a ~ a n o  T ~ M H O  
H ropoa/ p06~aR npanea . . . 
BOT H ~ e ~ e p  
B H O Y H ~ H )  m y ~ b /  yruën OT onoa, 
x~ypar8,/ newa6puft. 



Mayakovsky uses colors extensively in his verse, with e v e r y  

hue taking on a specific syrnbolic meaning. Before we can discuss this  

symbolism it will be useful to devise a table in which we plot t h e  

frequency of appearance of each color in Mayakovsky's early lyrics. 

We will divide the table into eight sections corresponding to s e v e n  

essential colors: red, green, blue, yellow, black, white, and orange, 

with its variations of rust-color (pmassr8) and red-haired (PHMHR). 

In the last column we will combine al1 other tones which do n o t  

belong to these essential colors which will constitute a mixed tone  

(nec~parft ) or imaginary shade (or~e~oft ). 

Colors Red 
Titles 

Black W h i t e  Blue Yellow Rust 



Koe-YTO no no- 
BOAY nxpmuepa 
Yyno~~rqsve 2 
noxoposu 
~ H M H  cyme 

~OJLOTOR 

oxpa 

~ M H  Y Y ~ H .  1 
~ H M H  ' wpacH 
3aOpOBbZû o y x ~ R  
~ H M H  o6eny 
Hamoeno 
Tënnoe cnoao 
3 R  ! 

P O ~ O B H ~  
OI'HeHH, 
conHeY, 
30slOTOna 
n 
3OJTOTOTe 
n 
nec~pbIR 
cepe6p, 
3 0  JIOTHCT, 
30sl0~0fi Y ~ J I O B ~ K  

Total 

As we see frorn the table, Mayakovsky makes primary use of 

black, red and white. In Mayakovsky's persona1 symbolic system t h e  

choice and predominance of these colors is not accidental. In on ly  

three instances is Mayakovsky's use of black devoid of specific 

meaning and can be characterized as neutral (nepsare mtairu, 

qep~arft TPY~O'IHCT, Y ~ P H Y ~  JICU).  In the remaining fifteen instances 

the poet charges the color with negative connotations. Most o f t en  



black is used to describe the city in ominous terms: u ë p ~ u ~  

nanoHmf c6emaenr~xcfl OKOH ("~ight") ,  RO Y ~ P H U M  ynHUaM 

("Marna and the Evening Killed by the Germans" (Mahaa H y 6 ~ ~ a i f t  

s e M q a M H  senep)). Black is also used to create a gloomy atmosphere 

of foreboding, doom, and despair: 

M p a v a u e  no uëpaoro svranx nionir, 
TRWHO H YHHHO BbICTPOHJiHCb B ïOpOne, 
6 y n ~ o  c e f t v a c  n a 6 ~ p a T b c ~  6 y n e ~  
XMppbIX MOHaXOB Y ë p ~ b I f t  O p n e a .  ( 1 8 5 )  

Frequently the poet uses black to emphasize the camal nature 

of his city imagery as well his animated manifestations of nature, a t 

times adding a violent overtone to the scene: 

~a Y ~ P H O M  r p a ~ ~ ~ e  rpexa H nopoxa 
ROCTaBHM iiaMRTHHK HpâCHOMy MirCy. 

Overall, the use of black by Mayakovsky corresponds to the  

expression of extreme negative emotion and primarily s y mbolize s 

the oppressiveness of the city and growing sexual tension. 

Another color most frequently used by Mayakovsky is red. Out 

of the seventeen times that Mayakovsky uses this color, it is neutral 

and without symbolism in only three cases. The remaining instances 

of red are associated with blood and violence: 



The last color that appears more frequency than al1 others is 

white. Mayakovsky uses it a total of fifteen tirnes. Unlike the  

predominantly negative connotations of black and red, white is a 

symbol of perfection (6enuft 3y6, 6enuR ra3), transparency (Benan 

cne~xa,  6enëcue HOYH), a color of angelic purity and of the heave ns 

(6enate K P H J I ~ R ,  6enëcarft cseT webec). Occasionally, however, i t  

denotes a state of utmost emotional tension and unhappiness: 

BenarB, 
CmaTancn c nmoro  3 ~ a x a .  
B e ~ e p  m ë n ~  omër. 
Ynnua nny6nnacb, marna H pma. (1:120) 

In the Handbook of Critical A ~ ~ r o a c h e s  to Literature the authors 

list a number of symbolic meanings for these three archetypal colors 

among which are: red -- blood, sacrifice, violent passion; black - - 
death, evil, melancholy; white -- multivalent, some positive aspects: 

purity, innocence; negative aspects: death, terror.258 Mayakovsky's 

overall use of color corresponds to traditional archetypal associations 

as should be expected from a "naive" poet: black-negative, red-  

blood/violence, white-positive/sanctity/purity . 

258 Guerin 150-1. 



We have seen that the same motives, scenes, or images are open 

to multiple interpretations and interpretive methods. The preceding 

chapters of this monograph represent our attempt to constnict a 

comprehensive analysis of Mayakovsky's literary primitivism from a 

variety of perspectives, including linguis~ic, psychological, literary, 

artistic, historical, and anthropological. Al1 of these methods a r e  

united in this work by a common goal leading to a fuller 

understanding of the deep roots of artistic perception and process 

and point to the broad epistemological background of the poet's 

work. We undertake this analysis in an attempt to uncover al1 

possible nuances and shades of textual and subtextual rneaning . 
Nevertheless, we realize that to discuss every facet exhaustively is a 

insurmountable task. As we proceed further we will reveal both the  

hidden and obvious connections between Mayakovsky's poetry and  

the Slavic roots of the Russian language as manifested in its affinities 

with Old Russian and Old Church Slavonic literatures and Slavic 

folklore. 



Primitivism of Mayakovsky's poetics and its links to 
traditional Russian culture 

5.1. Affinities with Old Russia 

One of the creative goals of the futurists as stated in their 

manifestoes was an "overcorning of syntax" ((npeomme~m 

C H H T ~ H C ~ ) .  None of the futurists actually managed to put this slogan 

into practice to the same extent as Mayakovsky and to some extent 

Khlebnikov. As an outsider, with fewer connections ' to the prevailing 

poetic styles of the time, Mayakovsky's poetry can be seen as a 

nearly perfect example of a "futurist" language. Mayakovsky 

sirnplified his poetic language by returning it to its ancient Slavic 

rom. This process is expressed in Mayakovsky's poetic style by 

means of a weakening of connections between the words of a 

sentence, omission of prepositions and other parts of speech, through 

changes in traditional word order, inversions, verbalization, and the 

extensive use of non-predicated sentences. These techniques help to 

create an effect of greater semantic independence among the words, 

giving them a more dynamic rhythmical stress. Many similar 

constructions can be found in the literay monuments of Old Russia. 

One example of the kinship between Mayakovsky's syntax and 

that of Old Russian is his use of structures similar to the paratactic 

constructions of the Oid Russian language. In these constructions 

there is no subordination among the various elements of a sentence 



or among clauses: each member is simply placed next to another.259 

The following are several examples of these constructions in the Old 

Russian literary monument A Journey over Three Seas ( X o m ~ e w ~ e  

sa TPH MOPR): 

This type of construction appears time and time again in 

Mayakovsky's verse. In the examples below the poet omits the  

conjunction " K ~ H  ": 

Bnpocn~,/ c n y ~ a n ~ c b  M H C ~ H  ,/ onenba/ pora. ( 1 : 179) 
nopora - por ana (1:31) 

 onn na - nec~poruëpcras 6arcrpan noruna (1:23) 

Mayakovsky consciously and painstakingly processes hi s 

language and works toward the achievement of a specific sound for 

his verse. A cornparison of different versions of his poems shows that 

in some verses the poet chooses to omit prepositions, while in others 

he prefers instead to insert them to eliminate semantic confusion: 

1st version: Hee, nemo BcralorqHx 3së3n onepmcb 
Horn ,260 

*s9 An excellent analysis of Mayakovsky's syntactical innovations is given i n 
the book by the fomal i s t  Grigory Vinokur m v s k v  - novator ia+rka 
(Munich: Wilhelm Fink Verlag. 1967) 91. The basic concepts related to  
Mayakovsky's syntax and its affinities with Old Russian developed in this thesis 
are based on Vinokur's premises. His examples used in the text are marked b y 
the letter "Vu. 

PSS, 1:376. 



final version: N ~ a /  ~ e ë /  BCTalOIqHX oeëon ( 1 :22) 

Mayakovsky is rarely concerned, however, with the  

clarification of meaning in his poems. His frequent decision to omit 

prepositions and conjunctions indicates his desire to create a more 

independent syntactic relationship among the words: 

O Tan C T ~ ~ X /  [ Y T O ~ H ]  CXBaTHTbCR 3 â  ne60 
BHCHJI/ ï O p R u H e  PyXH < < ~ J ~ H ~ H T ~ H H H  >B. (1:66) 

Another type of paratactic connection is the omission of 

prepositions in verbal combinations. Through this process the poet 

creates a syntactic correlation in which the noun in an oblique case 

can be perceived as a governing word.261 In some instances, the poet 

inverts the word order to sustain the effect, as in these examples: 

a [HI TPRCYWEIMCR J?K)nRM B KBaPTHPHOe THXO 
c ~ o r n a ~ o e  oape~o peërcn c n p ~ c ~ a m .  ( 1 :66) 

261 Vinokur 94. 



Mayakovskyts "overcoming of syntax" often consists in th  e 

omission of a predicate-verb. The reader must restore the missing 

verb in order to comprehend the sense of the phrase. This type of 

syntactic connection is close to those found in ancient modes of  

language in which predicative relationships were expressed most ly  

through non-verbal parts of speech. 

During the early stages of language, when the verb had not y e  t 

been developed as a separate part of speech, there existed t h r e e  

types of non-verbal predication: 

1)  primary nominal syntagma with two correlated nouns like 

"BOHH-no6emn~enb ", "Uapb-ne~~ua",  "T yp - 3ono~ai.e pora", 

2) nominal sentence of a non-temporal statement as in "Tpex 

C J I ~ X K O ,  a venoeex nan~o" ,  

3) nominal sentence of "existence" localized in time, such as 

SU TOT BOHH - I I o ~ ~ A H T ~ J I ~ " .  

The verb "to ben was introduced later on in the first and second 

cases.262 Therefore, since verbal forms were less evolved in ancient  

language, written communication was performed primarily by me  an s 

of nouns and nominal forms. The traces of this process can b e  

observed in the omission of the present tense of the verb "to be" i n  

modern Russian. 

. . . . 
262 "Predikatsiia", ed. V. N. Iartseva, u v i s t i c h e & i  ent s ik -chew 
s 1 O var'  (Moscow: Sovetskaia entsiklopediia 1990) 393. 



Mayakovskyfs unusually frequent omission of verbs (and other 

parts of speech) in his early poetry was in fact a conscious device 

which he continued to use in his post-revolutionary verse: 

3a ma6par ero, - K O M C O M O ~ !  
3a XBOCT ero, - n ~ o e e p !  

This process contributed to his creation of a so-called "telegram 

style", which, as Mayakovsky postulated in 1925, can be seen in the  

language of newspapers.263 

The use of the first and third types of non-verbal constructions 

is pervasive in Mayakovsky and can be found virtually in every pre-  

revolutionary poem as well as in many later works.: 

~ e x a  -rpyns, noxnb -noueny~ , y r n ~ - ~ q ë ~ ~  , ~ y n x a ~ a r -  
6ënpa, c~apyxa-rn~mb,  Tonna - TPYCRI~HB 3am, 
YCHWâ-BIHHHH, etc. 

~ H C T O Y H H ,  

nome ToYen JIHC - 
TOYKH, 

In many cases the poet omits the verb necessary for a n  

understanding of the sense, presumably to create ambiguity which 

allows for various interpretations of the action. However, the absence 

.of the verb is often compensated by numerous verbal fonns such a s  

verbal nouns, adverbs, gerunds, adverbial and simple participles: 

- 

263 PSS, 12:281-2. 



a a ~a cennx pecmaax - 
na! - 
Ha pecirauax MOPOBHUX cocynex 
cnë3u ~3 rna3 - 
na! - 
H 3  OïïJ7L4;eHHYX rJïa3 BOaOCTOPHYX T P Y ~ .  

a B yrnax O ~ P Y B H H  T ~ I I J I O ~ O  6ana, 
a c cesepa - cHera cenea - 
TyMaH, C KpOBOlHaXHbIM JIHïlOM nans~6ana ( 1 :30) 

a B M R ~ K O ~ ~  I I o c T ~ ~ H /  OH, 

@pya~ar,/ BHHÜ s a  nanoea aovHoro cTonawa. ( 1 : 12 1) 

J i a ~ e ~ ,  BHH! 
Y~o6ar ece copTa. 

One example of non-verbal structures observed by Vinokur i s 

Mayakovsky's use of "isolated nominative casesH:264 

However, since this device is often used in literary Russian a n d  

has lost its connection with the primary language, we will no t  

analyze these occurrences further. 

Mayakovsky's syntax is possibly the most confused a n d  

unusual of al1 modernist poets of the time. It is often difficult, eve  n 

264 Vinokur 78-80. 



for a specialist, to decode it and restore the original sense of a 

phrase: 

We have already shown some of the similarities between the  

syntactical system of Mayakovsky's early verse and that of the Old 

Russian language. As has been mentioned, Old Russian possessed a 

less rigid sytactic system, more flexible word order, looser 

connections 

links. 

In Old 

among words and phrases, and weaker conjunctional 

Russian, structures comprising the modifying geni ti ve  

case were often put at the beginning of a sentence: 

Boaburaro co6opa non k n p n a ~  cxa3an . . ,265 

Similarly, Mayakovsky often tends to reverse the traditional 

word order (subject-verb-object) into constructions in which a n 

indirect object or an adverbial modifier (time, place, manner) is  

followed by the verb and then by the subject. Below are several 

examples from "War and the Universe" (1:136-67): 

265 L. A. Bulakhovsky, Istoricheskii ko- k rus- lit- 
. . . . 

(Kiev: Radian'ska shkola, 1958) 418. Examples taken from this book will 
be marked by the letter "Bu. 



Even more frequent are constructions in which t h e  

instrumental and locative cases precede the subject-predicate group 

or the genetive phrase: 

A 3â/ ~ ~ K I ~ T H o R /  Y ~ T H O ~  [instr.] 
xeneoeoft MarcnH npoeoztoB I gen.1 -/ nepsaa. ( 1 :22 ) 

B maTpax,   oc.] HCT~PTPX nmoB 1gen.l menb rae, 
H3 paH n o m o B  [gen.] cowmacb nnmma, 
a CKB03b MeHR H a  J'iYHHOM CeJIbAê    OC.] 
cnaltana w p a u x e ~ ~ a ~  B y ~ s a .  (1:26) 

In Old Russian it was customary to break up an adjectival 

phrase by inserting a governing word. There were also numerous 

occurences of  breaks within prepositional phrases: 

There are similar tendencies in Mayakovsky's verse: 



Another idiosyncracy of Mayakovsky's verse consists of  

syncategorematic words such as preposi tions, particles, O r 

conjunctions following the governing word, a construction n O t 

unusual in Old Russian. 

Old Russian: . . . H TU noenb B CBOK) ~ ~ M J I K )  3a Mope, a H a  TOM 
~ e 6 ~  H M ~ T ~  HeYeBo n n ~  . , , ( ~ : 4 2 6 )  

Kopa6nb  an R ~ U X  BOJIH C ~ ~ A E I  (B:426) 

Mayakovsky: ~ e ~ c ~ n f i  ~ a x  ~ Y A T O  ( 1 :73) 

* T ~ H  H 3a6yxe111b pa3se 266 (1:169) 

Vinokur observed that Mayakovsky's syntax is close to a t y p e  

of speech that forms the historical basis of human language at a t i m e  

when there was no distinction between the word and the sentence.  

Mayakovsky, with his contempt for the past and acute sense of t h e  

future, had no interest in Old Russian per se. Some of Mayakovsky 's  

stylistic devices, while having much in common with Old Russian, d o  

not indicate a conscious attempt to affect a pseudo-archaic style. 

They simply indicate his "intuitive actualization of the genera l  

266 For more examples of this case see the next section. 



properties of primitive speech patterns". These properties exist i n  

language as a linguistic potential which can be realized from time t o  

time. Thus, Mayakovsky revives archaic relationships by fulfilling i t s  

hidden potential. In b is ,  he continues a linguistic tradition in her i  ted 

not from classical Russian literature but directly from nat ive  

traditions of Russian folklore.267 

Further associations of Mayakovsky's poetic language with Old 

Russian and Old Church Slavonic consist in his use of Old Russian and  

Church Slavonic vocabulary. Mayakovsky resorts to archaisms a n d  

words of lofty style mainly to contrast them with words from t h e  

common vernacular once more to debase classical norms. Below a r e  

several examples of Mayakovsky's use of archaisms in his e a r l y  

lyrics: apiu~~HIJft, HrpHxqe, 6pai1~nft ( of battle field), HnHKaTb, 

onemnar, ueprrb, caMonepHtes, o 6 e 3 r n a ~ ~ ~ b ,  necmua, conaue - 
nono6aare, pa3Bep3aTbCR, IiOA'bflTb, HHCIIOCJiâTb, M P ~ T ,  MPYWHM, 

none~onpewno~ë~~arft ,  HaHyTb, BYH. 

Among these words of elevated style, Mayakovsky's favori  tes 

are adjectives in the superlative degree formed with the Old Church 

Slavonie suffixes -e--, - a m 4 6 8  He also makes use of o t h e r  

Church. Slavic words: xpac~eeftur~e, ~ n a ~ o y c ~ e f t m ~ R ,  

26' Vinokur 95-99. 
z68 Old Church Slavonic elements .. . in modern language are Iisted in D. E. 
Rozental', P o v r w v i  r d i  l a .  part 1. 2nd ed. (Moscow: Vysshaia shkola. 



It is significant that many of Mayakovsky's poetic innovations 

or seemingly awkward constructions are in fact the remnants of 

Slavic linguistic heritage. Our trained ear would perceive the  s e  

features, long forgotten in modern language, as mere gr ammatical  

mistakes or syntactic inconsistencies. However, in the the poet 's 

idiosyncratic language these antiquated elements coexist in perfect  

harmony with modern vernacular and common speech. 

5.2. Affinities w ith Russian Folklore 

5.2.1. Oral Traditions 

As a true futurist, Mayakovsky never consciously looked back  

to the poetry of generations past. His attitude. toward both  

nineteenth century and contemporary poetry was that of irony a n d  

disdain. In the first futurist rnanifesto A S 1 a ~  in the Face of Public 

Taste, nearly every major Russian poet was subjected to spite a n d  

mockery. Mayakovsky simply paid no attention to the poetry of t h e  

distant past. His rare comments on Russian folklore indicate no 

serious interest in this poetic genre, but rather demonstrate h i  s 

critical attitude toward the subject.269 

In spite of Mayakovsky's insensivity toward folk poetry, h i s  

own work shares several important features with it. The main  

kinship between Mayakovsky's verse and Russian folklore can b e  

characterized by the gravitation of his poetry toward oral language. 

269 P. S. Vykhodtsev, BySSkpia sove- m e m a  i & 
.. . - 

(Moscow. Leningrad: Izdatel'stvo Akademii Nauk SSSR. 1963) 106-7. 



In Mayakovsky's poetic speech we often find various non-li terary 

words or vulgarisms ( ~ a m p y ~ c n ,  M ~ X O H L K H R ,  C Z I O X H ~ T ,  p o 3 ~ a ~ 0 ,  

oapara, Kpoeaxqa, aaëpoan, r n a a ë ~ x ~ ,  rHycb, etc.) This stratum of 

language can be identified as speech primitivism.270 It is not 

surprising that this "spoken" quality was so prominent in 

Mayakovsky's early poetry from the very beginning: many of the  

Russian futurists' activities were related to public performance. 

Mayakovsky's first poems were recited d u h g  the famous fu turi s t 

"parade" on Kuznetsky Most in 1913 as well as from the stages of 

numerous clubs and theaters during the futurist tours of 191 2- 14. 1 t 

is possible that Mayakovsky wrote much of his early poetry with 

stage declamation in mind. To this end, he would have adjusted his 

poetics beforehand to include various special effects related to  

rhyme, rhythm and style, 

Many people who heard Mayakovsky's stage performances 

were very much impressed by his distinctive diction and blaring 

voice.271 This, combined with the enigmatic power of the verse itself, 

produced a unique effect on Mayakovsky's audience which we will  

attempt to analyse in the following sections. 

5.2.2. Rhythm 

Rhythmical effectiveness is one of the most compelling 

characteristics of Mayakovsky's verse. It is brought about by  

270 M. P. Shtokrnar, W v s k o a  (Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1958) 
l o i .  . . 
271 L. V. Mayakovskaya. A. 1. Koloskov, eds, w o v s k v  v vos- 

I drUtfi (Moscow: Moskovskii rabochii, 1968) 382-424. 



Mayakovsky's proclivity for breaking the poetic line into unusuall y 

small units, with each unit given separate stress. 

Roman Jakobson quotes a woman who. after hearing 

Mayakovsky's reading for the first time, said that in his poetry 

every word sounds "as if it was cut out separately" ( c n o s r r o  wamnoe 

c n o B o  OTneJIbHO s a i p y 6 n e ~ o ) . 2 7 2  Jakobson concludes that the core of 

Mayakovsky's poetry is a highly rhythmical verse structure. This is 

also a characteristic feature of Russian folk skaz. popularly known a s  

"CU t out prose": 

MamoecmR, n o n n H c a s r u ~ R  B 19 12 r, n p o n r y M e e m y a  

aeHJiapaUHio OCBO~OXABHHR iï03THYeCKOrO CJIOBâ, H e  

oceo60xnae~ CJIOBâ O T  TP~E~HuHoHHoR *OPMU CJIOBO- 

06pa30sa~m nono6ao XneBw~noe y, HO OH oce06omnae~ 

eï0 O T  ~ ~ O K ~ ~ C T O B ~  JZOMâ P H T M H Y ~ C H O ~ ~  HHePUHH 

C H J I J X ~ ~ O - T O H H Y ~ C H O ~ O  CTHXâ,  ii0 -CBOeMy I i e p e p H T M O  - 
svsasrzreR cnoro. C a ~ o c ~ o n ~ e n b ~ o e  ynapemie cnosa 

CTâHOBHTCR eAHHCTBeHHMM HenpeMeHHMM MePHJrOM 

CTHXa. . , , P H T M H Y ~ C K O ~ ~  eAHHHuef t  TaHOrO CTHXâ 

IIBJiReTCR CJiOBO HllH CJIOBOCOYeTaHHe, O ~ % ~ ~ H H ~ W H O ~  

OPHHM AHBâMHYeCKHM aRIWHTOM. . . . ~ H L [ o ~  CJIOBO B 

cmxe Mamo~cnoe  B p e a y n b ~ a ~ e  C ~ ~ L I H ~ H Y ~ C K R X  CHH- 

TaKCHVeCHHX XIOCTPO~HHR n p e o 6 p e ~ a e ~  C E O ~  YXape- 

H H ~  .273 

. . 
272 Roman Jakobson, O c h e a s k o m  stikhe ~reimushchestvenno v s o ~ o s t a v l e n i ~  
~uiçskim, ( Providence: Brown UP, 1969) 10 1. 
273 (Mayakovsky, who signed the sensational declaration of 1912 about the 
liberation of the poetic word, does not really liberate it from traditional forms 
of word-formation as did Khlebnikov. He liberates it  from a Procrustean bed of 



In his attempt to bypass the traditional syllabotonic sys te m, 

the poet intuitively came to use the folk rhythm commonly known a s  

uvoshn ik  or ravok. The main features of rayoshnik include a n  

absence of fixed meter, energetic speech rhythm, adjacent rh yme, 

and phrasa1 segmentation based on pauses at the end of the line. 

avoshnik - verse is predominately humorous with frequent emp hasi s 

on grotesque, absurd, or crude naturalistic elements.274 

Many features of ravoshnik are found in Mayakovsky's verse. 

The most obvious is the distorted. grotesque, and coarse sexual 

imagery common to his early poems. He is also known for his use of 

unevenly accented verse, which is in fact very close to ravoshnik.275 

Roman Jakobson was the first to observe that every word or phrase 

in Mayakovsky's poems acquires its own dynamic stress, as in 

skazovvi s tikh (101). In the previous section we indicate some of the  

syntactic constructions used by Mayakovsky to shift the stress from 

phrase level to word level. The poet uses numerous other techniques 

to restore stress to words outside of their function or placement in  

the sentence. One of Mayakovsky favorite devices is to cut the verse 

line into short segments. Notice below how, because of the broken 

line, every word (except for "H ") acquires individual stress: 

syllabotonic verse which re-rhythmed it in its own manner. The word's own 
stress thus becomes the single indispensable criterion of the verse. . . . Word or 
word combinations united by a single dynamic accent would be the rhythmical 
unit of such verse. . . . As a result of this specific syntactic construction, every 
word in Mayakovsky's verse acquires its own stress.) Jakobson, O c- 
s t i m  101. 
274 "Skazovyi stikh", Terras, m d b o o k  of R- 421. 
275 In literary cnticism this phenornena is sometimes called " p o  J i b ~ i W "  (the 
term introduced by V. Briusov in his "Nauka O stikhe"). 



Later, in 1922, Mayakovsky began to arrange his verse in a 

"staircase" manner in which broken, stretched-out lines became hi s 

trademark. 

The poet often separates prepositions, conjunctions, or particles 

from the dependent phrase or moves them from their fixed position 

at the front of the phrase to the end. As a result, these words acquire 

an independent stress: 

K ~ H  seceno, cnenaB yna~~arf t  ynap, 
C M O T ~ ~ T ~ ,  pacTonazpsn HorH Han, 

In some cases, Mayakovsky does not merely place the  

preposition at the end of the sentence but uses it independently a s  

an adverb. Vinokur mentions that according to several theories, in 

the prehistory of human language, prepositions were used a s  

adverbs (93). This is further evidence of Mayakovsky's intuitive 

imitation of the ancient language: 

YTO y ~ ~ ~ a f n b ?  ! 
TOnbKO YTO no6 eï0  JIHUIb 

l+i Hanemna KOHCT~HTHHOBH~ B ~ y ~ a ~ e  3a. (6 :223 



HO CMOTPHTe - 
H3 

B~nnarsam 
Red and White S t a r ' ~  

C B O ~ O X O M /  pa3~006pa3~arx BH3. 

Another technique ernployed by Mayakovsky to accent a n  

unstressed word is to furnish it with an unusual modifier. This is a 

variation of the device identified by formalists as "defamiliarisation" 

( o c ~ p a ~ e m e ) :  the artist removes a word or expression from its usual 

context or idiomatic surrounding so that the reader can perceive its 

original sense. In the example below the word " H ~ ~ C T ~ C R "  is 

modified by an adverb " 6 n ~ 3 ~ 0 "  which is normally used with the  

verb of location. By using the verb with the "wrong" modifier the  

poet draws the reader's attention to the unusual expression with the  

result that the ordinarily unstressed -word receives a full accent: 

The shifting of stress patterns is not the only explanation for 

the originality of Mayakovskyts verse. It is a combination of many 

devices that infuses his every line with artistic revelation and forma1 

novelty. Another of these devices was his use of non-standard 

language. 



5.2.3. Non-standard Language 

In many instances Mayakovsky uses intentional grammatical 

and lexical "mistakes" which are often reminiscent of folk o r  

children's language, or even slips of the tongue. Such constructions 

not only create the effect of "uneducated" speech, but also draw 

attention to the particularities of the language, compeliing the reader 

to reflect upon the reason for the "mistaken" grammar. Some of 

Mayakovsky's "lapses" include the following: 

1. Using direct objects with intransitive verbs: 

nepe~ana~an,  [vepeo] rona (1:125) 

2. Using an inanimate direct object ( H O ~ H )  in place of an 

animate; incorrect use of an indirect object (6p a c a e ~  a MH ) : 

3. Using non-standard cases and non-parallel constructions: 

E c n ~  C T a H e T  IHaJiHO M H e  

sasu saruefi MYHH (instead of "sa3 y ") (1:38) 

nonnpac~n ry6u y 6rë~noB X ~ H U H H U  Kapbepa 
(instead of " H ~ H ~ H H ~ " )  ( 1 2 7 )  

O Y T O ~ Y  CTaJïH ABTH, AOJiXHPe ïïOApaCTH, 
~anbYHxH - OTUbI, (instead of " O T U ~ M H " )  
neBovnH - 3 a 6 e p e ~ e ~ ~ n i r  ( instead of " 6 e p e ~ e ~ s a t ~ ~  " ) 

(1.15) 

B pae (instead of "B pam") 

B rnaae (instead of "B rnaoy") 



4. Shifting words; omitting prepositions: 

O ~ Y ~ J I ~ H H U ~ ~  nouenyHruHo ~ P O C H T ~ C R  BYPOC (1166) 

[ B U ~ O C  u~o6ar ~ P O C H T ~ C R ]  

5. Forming incorrect participles; adding reflexive particles to 

non-reflexive verbs: 

CBHCiiIHeCR 

6. Non-standard prepositions: 

B 6ynb~apax  al (1:82) 

c ~ o ~ p e s u x e r o  B o 6 p ~ n  b a l  ( 1  :138) 

7. Using countable nouns as non-countable: 

a p e ~ a  n n ~ y  (instead of " n n ~ a " )  (1:147) 

8, Substituting words within idioms: 

noueayx u o n a m  (instead of " u o ~ a n ~  ~ o n a r ~ a " )  ( 1 :8 1) 

There are far too many examples of grammatical incongruity i n  

Mayakovsky's verse than can be exhaustively covered in this paper. 

"Incorrect" grammar was not entirely unique to Mayakovsky . 
Khlebnikov occasionally used similar devices to create a "rough" 

texture in his poems, for example: 

rocnom h a ]  anoc~oeoft ~ ~ e p a r n ~ e f t  wpoebm ~ a n ~ c a ~  

( "Seashore" (Mopc~oB 6eper)) 

Y ~ o 6  peHa He rononana 6~r  

( "Razin's u s  t r u g" (Ycrpyr P a m ~ a ) )  
iinrnaaïru v e p e n o ~  T O C X ~ R  

( "Iranian Song" ( H p a ~ c ~ a ~  nech) )  
4 ynn6noft no6opaa mes ("Ladomir") 



We will now proceed to an analysis of several syntactic 

features of Mayakovsky's verse. 

5.2.4. Apostrophe 

Apostrophes, invocations, and addresses are al1 very corn mon 

in Russian lyncal poetry, especially in ditties .276 In addition t O 

apostrophes to actual people there are many seemingly rhe toric al 

ones which address inanimate objects, nature, and/or na tural 

phenornena: 

a nonnnru~~e-~a, c a n o m e ~ b m  (L:76) 

a Be~par MOH, B ~ T P P ,  BU 6yR~are B ~ T P M  ! (L: 1 15) 

a Tpama-~ypaena,  3 e n ë ~ a ~  MOR ! . (L:117) 

a n o n ~ ~ a   on, nonmyxma, n o n ~ ~ y r u ~ a  n y r o s a ~  ! (L: 1 17) 

One cannot help but notice that Mayakovsky's verse is rich in 

apostrophes of al1 kinds. Both in folk lyrics and in Mayakovsky's 

verse, apostrophes to inanimate recipients are an indication of th e 

author's animistic attitude toward the object of his address. In folk 

poetry and for Mayakovsky, objects of inanimate nature a r e  

important participants in the poem's events. In both cases, 

apostrophes reveal the emotional uplift of the caller who seeks 

assistance from outside the human world. They become not merely 

rhetorical devices but a way of inducing a meaningful response from 
t 

276 S. G. Lazutin, poetika cusskono fol'-, (Moscow: Vysshaia shkola, 1989) 
76. Examples from this book will be marked with the letter "LN. See also A. M. 
Novikova. A. V. Kokoreva, w n  d o e  ~oetifheskoe tvorchestvp 
(Moscow: Vysshaia shkola, 1969) 295. 



the addressee in the form of some action. Compare these examples 

from Russian folklore: 

Be~par MOH, BêTpY, BbI 6yft~bxe B ~ T ~ U !  
He MorneTe nH, aetpu, repu p a c ~ a u a ~ ~ ?  
r y c n ~  MOH, rycnn, îeoHuaTare rycna ! 
He MorneTe nH 6ar, rycna, enosy p a 3 s e c e n ~ ~ ~ ?  (L:115) 

Tu, p e ~ m o e ,  ~e woft, 
Korna MHn CHAHT CO MHOR. 
Tu Torna, cepnue aa~oft, 
Korna OH noRne~ AOMOB. 

with Mayakovsky's verse: 

rny6we, B nepwi, nyrua ynomecb! 

3 ~ a e ~ e  nro, cnpanna? 
Rasaa~e  -/ 6 y n e ~  MirTb B M ~ C T ~ !  
A? 

In Mayakovsky's verse, invocations inchde not only people 

and natural phenornena, but also abstract notions such as spite, 

memory, time, etc. : 



As we have shown, apostrophes to inanimate objects i n  

Mayakovsky's verse are similar to those found in folk poetry. 1 n 

other words, very often the "object" (sometimes a bird or an an imal )  

is treated as a conscious, articulate being and is expected to a n s w e r  

to the cal1 or to react in some other rneaningful way. 

The confusion between humans and unconscious nature is m o s t  

clearly expressed in Mayakovsky's attitude toward animals and i n 

his attempts to identify with the animal world through his poetry. 

5.2.5. Metamorphosis: Man and the Animal 



The role of the animal in Mayakovsky's poetry has been  

discussed in detail by L. Stahlberger, whose sensible analysis of 

animal symbolism in Mayakovsky's poetry provides us with valuable 

insight. Stahlberger States that the main function of the animal is t o  

express the alienation of the poet from the human world and to  

indicate a sacrificial element in the poet's plight.277 It is still 

important to reexamine closely the animal theme in May akov s ky 's 

poetry in the context of the metamorphosis device commonly found 

in folklore. 

A consideration of Russian folk tales in which t h e  

metamorphoses of persons into animals takes place reveals that i n  

many cases the transformation is a result of a punishment or spell. 

It is rarely a voluntary choice on the part of a fairytale character t o  

becorne an animal. The state of the animal is often considered a n  

inferior and humiliating one, a debasement of both human dignity 

and pride. For example. in the fairy tale "Magic Hen" (Yyxec~an 

Hypxua) a magic whip is capable of transforming a girl into a mare;  

in "Princess Gray Duck" ( u a p e ~ ~ a  cepa yraua) and "White Duck" 

(Senafi y ~ o n n a )  a princess is transformed into a duck by a witch; t h e  

princess in "Princess-Snake" ( U a p e ~ ~ a - 3 ~ e ~ )  and the prince i n  

"Enchanted Prince" (3axn~~uf t  uaperau) are both turned in to  

snakes by witches; in "Sister Alionushka and Little Brother 

Ivanushka" ( C e c ~ p ~ u a  Anë~yutwa H 6 p a ~ e u  kba~yruna). a little boy  

becomes a ewe as a result of a spell, etc.278 The gist of this device i s  

to reduce the person to a lower state of being -- the transformation 

277 S tahlberger 80-90. 
278 A. N. Afanas'ev, collecter, Farodnve u i e  m, vol. 2 (Moscow: 
Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1957). 



into the animal state results in a drastic alteration of physical and  

mental capacity, communicative ability is impaired, and the  

likelihood of falling victim to violence (in the form of huntsmen, 

soldiers etc.) is greatly increased. 

In fairy tales, of course, not al1 victims of humanlanimal 

transformations find themselves at a disadvantage as a result. It is 

true that many animals (birds, wolves, lions, bees, etc.) can move 

quickly and can easily escape persecution as well as inflict 

considerable harm to humans. However, while the image of the  

animal in folk tales is sometimes cast in a strong and positive light, in 

Mayakovsky's verse it is inevitably a symbol of oppression and  

weakness. We will focus on this interpretation. 

A short analysis of the transformation device in Mayakovsky's 

poems will help to establish connections to the same device as i t  

appears in folklore. In most instances, an animal such as a dog, a n  

ostrich, a bull, an elephant, a bear, and a moose is mentionêd in 

cornparison to the Poet. In each situation the Poet's reaction to the  

pressure of the outside world leads him to seek shelter in the guise 

of an animal. In the verse below the Poet responds to the attacks of 

the masses by offering them the fidelity of a dog: 

Ho m e  - 
nmw, 
H Te, YTO 0 6 ~ n e n ~  - 
su M a e  ecero nopome H 6 n ~ m e .  
B ~ n e n ~ ,  
Kart co6arra 6 b m q y m  p y ~ y  n ~ m e ~ ? !  

There are not many direct transformations of the Poet into a n  

animal. One occurs in the poem "That 1s How 1 Became a Dog" (BOT 



TaH R cnenancn co6aaoft ( 194-5)). The Poet's transformation is 

technically a realization of the Russian metaphor "angry as a dog". 

However, this change of appearance results in the dog's persecution 

at the hands of a hostile crowd: 

In the poem "To Russia" (POCCHH) the Poet identifies himself 

with the ostrich, a bird barely known in Russia. The point of this 

metaphor is not only to stress the Poet's alienation from the people, 

but also to express Mayakovsky's own difficulties in adapting to the  

northern climate. The Poet, unable to assimilate into the un fami liar 

environment, feels awkward and out of place. While some of the  

people fear hirn, others try to flatter him, yet once again, as a 

consequence of his strangeness, the Poet suffers physical and mental 

abuse: 

Pwcy~ 3TaXHR. 
Y ~ H U P  ni inmca 
O6naro~ ~onoft xonoxa. 
Becb H C T ~ I K ~ H H U ~ ~  B AaIMbI H XïaJïbiIbI, 
nepeeanmara rona. 
YTO Ht, 6 e p ~  MeHR XB~TECOR M ~ P O K O R !  
B P H T B O ~  BeTpa IIepbR o6pe8. 
~ Y C T ~  H C Y ~ B H Y , /  V J ~ H < O ~ ~  H ~ ~ M O P C X H R ,  
ROA HeHCTOBCTBa BCeX peeabpeft. 



In the poem "To Everything" @O BceMy), the Poet s eeks  

revenge for his lover's rejection. Again, he is compared to var ious  

animals who, hunted by the people, retaliate in vicious and frantic 

rage. Even these hyperbolized animals, however, are doomed t o  

failure -- they become prey to civilization and are exploited by t h e  

people: 

It is interesting to point out the use of the instrumental case i n  

the passage above which indicates the transformation into an animal. 

In Russian lyrical folk songs this case is often utilized instead of 

cornparisions with "Han " to indicate metamorphosis : 

. . . . .  . 
279 V. 1. Eremina, P~eticheskiistroiU,tQbparodnoi 1 1 t h  (Leningrad: Nauka, 
1978) 29-30. 



This device is also used in the post-revolutionary poema 

"About This". Here we have another example of a direct  

metamorphosis into a bear: 

Bnepa senoeex - 
eAHHbIM MâXOM 

n n a r ~ a ~ ~  ceoa p a 3 ~ e n s e n ~ n  BHA s! (2:179) 

Again, we are facing the case of confrontation between m a n  

and animal, with the animal victimized: 

Certain similarities between Mayakovsky's attitude toward  

animals and the roie of animals in Russian folklore are evident. A s  

most animals in Russian folk tales, in spite of their cunning a n d  

bravery, are typically regarded as lower beings, a transformation 

into the animal form is most often seen as a punishment a n d  

impairment of al1 major human capacities. Even if the enchan ted  

animal can sometimes speak, its communication is usually limited t o  

those words necessary for its own liberation ("Sister Alionushka", 

"Queen Frog", etc.). 

The Poet's identification with the animal is a result of his f e a r  

of and anger toward people. His inferiority cornplex, lack of personal  

communication, and resentment of his role as outcast motivate h i s  

self-debasement to the animal level. By inflicting this pu n i  s hme n t 



upon himself, the Poet deepens the gap between himself and the  

people, most of whom naturally assume a superiority over their 

animals and casually mistreat those animals over which they have 

unlimited power. In Mayakovsky's poems, as in fairy tales, the  

animal is often abused, hurt, and humiliated. In view of these 

observations, Stahlberger's statement that the Russian futur i s ts 

"regard the beast's or the primitive's existence as superior"280, a t 

least when it comes to Mayakovsky, appears somewhat groundless. 

Although there is no specific evidence that he borrowed the  

device directly, the many similarities to folklore indicate that it m a y 

well have been a fertile source of inspiration for Mayakovsky's 

metamorphosis theme. Of course, the device of metamorphosis is 

neither new to poetry in general nor to modernism in particular. 

Heine used animal masks to place his Poet in opposition to the  

outside world. Pasternak personifies his own anguish as a pine- 

marten in "Anguish" flocwa, Berueaa~, 6 e r t r e ~ a ~ .  . .) possibly under 

the influence of Mayakovsky's poetry. Mayakovsky continues the  

theme of metamorphosis, drawing upon the same sources that h a v e  

informed so many poets at so many different points in time. 

Ultimately, Mayakovsky's use of metamorphosis fails as a 

means of delivery from the demons that torment his Poet. He offers 

another way for his Poet to avoid suffering. His avenue of escape is 

to position himself beyond the human strata and to rise above the  

crowd in the forrn of a mythological giant. 

280 Eremina 88. 



5.2.6. Hyperbole 

Most scholars of Mayakovsky have pointed out his propensi  ty 

toward hyperbolization .2*i It is indeed a prominent feature of hi  s 

verse which enables the poet to realize many of his grotesque a n d  

fantastic images. It also allows him to describe more vividly h is  

interna1 feelings, sufferings, and conflicts with the world around him. 

As in the case of the Poet's man-animal metamorphosis, h i s  

appearance as a giant is another attempt to seek refuge from a 

hostile world. The atmosphere of Mayakovsky's early poems is  

suffused with a terror of his environment: first of the world of 

"things" ( s e r q ~ )  and then of a world of adults trapped by t h e s e  

things. This world, so natural to most people, is completely alien t o  

the Poet. It is overwhelming: it oppresses, threatens, and s t rangles  

him. This primitive fear before the overwhelming power of b Y t 

causes the Poet to expand to a celestial scale in order to protect  

himself against his enemies. The exaltation, aggrandizement, a n d  

deification of the Poet are prominent motives in several of 

Mayakovsky's works, including T r a e d v ,  and in such poemas  a s  

"Cloud Wearing Pants" and "Man". 

Mayakovsky's hyperbole has much in common with t h e  

hyperbolization so widely employed in folk lyrical verse, fairy ta les  

and bylinv.  In these settings, hyperbole is used to convey an "epic 

reality" which is characterized by a large-scale view of al1 of 

. . 
281 '*Giperbola", A. Kviatkovsky, P o e t i c h e u  slovar' (Moscow: Sovetskaia . . 
entsiklopediia. 1966) 87-8; Asia Humesky. vs and bis Nedo nisms (New 
York: Rausen Publishers, 1 963) 2 1. 



Russia.282 The main goal of b~ l inv is the glorification of the epic hero,  

the Russian boeatvr .  Boeatyri are the principal protagonists in bvlinv, 

who take part in various heroic escapades as they strive to protect  

Russia from foreign invaders. 

Mayakovsky uses hyperbole mainly to describe the Poet -- h i s  

alter-ego. As a result of hyperbolization, Mayakovsky's lyrical h e  r o  

takes on the characteristics of a mythological figure who is able t o  

perform incredible deeds and accomplish tasks beyond h u m a n 

capability. It will be revealing to compare some of the sirnilarities 

between the boea  t yri and Mayakovsky's portrayal of his Poet. 

Russian bepatyr i  are men of tremendous strength and size. 

similar to the Titans of Greek mythology. Many of them, "born of 

earth, are intimately united with Mother Earth and appear a lmost  

semi-divine or superhuman" ,283 In a previous chapter, we pointed 

out the deep connections between Mayakovsky's Poet and Mother  

Earth. A further affinity with bogatvri  lies in the divine origin of t h e  

Poet. The Poet hints at his supernatural birth by referring to t h e  

biblical giant Goliath: 

2a2 F. M. Selivanov, "Giperbola v bylinakh", Fol'klor m t v o  slova, vyp.3, 
(Moscow: Izdatel'stvo Moskovskogo Universiteta, 1975) 12. Sec also Novikova, 
Kokoreva 237. 
*B3 L. A. Magnus. T h e  of R u a  (London. New York: Kegan Paul. 
Trench, Trubner; E. P. Dutton, 1921) 21-6. 



In the poem "To Himself Beloved" (1: 1 19-20) the poet u s e s  

hyperbole to portray his lyrical persona as a creature of gigantic s ize  

with superhuman intellectual, emotional, and physical capacity. The 

Poet's physical size, as well as his emotional and spiritual wealth, a r e  

set at a cosmic scale: 

It is interesting to compare these lines with the boasting of t h e  

Russian bo eatvr Sviatogor in Russian bylina: 

In virtually every important pre-revolutionary work, the Poet 

appears as some type of superhuman creature. There are m a n y  

instances in which Mayakovsky endows his hero with gigantic 

s ta ture:  

284 P. Zhitetsky, Teonia Doe 
. * (Kiev: Tipografiia Imperatorskogo Universiteta 

Sv. Vladimira, 1902) 55. 



In the following example from Tragedy, the Poet Vladimir 

Mayakovsky strides through and soars above the city: 

In "Cloud Wearing Pants" the size of the Poet grows 

proportionately to his love cravings: 

In "Backbone Flute" the Poet covers great distances in gigantic 

steps: 

In "War and the Universe" the Poet is a messiah of colossal 

moral, spiritual, and physical power. He is capable of time travel, a n d  

ex treme violence: 

L 8 O ~ I 4 O ~ ~ ~ I I I O O I 8 O D D I I I  

3T0 R/ c ~ M , /  C X H B O ï O  CLlHpâR UXypy, 
mpy nmpa MRCO. 
ï ' y n r a ~ ~  Ha UiTbïHaX MaTePHKH. 
ropona - rpynar r n i r s n s a r e .  



In some cases the accent is placed on the stentorian voice of 

the Poet which he uses as an indicator of both his physical strength 

and poetic power: 

0 bf~p O ~ P O M H B  M O ~ ~ I O  ~ O J I O C ~ ,  

Hny - xpac~earft, 
n s a n u a ~ ~ n ~ y x n e ~ w ~ R .  

In both passages the Poet's voice is compared to thunder t na^ 

r p o ~  , O ~ ~ O M H B ) .  Similar cornparisons also occur in byliny: 

Mayakovsky uses the image of a trembling earth (xpomm 

o 6 ~ n  6ar o e ~ n ~  . . .), a cliché common to bvlinv and other folk 

genres (oewxn LIPOHHT, 3eMJIR T P R C ~ T C R ) :  

8 C~onu6anac~  ~ a ~ y u t x a  cupa o e ~ n ~  . . .286 

0 ~ P O M  rPeMHT, 3eMJIR TPRC~TCII - 
non H a  Hypme H ~ C ~ T C R .  (Russian folk ditty) 

Growing larger still, the Poet cannot control his own 

remarkable strength. He is incapable of simple dealings with people 

and operates instead on a universal/elernental level (ocean, s ky , 

thunder, earth, moon, cornets, night, sun). The Poet-giant faces a 

285 Selivanov, "Giperbola v bylinakh" 12. 
286 Selivanov, "Giperbola v bylinakh" 15. 



much more serious problem than his Poet-animal. From his elevated 

vantage the world seems unfamiliar and extraneous. His isolation and 

loneliness become more acute, and his suffering grows in proportion 

to his physical size: 

As consistently as it appears in Mayakovsky's p re -  

revolutionary verse, hyperbole is not the only device he uses t o  

express his attitude toward poetic reality . Mayakovsky made ample 

use of virtually every device available in the Russian language, 

including the endless possibilities of affixation. Perhaps his favorite 

device, which he shares with Russian folklore, is the use of suffixes of 

subjective evaluation. 

5.2.7. S u m e s  of Subjective Evaluation and Other Devices 

Common in Old Russian in general, and in folklore in particular, 

is the use of various diminutive, augmentative, hypocoristic, a n d  

pejorative suffixes. Stylistically these suffixes belong to an informa1 

language. In byliny, where there is no direct authorial commentary, 

these suffixes are largely used to express the folk's attitude toward 

the subject and characters of the story: " r o n o ~ ~ q a  naH I'IHBHo~~ 

~ o ~ ë n ,  rnamrqa, KaR uaruirrqa, p y.raxqa, Hax rpa6n~qa",  

"Anëme~b~a  IIO~OBHY M J I ~ A " . ~ ~ ~  

28' Novikova, Kokoreva 238, 297. 



Mayakovsky makes regular use of these suffixes, mainly to 

express pejorative meaning: nyrnoawa, e3nornex. c T a p H n a u r H a ,  

H e H e H b H a ,  i iOUeJIyHUH0,  ~ O X H H ,  I I ~ ~ M K I H H ,  CTâpy ï i IOHHa,  nnaumH, 

n r o 6 o ~ ~ u r ~ a ,  3 y 6 ë ~ n ~ ,  M a n b u o H x a ,  wynaum, xenabpair , 6 p w i u r ~ 0 ,  

nome, cnowo8~ex~xoe, T x i x o H a K o e ,  mane~bn~f t ,  6 n a m e ~ ~ e ~ b n ~ f t ,  

HeWHBHbKO, rOJIOaHeHbHHe, IIOTHeHbKHe, I lOHOpHeHbKHe, IJeJIe- 

XOHbHHe, r P R 3 H e H b H O 0  

In many instances he also uses the suffixes of subjective 

evaluation to convey diminution: na6ëaouex, HOHOYXH, U e p H o B K a ,  

@ H ~ Y P H H ,  IïJïaYHXH, IiaJibYHHH, MOPUJHHKH, IMTaYOH, O P ~ L U K O ,  

~ ~ H T H H ,  HPOXOTHNR, M ~ X O H L H H B ,  The poet very rarely applies t h e  se 

suffixes as hypocoristic: MHHOHOCOYKa, TJIa3HH, JIHYHHO, C B P ~ H ~ H H ~ ,  

Mayakovsky also commonly uses augmentative suffixes. Unlike 

other suffixes of the group, these are utilized solely in the formation 

of nouns : cneîawa, canommqa, nynarema, 6omaxqe, MHHOHOCHHL, 

X B O C T H u e ,  6nlorr~xqa, T O q H u a .  B O J ï û C H ~ a ,  n lo6o~~xqa ,  H O w t H u a ,  

X p O B H q a ,  Y C H U a ,  

The repetition of two or more words with the same root is 

another stylistic feature cornmon to both Russian folklore and 

Mayakovsky's verse: 



Compare the above with repetitions in folk ethos and lyrical 

folk songs: 

. . . KTO 6~ H ~ M  cxa3an npo c ~ a p o e ,  npo c ~ a p o e ,  npo 
6 ~ ~ a n o e ,  npo Toro NRLH) npo biyporaua . , . 

Generally, repetition is a common characteristic of lyrical folk 

Song. It provides the Song with a clear-cut syntactic and sonic 

expressivity.288 The rhythmic repetition of prepositions. adverbs, a n d  

particles is a common device in Mayakovsky's lyrics as well: 

Y'e O ~ ~ ~ ~ M ~ B I I I ~ R ,  yxe ~aslparn (1:150) 

At times, Mayakovsky makes specific references to folk ta  le 

motives: (see also the citation about the fish above): 

288 Novikova, Kokoreva 297. 



This poetic formula is very common in Russian fairy tales. 

Compare this to the words of the Princess Frog in the fairy tale of t h e  

same title: 

Max~yna  npa~oft pynoa - cTanH neca H Bonn, M a x H y -  

na ne~oft - cTam neTaTb paoene R T H U Y . ~ ~ ~  

In the following example from "War and the Universe" we f ind  

imitations of skaz  rhythm (see also the example 1:171 above). Note 

how the poet shifts the stress to the preposition " ~ a "  imitating a 

characteristic feature of folk kaz : 

HHHOMY H e  BePOMO, 
AHH JIH/ ï O A Y  JIH, 
c Tex nop wax Ha none 
n e p B y r o  ~ p o e b  eoftHe oTnaJIH 

5.2.8. Lubok 

During the short period of the First World War (August - 
October) Mayakovsky dong with Lentulov, Malevich, Chekrygin, 

Larionov, and other artists created a series of posters and postcards  

with patriotic propaganda.290 These were imitations of the Russian 

primitive artifacts -- l u  b ki, which appeared in the seventeen  t h 

century in the form of cheap prints with short texts on apocryphal  

subjects, similar to English chapbooks. Mayakovsky c rea ted  

289 Afanas'ev 330. 
290 Katanian 34. 



numerous texts and several drawings for lu b ki.2gl Edward Br0 w n 

denies any artistic value to either the verses or the drawings: 

The posters, called lubki, were primitive in content and 

aimed at a wide and iasteless audience. The verses were 

on the same level: Austrians and Germans figures as 

repellent cartoon characters impaled on the bayonets or 

pitchforks of brave Russian soldiers defending the Slavic 

lands. The verses are a disgrace, but a disgrace shared 

by the literary elite of the day, most of whom -- acmeists, 

symbolists, and futurists -- produced during the early 

months of the war stirring calls to defeat the barbarians 

from the center of Europe . . . ( 1  10). 

The choice for this particular artistic form was probably 

dictated by the demands of production and distribution which 

required accessible content easily understood by large masses of 

uneducated Russians. It was not Mayakovsky's intention to continue 

the development of this form for his lyrical output and he indeed 

abandoned it shortly after this period.292 

PSS, 1:355-64. 
292 Mayakovsky returned to lubok-like f o m s  in 1919-21 in his production of  
satirical posters, this time again upon the commission of the state (The Russian 
Telegraph Agency). 



Conclusion 

We find with absolute certainty no evidence of deliberate 

imitation of folklore or direct borrowing from Old Russian language 

in Mayakovsky's early poetry. Nevertheless, cornmonalties be t w een 

Mayakovsky's pre-revolutionary verse and Russian folk imagery, 

versification, and poetic devices, as well as certain stylistic elements 

peculiar to Old Russian indicate some degree of awareness of these 

primary sources on the part of the poet. 

In spite of his lack of interest in folklore and ancient languages, 

the poet came to use both popular and old language forms and  

imagery. In his attempt to overcome academic norms and to r e  turn 

to primary sources of creativity Mayakovsky produced his O w n 

distinctive style and poetic imagery. Modern vernacular and ancien t 

speech patterns, elements of the old languages, and classical poetic 

devices are brought together in Mayakovsky's poetics a n d  

iconography. Mayakovsky's style is well-suited to the expression of 

the complex persona1 feelings and emotions of his lyrical hero. 

Emotional oversaturation, especially characteristic of such folk a r t  

forms as lyrical Song and bvlina is a primary link between 

Mayakovsky's futurist poetry and primitive art and literature. This 

characteristic, as we have noted, is one of the essential marks of 

primi tivism. 



Mayakovsky's Primitivism and Children's Language, Art, 

and Expressive Behavior 

.1. Infantilism As an Inde~endent Catenorv 

As we have mentioned, infantilism is an integral part of our 

concept of primitivism. At first glance, it may seem unnecessary to 

distinguish children's art from that of pre-literate or even prehistoric 

people, especially in light of the fact that a chüd's development 

seems to reenact the basic stages of human progress. However, one 

obvious reason for making this distinction is the soarcity of 

information we have on the prehistoric pas. Given the lack of 

written records and extreme remoteness in time, we can only 

speculate on the behavior, world view, and artistic capabilities of 

ancient people. There is no substantial record of creative linguistic 

activities left over from prehistory. Without written account, we can 

barely speculate on the nature of primitive speech, song, and poetry. 

We cm guess that the initial spark for such creative activities as song 

rnay have corne fiom the sounds of the natural environment,293 but 

we are still in a speculative mode. Although the art of contemporary 

non-industrial societies is well researched, their folkîore represents 

293 Ethnographers have found examples of the connection between 
song/poetry and nature in numerous contemporary tribal societies, among 
them the Qyalli of New Guinea, who improvise music and poetry to accompany 
the sound of the rushing waters of waterfalls and the singing of birds. 



an already complex body of creative work based on highly 

sophisticated mythology and religious beliefs. For more cancrete 

insight into the creative mind in its pre-literate or primitive stage, 

we need to look elsewhere. We look to the child. 

Children are like self-contained microcosms of accelerated 

human development who progress by quickly processing each stage 

and moving on to the next, with none of the sense of continuity o r  

tradition we find in the art of prehistoric man. Children's art, 

especially in preschool stages before the process of socialization 

begins, exists outside of any historical or cultural context. It is 

primordial in the sense that it springs from a nascent stage of self- 

awareness and will be incapable of such abstractions as history, 

culture, and tradition for quite some time to corne. In children, w e 

can easily observe the development of the creative impulse in visual 

art, music and language. We can also determine the peculiarities of 

the child's view of the world from Our direct observations and from 

numerous publications on the subject.294 A child, like a mirror 

reflecting human history, begins in a "golden age" of innocence, a 

period which inexorably fades with the coming of sophistication, self- 

criticism, and entrance into the social milieu. Infantilism is comprised 

not only of those elements peculiar to children's language or art, bu  t 

perhaps more importantly encornpasses the child's concept of t he  

world, hisher physical and psychological reactions, and the specifics 

of his/her expressive behavior. 

294 For a com~rehensive  study of this subject see Jean Piaget, m e  Child s ' 1 

e World (paterion, New jersey: Littlefield. Adams & Co., 1960). 



One of the fundamental features of the child's world view is 

the concept of animism, a cornplex belief system which holds that  

every action is purposeful, that al1 objects have feelings identical t o 

the child's, and in which the living and the inert are regularly 

confused. One interesting manifestation of animism in children is th e 

common belief that he/she is followed by the sun and the rnoon.295 

Another typical characteristic of children's perceptions, 

especially in early childhood before the ages of seven or eight, is the  

inability to discriminate between events of physical and psychic 

reality. For a child, interna1 and external reality are equally "real", so 

that he/she does not distinguish between subjective and objective 

life. The world of the child is filled with supernatural and terrifying 

events which occur through the intervention of rnagical po wers . 
These forces permeate al1 visible objects, or else- issue forth directly 

from the child's will. During the first "primitive stage" of the child's 

development, magic and animism coexist in hislher mind.296 

Animism is easily observed in children's drawings and  

paintings. Almost al1 children draw, especially in early childhood, and 

very often these drawings are more expressive and "graphic" than 

the first attempts to communicate ideas verbally. It is not uncommon 

for children to draw inert objects, celestial bodies, and na t u r al 

phenomena that are endowed with a human face or even body 

parts.297 

295 Piaget. The Cwds Conceut - *  ion 236. 
296 Piaget, T M d  s Concept 0 ion 250-1. 
297 Di Leo 15, 42, 56, 79,171. 



6.2. Infantilism in Mavakovskv's Earlv Poe  trv 

There has been a great deal of interest in children's a r t ,  

particularly over the last few decades.298 While much analysis a n d  

interpretation of infantile paintings has seen print, certain issues  

related to concrete manifestations of children's language have n o t  

been ' investigated sufficiently. There exist special fields wi th in  

cognitive linguistics, psychology, and anthropology concerned w i t h 

the study of children's assimilation of standard patterns of language 

and behavior, as well as their adaptation to the adult world from a 

psychological point of view. Meanwhile, inquiries into the di f ferences  

between infantile art and language and that of mature writers a n d  

artists are few and far between. Among Soviet non-psychological 

investigations of children's speech there is only one deserving Our 

attention -- the book From Age Two to Five (OT ~ B Y X  JIO ~ R T H )  b y 

the famous children's writer Korney Chukovsky, a volume which c a n  

be found on the shelves of almost every Russian-speaking family.299 

Although written in conformity with the strictly enforced  

requirements of socialist censorship, the book contains a wealth of 

material concerning the child's ability to create neologisms, h i  s / h e r 

system of logic, hislher view of existential issues, and affinities 

between children's and folk language. We realize the ques  t ionable  

nature of this source, nevertheless, in spite of its political bias, it i s  

possible to extrapolate some useful information pertaining to ou  r 

29* There are several important books on the subject. including those of Di Leo. 
Alschuler and Hattwick (see bibliography). 
299 Komey Chukovsky, Or dvykh do m, 12th ed. (Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe 
izdatel'stvo detskoi literatury, 1957). 



investigation from Chukovsky's book. The most precious section of 

the book is the author's exquisite collection of children's "pearls" of 

language compiled in over thirteen subsequent reprintings. We will 

use the material frorn this book as a guideline for our analysis of t he  

behavior, philosophy, and language peculiarities of Russian speaking 

children. 

As we have indicated, Mayakovsky displayed no specific 

interest in children. The poet's attitude toward children as reflected 

in his early oeuvre is characterized by caution, mistrust, a n d  

occasional animosity. We have indicated some possible causes for this 

disposition in previous c hapters. This apprehension toward children, 

which we believe to have been caused at least in part b y 

Mayakovsky's abrupt transition into the adult world, is i n  

contradiction to the poet's own artistic vision, a perspective which 

displays numerous infantile elements. Mayakovsky's early poems are 

imbued with the essential features of a child's fantastic and animistic 

world view. Among these properties are Mayakovsky's predilection 

toward attributing consciousness to inert objects and abs trac t 

notions, his endowment of thern with human physical characteristics, 

as well as his literal realization of metaphors. 

Animism, scarcely found in the verse of other Russian 

modernist poets ,300 is a highly significant aspect of Mayakov s ky' s 

work. His inclination toward the personification of inert objects a n d 

abstract notions becomes more than a simple literary device, a n d  

develops instead into a complete poetic philosophy. Significantly, w e 

300 Similar poetic devices were used by Guro, in early Pasternak ("no~epx 
6apbepo~". "Cecrpa MOR - H H ~ H ~  "), and Khlebnikov. 



find the element of "animationt' in 56 out of 65 of his p r e -  

revolutionary poems, not to mention his four poemas  and his play, i n  

which animism is a central element in the poet's overall perspective. 

Personification was a common device among pre-moderni  s t 

poets. Writers within certain literary movements, the German 

Romantics for one example, cultivated the personification of n a t u r e  

and pantheism. This rnovement had a great deal of influence o n  

Tiutchev's work who, among the nineteenth century Russian poets, i s  

best known for his anthropomorphization of nature. For Mayakovsky, 

as we have stated, personification is much more than a tool o r  

stylistic or philosophical affectation. It appears almost obsessively i n 

virtually every early poem, establishing a poetic constant which 

Mayakovsky uses not merely to add to the metaphorical charge of 

the poem, but rather as an expression of his . aesthetic 

Weltanschauung. Indeed, we find that Mayakovsky's poetic persona  

is not only defined by his animistic world view, but that it permea tes  

his entire logical system, influences his approach to both nar ra t ive  

and characterization, and provides the ernotional basis for his verse. 

Much of the logic that forms the foundation for Mayakovsky's  

verse resembles the rational system of a child. The specifics of 

children's logic are related to the child's belief in an ul t imate  

causality of al1 events, assuming that everything occurs in order t o  

satisfy men's needs.301 Some children, especially those raised with a 

religious background, are more likely to believe in a divinely guided  

and ordered universe. For example, a six-year-old boy asks if t h e  



wind blows becau-se someone is pushing it,302 implying the existence 

of divine agency. We find a similar case in Mayakovsky's p o e m  

"Listen!". In his child-like query "If the stars are lit then somebody 

needs them" the poet attempts to determine not so much t h e  

progenitor of the stars (it is clearly God himself), but the rational 

purpose for their very existence. Brown accurately observes that t h  e 

poem is filled with infantile images of God represented as a good- 

hearted old man with gray beard (96). We find simplified child-like 

images of God and angels appearing in several of Mayakovsky's e a r l y  

poems and poemas,  including "And Yet" (A ~cë- an^), "Cloud 

Wearing Pants", and "Man". 

The poema  "Man" is replete with the egocentric wondermen t  

and reversed logic of a child. The Poet glorifies his own body as a 

miracle of purposeful creation. He is endowed with a pair of 

"wonderful hands" which he cm move from left to right, a precious 

mind which can think up fantasies that are immediately realized 

(notice the personification of the Poet's thought), his saliva is t h e  

sweetest of all, his "precious brain" flickers, and his " wonderful  

tongue" can create reverberating sounds (1 : 17 1). B y the conclusion of 

this overwrought anatomical description, Mayakovsky offers as a n 

explanation for the mystery of man's creation the simple necessity 

for a human being to perform various actions and deeds: 



Mayakovsky's peculiar attitude to "things" may also take its 

cue from the child's perspective. As the child describes everything 

that rnoves as if it were conscious, he/she sees every moving object 

as conscious and intentional in their actions.303 This is the origin of 

the naive belief that the Sun and the moon follow us. 1 n 

Mayakovsky's early verse, obvious illustrations of this creed a re  

found in two poems in which a personified moon seems to follow the  

poet's movements: 

. o . . o 1 . o o o * . . * . . . m o o o m 1 . . . ~ , . .  

PRAOM nyHa nof tnë~ - 
Tyna, rne ~ e 6 o c ~ o n  pacnopol. 
~ o ~ ~ B H I I ~ T c R ,  
Ha CeKyHAy iipHMepHT ~0ft KOTeJïOK. ( 1 5 9 )  

Since a child sees his surroundings as alive, he will typically 

blame an inert object for hurting him should he bump into it. 

Likewise, Mayakovsky's Poet takes offense at inanimate objects as if 

they were alive. The Poet, pressured by urban life, fantasizes that  

everything in the city conspires to intimidate his vulnerable mind: 

- - - 

303 Piaget, The C h u  s C o m o n  of the 1 Woru 213. 



* A sa rope,/ rne nnanano TehaHo 
H ropon/ po6n~R npHne3 

The affinity between Mayakovsky's perspective and that of the  

child goes beyond logic and philosophy to include the very structure 

and mechanics of language and metaphor itself. Children are seldom 

satisfied with the manner in which adults use verbs in spoken 

language. A child creates a multitude of verbs of his own design 

which often metonomically describe the action performed by th  e 

agent. This is especially m e  with the Russian language in which long 

and heavy expressions often describe quite simple actions. For 

example, "nona~a  cxer nonaroft" is transformed by the child into 

" n o n a ~ ~ ~ b  " (compare with "to shovel"), " 3 a 6 ~ ~ b  MOIIOTKOM" becornes 

" ~ ~ M O J I O T O Y H T ~ "  (to hammer), " n p a r q e ~ s n  pyny nsepbm" becornes 

"oansep~n pynytt.304 Chukovsky believes that these formations 

contribute to the economy of speech (34-5). Thsre are many verbs in  

Mayakovsky's poetry formed in the same manner. Curiously, most of 

these neologisms appear in the poet's post-revolutionary verse: 

'O4 Chukovsky. Pt dvyLh 35. 



@ y ~ 6 o n  - @y~6onbcli (Humesky 189-9 1) 

Such strong coincidences in word creation as the child's 

neologism "6y~ara  O T H H O I I H ~ J I ~ C ~ " ~ ~ ~  and May akovs ky 's 

"oTxHonmHcb KHOIMH" (6 2 2  support the observation th a t  

Mayakovsky's mode of thought had deep affinities with that of 

children. 

The heightened expressivity and exaggerated emotionality of 

children's language is equally characteristic of Mayakovsky's poetic 

speech. The high degree of hyperbole so common to Mayakovsky is 

also common to children's communication. To a child, hyperbole is 

not a figure of speech so much as it is a sincere belief in the  

immensity and might of al1 things. The prefix "O" ("06") meaning a n  

excess of an action is often used in the creation of neologisms b y 

children. Not surprisingly, Mayakovsky makes extensive use of thi s 

construction as well. Compare: 

Children: 06c~eunaea, o 6 ~ a ~ ~ n c ~  [ hugged his mom 1, [ y n ~ u a ]  

0 6 c ~ e r ~ n a c b  ,306 

Mayakovsky : o6emouen. osa3~ncfi, O ~ ~ K ~ T H ~ H ,  oMonHHnH, 

0 6 @ p e ~ u ~ n ~ c b ,  O ~ ~ J C T ~ T H ~ C R . ~ ~ ~  

Mayakovsky was not the first author infatuated with the  

formation of neologisms. Other futurist poets such as S everianin 

(ocynpyrnmacfi, onanommb, o n p 0 6 0 p ~ ~ b ,  O @ P ~ Y B T ~ C R )  a n d 

305 Chukovsky. Ot dvukh 35. 
3O6 Chukovsky, Ot d v u b  35. 39. 
307 Humesky 192-3. 



Khlebnikov ( M O i i a p ~ H T b ,  YHHrHCXaHHTb, 3 a P â T y C T P H T b )  u sed 

similar methods for making new words.308 

The child is a born optimist. He denies death, especially h i s  

own. When facing the inevitability of the eventual death of al1 living 

things he invents his own mythology to compensate for the g r im  

truth. Chukovsky writes: 

We have already discussed Mayakovsky's attitude t o  w a r d  

death in the previous chapters. The invulnerability of his Poet, t h e  

manner in which he artfully describes various patterns of 

resurrection, and an obsession with his own immortality d l  b e t r a y  

~~~~~~ 

ao8 Chukovsky, Ot dvukh 38. 
309 (The child needs optimism like air. It might seem that thoughts of d e a t h  
would be a major injury to this optimisrn. Howevet. as we have just seen, t h e  
child is wonderfully armored against such sorrows. In the armory of his sou1 
there are ample means to protect this crucial optimism. By the end of h i  s 
fourth year, as soon as the child learns about the inevitability of death for a l1  
living things, he quickly tries to convince hirnself that he will r e m a i n  
immortal forever.) Chukovsky. Qî d v u kh 141. 



Mayakovsky's infantile idealism and absolute faith in eternal life. 

Mayakovsky's Poet, the sole ultimate survivor in "War and the  

Universe", reminds us of a little boy who declares while attending a 

funeral procession that eventually everyone will die while he alone 

will remain alive.310 Mayakovsky's preoccupation with immortali t y  

was a lifelong concem. Roman Jakobson reports a conversation with 

the poet during which he told Mayakovsky of Einstein's recently 

published relativity theory. Mayakovsky, excited and agitated, 

interpreted the theory as a first step toward the achievement of 

immortality for people.31 l Indeed, the twenty-seven-year-old poet's 

inherent naïveté and sincere desire for eternal life tesembles the  

dream of the little Russian girl Galka who wants to become a doctor 

to invent a medicine allowing people to live forever, and to other 

similar cases involving children's dreams of eternal life.312 

Mayakovsky's poetry possesses a quality Chukovsky describes 

as graphic clarity ( I ~ @ H Y H o c T ~ ) .  He recommends this quality a s 

indispensable to authors of children's literature. Since the c hild's 

mentality is image-oriented, the best children's literature will 

contain images which can be easily illustrated by an artist.313 

Mayakovsky's consistent use of the "animation" device gives his 

poetry a cartoon-like quality. His images acquire anthropomorphic 

features which, were it not for the complexity of his iconography a n d  

content, would make his poems equally appealing to both children 

and adults. Keep in mind that in children's cartoons most objects a r e  

-- - 

310 Chukovsky, Ot dy- 115. 
3" Jakobson, "O pokolenii" 20. 
312 Chukovsky, Qt dv- 146, 148-9. 
313 ~hukovsk~, Ot d v u  339. 



endowed with bodies and facial features, and can often move a n d  

speak as people. 

In comparing adult reasoning with that of children, Chukovsky 

recognizes that children's thinking is more concrete than that of 

adults. From the outset, a child's representational system is related to 

"objects of the objective world", which is why children do not easily 

understand or accept allegories and metaphors 214 It is charac teristic 

for the child to take various "linguistic personifications" a n  d 

"anthropomorphic or quasi-magical expressions" quite literally. 

Adults employ the animistic expressions of children to invigorate 

their own language which "fosters the child's anirni~rn".3~5 

One of the essential features of Mayakovsky's poetics is t h e  

manner in which he uses metaphors. His approach, obviously 

intentional, is reminiscent of a child's fresh perception, particularly 

in the way he reverts a complex metaphor back to its original sense. 

He usually accomplishes this by returning each word in the idiomatic 

expression back to its literal meaning, creating the illusion of na ive  

interpretation as it is observed in children's speech. Simply put, t h e  

poet realites the metaphor by playing out the original definition of 

the expression. He interprets the grammatical term "animate" 

literally as "alive". Most often the process of realization i s  

accompanied by an "animation" of objects and abstract notions a s  

well. He demonstrates the literal meaning of the idiom by creating 

various absurdist scenes in which the idiom, taken in its original 

sense, is reenacted before the eyes of the reader. Here is one of t h e  

314 Chukovsky, Ot d v u u  55. 
' 1  315 Piaget, fhe Child s Conception of the W o u  248- 



most obvious examples of the realization of the expression "aepen 

~ ~ C X O Z H J I H C ~ " :  

Sometimes the process of realizing a rnetaphor takes up the  

entire poem, as in "Marna and the Evening Killed by the Germans". 

Here the expression "to kill the evening" is realized by casting the  

evening as a living character in the poem, who in the end is killed b y  

the Germans. Below are several other interesting examples of 

expressions similarly "realized" taken from Mayakovsky's p r e - 
revolu tionary verse: 

1. RoaapHTb norrenyff - ( t o  give somebody a kiss) - a poignant 

absurdist story of a man who receives two kisses, one of which grows 

to an enonnous size (156). 

2. RonacTb nanbueM B ~ e 6 o  - (to Say or to do something ou t  

of place, to be wide of the mark literally to hit the sb with a finger) 

- the Poet points to heaven as God's residence (1:60): 



3 .  nomap cepaua - (a paraphrase of the idiom "cepaue 

r o p a ~ " ,  heart on fire) - a vivid representation of a fire inside the  

Poet as firefighters attempt to extinguish the flames (1:65-6). 

4. 3noa Han co6ana - (angry as a dog) - the entire poem is a 

tale based on the metamorphosis of the Poet into a dog (1:94-5). 

5 .  XBOCT XOMeToI  - ( the tail of the cornet ) - a figure of speech, 

realized in the literal image of the desiccated tail of a cornet (1: 101). 

6 .  xiwype~b~irff  aena6pirn - (nice and gloomy fittle December, 

literally "frowning December" ) - an anthropomorphized December " is 

crying as if he had been beaten" (1:107). 

7. HepBar I I ~  THHYTY - (stiff, tense nentes, literally strained) - 
The Poet walks on his "stretched like a tightrope" soul, a symbol of 

his emotional tension (1 : 133): 

AyUy H a n  IipORaCTbio HâTRHyJi HaHaTQM,  
HCo~rn~pya  cnoeam, 3anasanc~ Han ~ e f t .  

8. HaXJIMH'JIH CJIYXH - (rumors flew in) - rumors a r e  

anthropomorphised ( 1 : 143): 

Mayakovsky achieves his process of animation by various 

means. Very often inanimate objects and abstract notions acquire a 

human or animal's facial features. In numerous cases May akovs ky 

attributes either a whole body or separate body parts to t he  



inanimate noun. Occasionally he gives natural phenornena h u m an 

qualities by having them perform activities normally associated w i th 

consciousness. Many of these actions are related to sex and love- 

making. We have classified the "animation" process into seven 

general groups shown below. Since examples of animation are so 

numerous, Our intention is not to attempt an exhaustive listing, but  

to select the most interesting ones as representative of each 

occurrence. 

1. Animation through the use of the human face, head, facial 

organs and features: 

yrpm~arft noxnb c ~ o c ~ n  rnaoa (1:22) 

B yuxax ornoxmxx napoxoxoB ropenx cepbrH mopeft 
O 

( 1 2 5 )  

TYMaH C KpOBOXânHbiM JIHuOM K ~ H H H ~ ~ J I ~  (1:30) 

r p ~ ~ a c y  ~ e 6 a  ( 1  2 7 )  

lpavna ~ a n ë ~ a ~ ~ a r x  a+au (1:27) 

~ p a ~ % a f t  c pa36era B3MeTHyJI 3paYKH ( 1 2 9 )  

y p a ~ e ~ o r o  conma s a r ~ e ~ a n  rnao (1:29) 

~ e 6 a  c e ~ c t n ~ e c ~  ry6nr ( 1 :30) 

y odnavna rpmacxa s a  MopqHane poTma ( 1 :4 1) 

uynmr-KOECOTXH H ~ P H B O  WYPRTCII ( 1 5 2 )  

Y n ~ u a  Myny Monna nëpna. 
KPHH TOPYKOM CTORJI H3 rJIOTHX. (1:67) 

cnë~at H3 raao . . . BOAOCTOYHuX ~ p y 6  (1:76) 

3së3nu . . . 0 6 e 3 r n a ~ ~ n ~  (1:80) 

rJIâ3 BOBOJIYHHR CTPaLlIHO KOCHTCR (1:82) 



2. Animation through the use of an animal's face (muzzle) and 

other body parts: 

a n n a ~ b ~  s o ~ y q ~ e  nanu 

a ~opnoft  nepe~ourea~arft . . . n r y ~  
a y noueny~ earpocn~ ~ K H  

a ecex neruexonoe  opn na n o m n ~  o6cocana 

3. Animation through the use of arms or hands: 

4. Animation through the use of the legs or feet: 

5. Animation through the use of the entire body or various 

individual body parts: 



6. Animation through the use of human-like actions: 

7.  Animation through actions associated with sex and love- 

making: 



Conme nonHHMeT polxyro ronoey, 
3anenueec~ noxMenbe Ha BcnyxmeM pTe, 
H HeT CHJI yAepHâTbCR rOJIOMJ7 - 
B ~ R T ~ /  He EepHyTbCR HQYâM B BepTeïI. 
W eme H e  y c n e e ~ /  HOYL, apanna, 
neua, nponamaan,/ B o~narx./ B teHb, - 
wa ~ e ë /  paclianewiryio ~ y m y  ~cxapa6xan 
~osarft rononaufi nem. ( 1  :142) 

Mayakovsky's poetic infantilism extends to his use of color. 

Certain similarities can be found between his color symbolism a n  d 

that found in the paintings of young children.316 The use of black 

among young children indicates repressed feelings and anxieties 

stemming from a fear of situations with which they are unable to  

cope, for example a broken home.317 Rose Alschuler points out tha t  

the color red is sometimes used by young children to express 

hostility or aggression (38). As both black and red are two of t he  

most commonly used colors in Mayakovsky's early verse, it would 

not be unreasonable to speculate that this frequency of particular 

colors may stem from certain aspects of the poet's early biography. 

An appreciation of children's spontaneity, naïveté, and  

forthrightness is common among modernist artists who see in t h e  

child an idealized creature opposite in so many ways to the adult. 

Burdened by social norms and traditional moral codes, limited b y 

316 See the table of Mayakovsky's use of colon in chapter 4. 
317 Rose H. Alschuler. PaintinP And P e r s o w  

. . (Chicago and London: The 
University of Chicago Press. 1969) 37. 



standards of language, and restricted in the use of vocabulary, t he  

adult world represents repression and inhibition. The avant-garde 

artist sets out to free his work frorn these limitations by adopting the  

sensibility of a child. Kandinsky drew a parallel between the artist 

and the child by emphasizing that both perceive objects and events 

with "innocent eyes", seeing them "as such", with their interna1 

essence, disregarding their practical side.318 

Though his child-like perspective was not stylistically out of 

step with his modernist contemporaries, Mayakovsky was far from 

merely attempting to imitate infantile devices in his work. The 

originality and freshness of Mayakovsky's world view, as reflected in 

the immediacy of expression, emotional content, persona1 

iconography, and magic realism, arise from his attempt to translate 

his troubled immature psyche into the language of avant-garde 

poetry. Like a child who confuses a dream with reality, Mayakovsky 

creates a picture in which nature, objects, and overall atrnosphere 

possess dreamlike qualities. 

There were other, less persona1 reasons that affec ted 

Mayakovsky's choice of poetic devices and language. The attemp t of 

the futurists to renovate and to free language from conservative 

academic limitations certainly played an important role in the poe t's 

creative process. His fellow-futurists Burliuk, Kamens ky , 

Knichenykh, and Khlebnikov, who actively pursued an interest i n  

infantilism by collecting children's drawings, collaborating with 

children in poetry and art, publishing children's artifacts, and  

318 Benchich 28. 



incorporating child-like features in their own works3i9 were no doubt 

an important influence on Mayakovsky poetic predilections. 

3 1 9  Markov, F u t u r i m  36. 



CONCL USIONS 

Primitivism, as commonly defmed, is a vague and oftentimes 

misinterpreted notion which borrows terminology from various 

philosophical, scientific, and artistic concepts. To our knowledge, a 

precise definition of primitivism and its functions, especially in 

literature, has never been established in scholarly criticism. In an 

attempt to clarim this tem, we have conducted a brief analysis of 

the history of primitivism and its manifold applications in modern 

art and literature. We have established, that while often misused to 

imply a lack of sophistication, clumsiness, and naïveté, prîmitivism in 

fac t represents the highly ingenious artistic achievements of 

prehistoric, tribal, and folk craftsmen and poets. The concept of 

primitivism, as we concluded, extends to include ancient and modem 

mythologies as well as ritual thinking and behavior. Those occasions 

in which the primitive artis t displays exaggerated simplicity or 

actual ineptitude in his work, children's art notwithstanding, can 

easily be f o n d  in the works of other artists as well. In such cases, 

some possible reasons for a lack of technical quality rnay be 

insufficient training and skiIl, or purposeful esthetic distortion on the 

part of the artist. 

The three most commonly accepted aspects of primitivism are: 

tribal and prehistoric arts, folklore, and infantilism. We have found it 

necessary to add a fourth component to this classification, based 

upon an analysis of an artistic work on the archetypal level. When 

notions of past, present, and future are transcended, links between 

artistic ideas and collective modes of thought are easily revealed. 



An interest in primitivism in general is common to al1 

modernist movements. It consists in the rejection of conventional, 

"sophisticated" traditions of "high art" and literature. Repulsed b y 

classical conceptions of beauty, modernist artists looked for direct,  

primeval expression of human feelings and emotions in their works.  

In their search for new forms, modernist artists often bypassed  

centuries of classic art and sought out the prima1 source of creat ivi ty  

in the art and oral traditions of ancient cultures, modern tribes, a n d  

folk cultures. The Russian cubo-futurists were prone to th i s  

tendency, and the majority of them, with the notable exception of 

Livshits who remained steadfast in his embrace of symbolis t  

tradition, used elements of primitivism in their literary and art ist ic 

works. 

As we have shown in this dissertation, Mayakovsky's work i s  

replete with at least as many primitivist features as that of his fellow 

futurists. The fact that we possess no compelling documentation of 

any specific interest in this topic on the part of Mayakovsky m a k e s  

the strong primitivist current underlying his early work no less  

significant. We have presented evidence which suggests that it w a s  

Mayakovsky's personal tragedy which drove him toward the orbit of 

transcendental wisdom where universal archetypes reside. We h a v e  

also determined that the death of his father was a turning point i n  

Mayakovsky's emotional development. This tragic event may h a v e  

influenced the blooming of his creative abilities and stimulated h i m 

to seek expression of his feelings through poetry in an atternpt to 

resolve the conflicts and contradictions of his adolescence. 

Mayakovsky allowed his real identity, that of an immature youth, t o  



speak through his early poetry in order to find relief from the  

burden of his premature adulthood. He depicted the "hell of the city" 

as he experienced it in his early years of adolescence. The 

atmosphere of anxiety, fright, and despair which pervades the poet's 

early verse can be seen as a direct manifestation of the negative 

persona1 experiences that lie at the root of his inner disturbances. 

Excited, perplexed, and shocked, the poet achieves a state of 

acute perception in which he is attuned to the resuscitation of deep 

memories and emotions. The convergence of his inner world with the  

collective unconscious leads to a particulas type of primi tivism w hi c h 

we called "psychoIogical". One of Mayakovsky's most compelling 

qualities is his uncanny ability to give literary expression to this 

primordial level of consciousness through the conveyance of the most 

subtle nuances of his subliminal emotions. Many prima1 images such 

as the Sun, the moon, the earth, the night, and the eye appear in 

Mayakovsky's verse with a regularity matched perhaps only i n  

Graeco-Roman mythologies. The prominence of Mayakovsky's poetic 

persona, the lyrical hero of his verse, often approaches the realm of 

the author's identity, which allowed us to analyze the entire body of 

his early poetry in psychoanalytical terms of the individual's 

development as well as in the light of Jungian developmental 

archetypes (hero, wedding, initiation, transcendence). These 

archetypes, as they were revealed in the course of Our analysis, offer 

fascinating insights into the poet's psyche and deepen our  

understanding and appreciation of his verse. Clearly, this arche typa1 

level is not unique to Mayakovsky's work -- indeed, any "naive" poet 

will display a wealth of elemental images emerging from the  



collective unconscious. From the example of Mayakovsky, we have 

demonstrated that this analytical method can be applied to many 

other Russian poets and writers, any of whom could be  

"rediscovered" and "illuminated" through a similar investigation of 

correlation among their psyche, work, and the collective unconscious. 

It is apparent that similar motives, scenes, or images are open 

to multiple interpretations, hence we have attempted to construct a 

comprehensive analysis of Mayakovsky's literary primitivism from 

various perspectives, including linguistic, psychological, literary, 

artistic, historical, and anthropological. All of these methods a re  

united by the cornmon goal: to better understand the deepest roots of 

artistic perception and process, and to show the broad 

epistemological background of the poet's work. Although a n  

exhaustive discussion of every facet of the problem is an 

insurmountable task, the present analysis represents an atternpt to 

uncover the principal nuances and shades of textual and subtextual 

rneaning in Mayakovsky's pre-revolutionary work. 

Mayakovsky's aspirations to discover new means toward the 

renovation of poetic language and to achieve a high level of 

originality prornpted him to use various forms and methods that 

exist outside of classical literary traditions. Although May akov s ky 

did not necessarily invent new techniques and poetic devices, his 

approach was clearly unique. Such "primitive" features as  

"animation", "incorrect" grammar, hyperbolization, and realized 

metaphors became trademarks of his poetry. especially in his early 

verse. 



As we determined in the second chapter, M a y a k o v ~ k ~ ' ~  mode 

of writing changed after the revolution from a "naive" intuitive type 
to a controlled "sentimental" manner. This does not mean that  

Mayakovsky suddenly stopped writing psychologically-charged 

poetry. The shift was indeed abrupt, but not final. Various primitive 

elements as analyzed in this monograph can be found throughout his 

later work as well. In the post-revolutionary poema "About This", for  

example, we see the nearly completed process of initiation, including 

the final stage of rebirth. In the same poerna there is an interesting 

case of the metamorphosis of the Poet into a bear (2:178-80). This 

work also contains the Poet's first realization of his u n  fortuna te 

identification with bvt (2:214). Several of the poet's post- 

revolutionary works, including "About This", "1 Love", "A Good 

Attitude to Horses" (Xopomee oTHoKxeaHe x nouraxm), , and s orne 

unfinished poetry (6:295-6) gravitate toward Mayakovsky's early 

poetics. However, it is true that the appearance of markedly 

primitive elements decreased considerably as a result of the less 

personal nature of Mayakovsky's later poetry. For example, 

"animation" (personification), metamorphosis, and realized 

metaphors are used exceedingly rarely. On the other hand, the use of 

such folk forms as Jubok and chastushka is much more frequent than 

in the early poetry. Moreover, in his poema "150,000,000" the poet 

imitates the style of bylina, and in the play Mvsterv-Bouffe 

( M ~ c ~ e p ~ ~ - 6 y Q l * )  he borrows elements of folk theater .3** Likewise, 

the poet created more neologisms, including infantilisrns, in the post- 

revolutionary period. 

320 Terras. A d b o o k  277. 



We have revealed that, in spite of his lack of interest in 

folklore and ancient languages, the poet's use of popular and old 

language forms and imagery in the early work was extensive. 

Attempting to return to primary sources of creativity, Mayakovsky 

produced his own distinctive style and poetic irnagery. His poe tic s 

include modern vernacular and ancient speech patterns, elements of 

old languages, and classical devices. Emotional richness, one of the  

essential marks of primitivism, is a primary link between 

Mayakovsky's futurist poetry and primitive art and literature. 

In order to achieve the expression of his deepest and most 

intimate emotions Mayakovsky does not limit himself to rules and  

dry formulae. A free exploitation of the adaptability and loosened 

restrictions of primitive grammar and versification, the use of 

hyperbolization, and an animistic perspective offer an incomparably 

flexible approach to the interpretation of subjective reality a n d 

emotion. The freshness of Mayakovsky's world view, similar to that  

of a child, manifests itself in his immediacy of expression, emotional 

content, personal iconography and magic realism. It arises from his 

attempt to translate his troubled immature psyche into the language 

of avant-garde poetry. Mayakovsky's keen intuition, avid thirst for 

experimentation, and genuine yearning for originality brought a 

significant primitive element to his early work. Finally, 

Mayakovsky's poetry is suffused with an intense primordial energ y ,  

wild appeal, and couse emotionality that far exceed an y thing 

produced by his contemporaries. His work presents a particularly 

fascinating case for the study of the primitivist mode in Russian 

avant-garde literature. 
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